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INTRODUCTION 
^6 we all know each of the romantic poets of the early 
19th century has to his credit tooth long and short poems whose 
prominent quality is lyricism of a higher order. On almost 
every individual poet quite a good number of full length studies 
have appeared offering illuminating and critical comments on the 
various aspects of his poetry. An amazing lacuna# however, exists 
in respect of their sonnets. No attempt however, has been made 
to study these sonnets either as individual contributions or as 
manifestations of a common outlook. Almost all the romantic 
poets tried their hands at the sonnet form but Wordsworth surp-
asses them all in sheer bulk as well as in variety of subject 
matter and treatment. An attempt has been made in this thesis 
to study these sonnets in the context of his other poetic works, 
in the context of the tradition of sonnet writing, and also as 
a type of lyric poetry existing in its own right. 
I have followed the chronological method in my work 
where ever possible because all his sonnets are not dated with 
precision and many remain undated. Their subject matter also 
overlaps and their boundaries are vague. I have divided the 
whole thesis into eight chapters. The scheme of chapter-division 
is as follows * 
CHAPTER-I 
THE SONNET AND WORDSWORTH 
Sonnet, a l y r i c poem of 14 l i n e s and I t a l i a n in o r i g i n , 
was transplanted into England by Wyatt and Surrey who pract i sed 
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it and experimented sdat with it till it underwent a process 
of radical modification in the hands of Shakespeare in the 
16th century. But Milton in the 17th century practised the 
Italian pattern and Wordsworth in the 19th century followed 
the example of Milton, Though Wordsworth was considerably 
influenced by Milton in his sonnets, yet, in fact# he acknow-
ledged a greater debt than he actually owed. 
CHAPTER •» II 
' " ""'. ' •- *' i 
THE THEME OF LIBERTY AND THE SONNETS DEDICATED TO LIBERTY 
AND INDEPENDENCE 
The first group of sonnets under this head was born of 
the poetls* observations and reflections concerning the military 
adventures of Napoleon. The notes sounded in these sonnets are 
shame for England's weakness and vices, love for her and pride 
in her past, oppressive fear of the menace of Napoleon and 
heroic reaction, ardour for freedom of other nations and sympa-
thy for the heroes who died for the cause of freedom, The 
second group of sonnets was written on the progress of war 
against Napoleon. Wordsworth praises the valour of the fighting 
nations and their courageous people encouraging them to fight 
against injustice believing in their final victory, 
CHAPTER - III 
THE RIVER DUDDON 
In this series of 33 sonnets the poet traces the origin 
and progress of the river Duddon. This description of the river 
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is symbolic in character. Wordsworth likens the course of the 
river to the career of a writer. In following the river the 
poet follows the life of an individual and the life of the 
nation. The river is also a symbol of man's spirit as it emerges 
from the unknown, runs its earthly course, and merges again with 
the eternal, 
CHAPTER „ IV 
ECCLESIASTICAL SONNETS 
This series of 132 sonnets follows the Duddon Series 
and is complex in nature. Wordsworth divides the series in 
three parts. He undertakes to trace the history of the church 
of England from the introduction of Christianity into Britain 
down to his own times. Though hie sonnets are a versified 
chronicle, they have their social significance. They have a 
* message* for Britain. The monastic life though abused has its 
positive value. The clergy have a responsibility towards the 
nation which they should fulfil, Christianity is a civilizing 
agent and therefore should have a place in the individual life 
as well as national life, 
CHAPTER ~ V 
SONNETS WRITTEN DURING THE TOURS 
Wordsworth was very fond of travel and during the tours 
he wrote sonnets. Part I deals with sonnets written during the 
continental tour of 1820. Part II deals with sonnets written 
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during the revisit of Yarrow in the Autumn of 1831. Part III 
deals with sonnets composed during the tour in the summer of 
1833. Part IV includes the sonnets written during the Italian 
tour of 1837, I have studied all these groups with a view tx> 
judging the growth of Wordsworth' s mind. 
CHAPTER - VI 
SONNETS UPON THE PUNISHMENT OF DEATH 
TheAseries of 14 sonnets was suggested by the discussions 
in Parliament and elsewhere on the subject of the Punishment of 
Death. The abo life ion of the death penalty by the Parliament 
created fears in the mind of Wordsworth and it was in opposition 
to it that Wordsworth wrote this series. The poet is of the 
view that the guilty should not go unpunished, because if the 
guilty goes scot free, it will debase the general mind, weaken 
the zest and love in the heart of man for life and disturb the 
peace of the state. The poet favours the retention of the right 
of the State to punish the guilty to the extent of imparting 
him the punishment of death. 
CHAPTER - VII 
MISCELLANEOUS SONNETS 
In this chapter are included all sonnets under this head 
and a few others which are scattered over in other series where 
they do not form part of the main body of verses or sonnets. I 
have put them thematically and chronologically for a study under 
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th ree sul^heads - Part I Sonnets on names of persons and places* 
Part I I Sonnets descr ip t ive of nature , Part I I I General sonnets, 
CHAPTER - VIII 
IMAGERY AMD TECHNIQUE IN THE SONNETS OF WORDSWORTH 
A study of the sonnets of Wordsworth shows that symbols, 
metaphors and similes cross and rejcross. A greater number of 
images are from nature and a lesser number from man made stru-
cture. Natural images for him include forest,trees,meadows, 
flowers,birds,insects,stars, mountains and water, Among the man 
made structures are ruined castle, palace, church and chapels, 
In rhyme pattern he extends the practice of Milton and like his 
master divides the sonnet into octave and sestet but again like 
his master lets his capura< fall anywhere in the sonnet and he 
justifies it. He thinks of unity not of a solid structure but 
of a liquid form, 
CONCLUSION 
Wordsworth wrote 523 sonnets over a period of 50 years. 
It is a common place of criticism that after the 'Great decade* 
Wordsworth lost his poetic power but a study of his sonnets 
shows that it never completely deserted him, though it had 
declined. Apart from the period when he was at the acme of his 
poetic powers, we get glimpses of that power in some sonnets of 
the later period. In them there is profundity of thought and flow 
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of language. Such sonnets are a few In number. A study of his 
sonnets shows that they are not autobiographical in the sense 
in which the sonnets of Shakespeare ere. Wordsworth as a sonnet 
writer exercised a great influence over the sonnet writers of 
early Victorian period. Considered in the perspective of history, 
it can be said that Wordsworth took up the sonnet where Milton 
left off, and made it more roomy and flexible for purposes of 
self-expression. He further enlarged its scope by treating of 
a greater variety of subjects, of both permanent and ephemeral 
value. In respect of technique, he took greater freedom, almost 
behaving like a libertine, violating the conventional rhyme 
pattern rather wilfully to suit his requirements. As a whole, 
leaving sonnets of inferior quality we have a sizable residue 
where the poet is capable of rising to great heights and impart-
ing the touch of the master to his work. In the history of the 
English sonnet Wordsworth* s place is, therefore, secure. 
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BTTflODUCTIOy 
As we all know each of the romantio poets of the early 19th 
century has to his credit both long and short poems whose prominent 
quality is lyricism of a high order* On almost every individual poet 
quite a good number of full length studies have appeared offering 
illuminating and critical comments on the various aspects of his 
poetry* Among the various kinds of lyric poetry attempted by them 
studies of odes have also been made* An amassing lacuna, however, 
exists in respect of their sonnets* No attempt has been made to 
study these sonnets either as individual contributions or as 
manifestations of a common out-dock* Almost all the romantic poets 
tried their hands at the sonnet form but Wordsworth surpasses them 
all in sheer bulk as well as in variety of subject matter and treat-
ment. Be has written 525 sonnets which constitute a sisable unit 
worthy of being studied together for a full length study. An 
endeavour has been , made in this thesis to study his sonnets in the 
context of his other poetic works, in the context of the tradition 
of sonnet writing, and also as a type of lyric poetry existing in 
its own right. 
It is very curious that with the romantic revival which stood 
for freedom, the sonnet genre was revived. Whereas in the case of 
those whose output is meagre, it may be thought that the poet wrote 
the sonnets as a pastime or as an experiment, in the case of Wordsworth 
we cannot think like that. It was because he did not personally 
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l ike too much l iberty whioh other romantics had taken with the poetic 
forms. Sis own nature and temperament helped him to feel at home in 
th is form* Ee also indulged in i t as i f to get respite from hie long 
potioal works. Ee wrote them at various times for over fifty years 
of his poetic career* All of them cannot be dated with precision 
because many of them remain undated, *> attempt has however been 
made to study them vie-a-vis the various phases of his l i f e when he 
wrote these sonnets* 
She present thesis aims at a comprehensive study ot a l l Wordsworth's 
sonnets* Though his sonnets offer a bewildering variety as they are 
religious.political,refleotive,descriptive; narrative and personal.yet 
they are amenable to various kinds of classification. I have class* 
if ied them according to the subject matter though classification on 
th is basis cannot be rigid because their boundaries are vague and over-
lapping* X have also tr ied to study them chronologically wherever 
possible, they are also sub-classified keeping in view the general 
t r a i t s of the contents* Because the sonnets are studied in historical 
perspective,the f i r s t chapter surveys the sonnet in general*its emergence 
with the romantic revival and Wordsworth's choice of i t with Milton's 
influence on him. The second chapter deals with the Sonnets dedicated 
to Liberty and Independence written during the acme of his poetic 
powers, and 14 sonnets 'Sonnets Dedicated to Liberty and Order* written 
after a long lapse of time. She third chapter deals with the series 
known as 'Duddon Sonnets*. In the forth chapter his Ecclesiastical 
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Sonnets are discussed in three parts dealing with the introduction, 
progress end operation of the church in England. The fifth chapter 
deals with the sonnets numbering 115, written during four tours of 
the country and the continent undertaken In 1820,1851,1835 and 1837. 
Chapter sixth deals with sonnets on the punishment of death* These 
sonnets have a hearing on the contemporary controversy whether capital 
punishment should be abolished or not. Chapter seventh covers all the 
remaining sonnets included under the heading 'MigcellaneoUB Sonnets' 
in three parts and stray sonnets written at various times and on various 
occasions* They are dealt with under three sub-heads—sonnets descri-
ptive of nature,sonnets on the names of places and persons and general 
sonnets on various subjects like human life,topics of temporal or 
spiritual and local,national and international importance. The Sonnets 
descriptive of nature are discussed in two phases* First are taken up 
those sonnets which express his delight in the various objeots of 
nature and in the later phase are discussed those sonnets which are 
not purely descriptive but contain some thing which expresses 
Wordsworth's firm faith in nature. Chapter eighth deals with the 
technical aspects of Wordsworth's sonnets » their structure, imagery, 
rhythmic pattern, symbols and style in general* The last chapter 
evaluates his contribution to the sonnet and bis influence on the 
Victorians* 
1 
THE SOiHBT ABB WOHDSWQBTH 
A eonnet* a lyric poem of 14 lines* by general consensus of 
opinion* is Italian in origin* and Petrarch, its greatest practi-
tioner is said to have given it its finished form. It is erotic in 
nature and in structure it has one octave rhyming abba* abba and 
one sestet rhyming cdc, dcd, though variations occur in the sestet* 
There is a volte at the eighth line* Erom Italy the form was trans-
planted to England by Wyatt and Surrey and later practised by a 
number of renaissance poets Including Sidney* Spenser and Shakespeare 
among the major poets and Daniel* Drayton* lodge* Fletcher and Same 
among the minor* The form was not easy to acclimatise and so the 
uncouth experiments began with Wyatt and in course of time climaxed 
with Shakespeare who gave the standard form since known as the 
Shakespearen sonnet, By the end of the sixteenth century the 
Petrarchan sonnet underwent a prooess of radical modification* In 
the seventeenth century John Donne by writing 'Holy Sonnets' 
presented in the sonnet form a terrible conflict of the soul the 
intensity of which was hitherto unknown in the sonnet form. With 
Milton we get a revival of the Italian sonnet form. The great 
fault of ElizabethinSonneteering was its easy flow and its all too 
manifest felicity. Even Shakespeare adopted the "mellifluous and 
honeyed tongued" manner in his sonnets* But Milton preferred 
classical restraint to verbal abundance and lusciousness of the 
past. Milton not only replaced the verbal luxuriance of the 
Elizabethan sonnet by a classical precision* but also abandoned its 
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formal structure. He marks a return to the Petrarchan form and 
snatches the sonnet from the dainty hand of love. He paved the way 
for topographical and descriptive pictorial sonnets following the 
sonnet tradition of Tasso who had written heroical, sacred and morel 
sonnets besides love sonnets. Though Milton technically divides the 
sonnets into octave and sestet, he is not very strict In observing 
the bipartite division of the sonnet. The majestic flow of his 
verse obliterates the distinction between the main and the minor 
divisions* His sonnet on "The late Massacre in Pied Mont" is one 
continuous whole, the pauses occurring only in the middle of the 
line. He also enlarges the scope of the sonnet. We have love, 
meditation, ethical compliment, episode and polemics in his sonnets. 
The neo-classical age was antagonistic to the sonnet form. 
It did not value the sonnet form which called for a constructive 
will to create. So the poets of the time let the sonnet rot. The 
critics scorned it. It is only in the later half of the eighteenth 
century that sonnets came to be written. Professor Havens has 
examined 2500 sonnets composed between 1740 to 1800. Most of them 
are irregular in form and local in content. The Petrarchan sonnets 
and their illegitimate variations are more numerous than the three 
types of the Shakespearean, Spenserian and irregular variety — 
taken together. This revival is said to begin with the incoming 
breesses of romanticism. The revival began with Gray*s "Sonnet on 
the Death of Mrs Richard West" written in 1742 with the Petrarchan 
prinoiple in view. In 1747 was published Warburton^ edition of 
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Shakespeare. Other sonnet writers were Thomas Wart on, Thomas 
Edwards, William Mason who adopted the Miltonic form with its wide 
rang© of subject matter, They were followed by writers grouped 
as those influenced by Milton and those who employed the Shakespea-
rean form* The group composed of John Bamfylde, Thomas Bussell, 
Sir Edgerton Irydges, Anna Steward, and William Cowper employed the 
Petrarchan or Miltonic rhyme scheme. The other group of Charlotte 
Smith, Biohard Polwhele, W.L.Bowles, Mary Robinson,Helen Maria 
Williams, Mary Tighe and Coleridge employed a greater Variety of 
rhyme scheme, most of which is either Shakespearean or irregular. 
f 
It is a curious phenomenon that the romantic age which abhorod any 
type of restrictions liked the sonnet form which requires a certain 
discipline* 
With the advent of the Romantic period the sonnet again 
occupies a place of honour. It was the period which indulged 
freely in the passionate outpouring of feeling, a period, therefore, 
to which a flowing rhythm had to be closer than the tectonic sonnet 
form which called for a conscious and disciplined speech and in 
which the thought had to be concluded at the end of the fourteenth 
line which admits of no self-outpouring of poetic feeling and no 
urge for the boundless. Coleridge had this Incongruity in mind 
when he attacked the external correctness of the form and the 
regularity of Italian sonnet composers in the preface to his colleo-
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tion of sonnets published In 1796, for he thought that a Momentary 
outbreak of feeling cannot be forced into a conventional straight 
Jacket •»- as he named the sonnet* Be writes t 
"I have never been able to discover sense .nature or 
poetie fancy in Petrarch's poeas} they appeared to 
ae all one glitter and heavy conceits and Metaphysical 
abstractions, ,.H 
Begarding the metre of the sonnet he continues* 
"Xhe writers should consult his own convenience — 
rhymes, many or few, or no rhymes at all—whatever 
the chastity of his ear may prefer,whatever the 
rapid expression of his feelings will permit?— 
all these things are left at his own disposal"» 
Coleridge, therefore, shows a certain discretion in the use of the 
sonnet form. He has composed many irregular sonnets, which 
exemplify the incompatibility of the explosive romantic experience 
and the plaid sonnet form. But the question when there is inco-
ngruity between their experience and the sonnet form, why did they 
take to the sonnet form? Wordsworth has expressed his views on 
this question in the following sonnet. 
IOTS fret not at their oonvent's narrow roomf 
And hermits are contented with their cellsj 
And students with their pensive citadels} 
Maids at the wheel, the weaver at his loom, 
Sit blithe and happy) bees that soar for bloom, 
High as the highest Peak of Fumess-fells, 
Will auraur by the hour in foxglove bells} 
In truth the prison, unto which we doom 
Ourselves, no prison is; and hence for me, 
In sundry moods, 'twas pastime to be bound 
Within the Sonnet's scanty plot of ground} 
Pleased if some Souls (for such there needs must be) 
Who have felt the weight of too much liberty, 
Should find brief solace there, as X have found. 
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B» feels that the sonnet fox* does not meet the requirements of 
the romantic experience. But he does not experience i t as restric-
ting chains? i t simply signifies for hin a restriction which he 
voluntarily imposes on himself as he knows the "weight of too nach 
liberty" — jfcfie danger of great freedom in poetry — also in his 
own poetry perhaps* To his own freedom he applies consciously 
the rigid form as a rein and derives solace therefrom* as he i s 
conscious of the dangers working in want of form. Wordsworth usee 
the form hut takes liberty and varies the rigid pattern to suit his 
own requirements. Further, the rigour of thought i s lacking in 
many of his sonnets — mostly less valuable—to the extent to which 
one has the feeling that the thought can be developed further than 
*the scanty plot of ground* the sonnet permits* This prompted him 
to compose* series of sonnets like the one addressed to "The River 
Duddon" in which the individual sonnets are as a rule only loosely 
connected with one another* This sort of serial sonnet composi-
tion was originally far removed from the rigid Italian form* beoause 
the rounded compactness of each individual poem* which i s character-
i s t i c of the sonnet * i s thereby broken and the individual sonnet 
i t se l f becomes atrophic. It seems that he was extending the range 
of this verse form* 
She sonnet form suited Wordsworth's temperament also* She 
poet had no humour* no dramatic power and his temperament was that 
of dry quality• tt& in all his published correspondence, we shall 
not find a letter, hut only essays. If we consider carefully 
where he was most successful, we shall find that it was not so much 
in description of natural scenery or delineation of character as in 
vivid expression of the effect produced by external objects or 
events upon his mind. His finest passages are always monologues. 
He had a foandness for particulars and this power of particular-
isation is what gives such tflgour and greatness to single lines and 
sentiments in his poetry and to poems developing a single thought 
or sentiments. It was this that made Wordsworth fond of sonnets* 
That 'sequestered nook1 forced upon his the limits which his 
fecundity was never self denying enough to impose on itself. The 
sonnet form suited his solitary and meditative temper end it was 
here that Lamb liked him best. Its narrow bounds» but fourteen 
paces from end to end turn into a virtue his too common fault of 
giving undue prominence to every passing emotion, fie excels in 
monologues, and the law of sonnet tempers monologue with mercy* 
In the adoption of the sonnet form Wordsworth owes much to 
Milton. In the Advertisement to the volume of his eolleoted sonnets, 
published in 1856, Wordsworth wrote* 
ny admiration of some of the Sonnets of miton, 
first tempted me to write in that form* The fact 
is.... .mentioned.... as a public acknowledgment of 
one of the innumerable obligations, which, as a 
poet and a man, X am under to our great fellow 
countryman* 
r 
fhe Fenwiok note to the Miscellaneous Sonnets too bears out his 
fascination for Milton» 
"In the cottage of Town-End, one afternoon in 1801, 
my sister read to me the sonnets of Milton. X had 
long been well acquainted with them, but I was 
particularly struck on that oooasion by the dignified 
simplicity and majestic harmony that *uns through 
most of them} in character so totally different from 
the Italian,and still more so from Shakespeare's 
fine sonnets. X took fire,if X may be allowed to say 
so, and produced three sonnets the same afternoon, 
the first X ever wrote except an irregular one at 
school* Of these three,the only one X distinctly 
remember is *I grieved for Buonaparte'i one was 
n&rex written down) the third,which was, X believe, 
preserved, X cannot particularise" 
In a letter to Walter Savage Landor, ipril 20, 1822,1 
Wordsworth mentioned the incident of Itorothy's reading the sonnets* 
MXn the course of the same afternoon,! produced 
tiswe sonnets and soon after many others} and 
since that time and from want of resolution to 
make up anything of length, X have filled up 
many a moment in writing sonnets" 
The study of Milton'B sonnets obviously inspired Wordsworth to write 
sonnets. Bis appreciation of his sonnets was profound as is evident 
from the above statement and also from the following one* 
MXn the better half of (Milton's) sonnets the sense 
does not dose with the rhyme at 8th line,but overflows 
into the second pwrtlon of the metre* How it has 
struck me* that it is not done merely to gratify the 
ear by variety and freedom of sound,but also to 
aid in giving that pervading sense of intense unity 
in which the excellence of the sonnet has already 
seemed to me mainly to consist. Instead of looking 
I."I had long been well acquainted with them...Mt Wordsworth wrote 
Landor an April 20, 1822,that he had known Milton's sonnets by 
heart at the time Dorothy read them to him .The letters of William 
^ I S M ^ ) ^ 8 / ^ * ** ***** Y«ar.,ed.De.Sellnoourt 
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at this composition as a piece of architecture, 
making a whole out of three parts (beginning, 
middle,and end), I have been such in the habit 
of preferring the image of an orbicular body,— 
a sphere or a dew-drop.M* 
Wordsworth wrote no fewer than 523 sonnets 2 . It was 
Milton as he te l l s us, who provided him with the initial impulse* 
But a number of Wordsworth's statements on this head are patently 
inaccurate, and others seem to be misleading* It i s of some 
interest and importance, therefore, to enquire just how Wordsworth 
began writing this great body of poetry* Wordsworth, in fact, 
wrote sonnets of a high order independently of Milton; that he had 
begun this independent development before Dorothy had read Milton's 
sonnets to him} and that he continued the development after Dorothy's 
reading. The impact of Milton's sonnets probably hastened 
Wordsworth's progress In this form, end i t certainly influenced 
the direction of this progress j but Wordsworth oould have been a 
great sonneteer even without Milton's influence* 
She date of Dorothy's reading Milton's sonnets was not 
18COL, but May 21, 1602, as we learn from her Journal« "fttlliam 
wrote two sonnets on Buonaparte, after I have read Milton's 
sonnets to him". Nor was "I grieved for Buonaparte" the f irst 
sonnet, except one, that Wordsworth had written* Be had published 
1. James A.W.Bsffermm? Wordsworth theory of poerty p*174*l75 
2* Be wrote even more, i f we oount alternate versions of the 
various sonnets* 
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a fact whioh suggests that Wordsworth had not always considered 
the form absurd. These earliest sonnets* moreover, reveal no 
admiration of some of the sonnets of Milton. 
The sonnets whioh Wordsworth is known to have written before 
May 21, 1802, aret "Sonnet written by Mr.— immediately after the 
death of his wife, March 2, 1787*t "Sonnet on seeing M a s Helen 
Maria Williams weep at a tale of distress" (composed in 1787} 
published March, 1787)} "Sweet was the walk along the narrow lane" 
(1792)) "If grief dismiss me not to them that rest" (composed In 
1795*97)I (Pub* February 13» 1798)} "Calm is all nature as a 
resting wheel" (Composed 1795-97) » revised, and pub .February 13, 
1802). These sonnets* one of them written as if by a sorrowing 
widower, another addressed to a poetess whom Wordsworth had never 
seen, and a third suggestion*? that he might die of grief, manifestly 
owe nothing to Milton's sonnets, from which this sort of artifici-
ality is conspicuously missing* Nor is anything owed to Milton's 
sonnets in such of Wordsworth's phrases as "raven gloom," "happier 
pole," "life purple tide," "delicious pain," "Melancholy's idle 
dreams," "vermail lips*...rising breast...auburn looks," "busy 
caresf" phrases with which the verses of Wordsworth's late eight-
eenth century contemporaries abound. 
None of Wordsworth's earliest sonnets is similar in structure 
to any of Milton's} indeed, no two of Wordsworth's earliest sonnets 
resemble ane another. All are different, both in their octaves and 
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in their sestets, a fact which shows that when he wrote them, 
Wordsworth had not set t led upon any model of this form to emulate. 
Two further characteristics of Milton's sonnets are not to be 
found in Wordsworth's earl iest sonnetst Milton frequently-
disregarded the Mm pause between the octave and the sestet , and 
he introduced strong pauses within the l i ne . Neither of these 
practices characterises Wordsworth's earliest sonnets. With the 
notable exception of "Calm i s a l l nature," the sonnets are clearly 
divided into octave and sestet , and the l ines are not interrupted 
by stong pauses. 
But i t Is clear that in writing these early poems 
Wordsworth had before him no very steady conception of the sonnet 
form, we must not assume that he had given the sonnet no serious 
thought ov that he had regularly thought of i t as "egregiously 
absurd" before Dorothy's reading of Milton's sonnets in May, 1602) 
for, a few months ear l ier , he had revised an old sonnet and had 
published i t on February 15 in the Morning Post as "Calm i s a l l 
nature as a resting Wheel". Wordsworth claimed to have written this 
poem in 17861 "But nothing of i t can be so early," De Slincourt 
remarks, "Except perhaps, a phrase or two, and the underlying idea 
of remonstrance at the 'officious touch* of f r iends . . . . " De 
Selincourt places "the f i r s t shaping of the poem into anything 
l ike i t s present form" in 1795*97"^ Prom Dorothy»s Journal we 
1. De Selincourt ed. Wordsworth's Poetjoal Worksi Early poems 
(Oxford, 1940) p . 318. 
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learn that on January 28, 1802, William was writing one of hla 
boyhood poems , Just over a fortnight later* "Calm as all nature" 
appeared in the Horning Post* Shis poem is less conventional in 
structure and expression than the other early sonnets. Its rhyme 
scheme is most unusual - abba acca cod dad. A strong pause
 t 
followed by a turn of thought occurs, not after the octave, but 
at the end of the sixth line. Is we should expect of the 
Wordsworth of 1802, this poem is written in simple language, 
relatively free from conventionalized poetic expression* We feel 
that Wordsworth here writes of what he sees and hears* that he is 
not playing a part or striking a poset 
Calm is all nature as a resting wheel. 
She kine are couched upon the dewy grass} 
The horse alone*seen dimly as X pass, 
Is up, and cropping yet his later meal* 
Dark is the ground} a slumber seemB to steal 
O'er vale,and mountain,and the starless sky. 
In keeping his eyes and ears open to the real world around 
him, in breaking with conventions of structure and diction, and in 
expressing himself with sincerity, Wordsworth in this poem produced 
a sonnet which represented an advance beyond his earlier sonnets. 
Here was a conspicuous movement away from artificiality} a promise, 
soon to be fulfilled in "Westminster Bridge," offer greater sonnets 
to come. 
1. "fm.slept better-better this morning-he had (fords omitted) 
epitaph, end altered one that he wrote when he was a boy." 
The bearing of this entry upon the present problem i s , of 
course, purely conjectural. 
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fits next step in the art of writing sonnets came on May 21, 
about three months after the publication of "Calm I s al l nature" 
when Dorothy read Mm the sonnets of Hilton. Whether the publication 
of "Calm i s a l l nature* had any bearing upon Dorothy's happening 
to read the sonnets to her brother i t i s impossible to say. 
The qualities which Wordsworth found most admirable in Milton's 
sonnets — qualities which, as we shall see, he t r ied to emulate in 
"I grieved for Buonaparte" *•- were their manliness and dignity 
"distinguished by simplicity and unity of object and aim, and 
undisfigured by false or vicious ornaments". 80 he wrote for the 
information of his brother John, addingt 
"Milton's sonnets are in several places incorrect, 
and aometfcimes uncouth in language,and, perhaps, 
in some, inharmonious} yet , upon the whole, I think 
the musio exceedingly well suited to i t s end, that 
i s , I t has an energetic and varied flow of sound 
crowding into narrow room more of the combined 
effect of rhyme and blank verse than van be done by 
any other kind of verse I know of. The Sonnets of 
Milton which 1 l ike best are that to Cyrlack Skinnert 
on his blindnessI captain or Coloneli Massacre of 
Piedmont 1 Cromwell1 except l as t two lines"* 
2n the Fenwick note to his Miscellaneous Sonnets he speaks 
of the "dignified simplicity and majestic harmony" that runs through 
most of Milton's sonnets} and in the l e t t e r to Landor he calls 
attention to their "gravity and republican austerity". 
*• Early Letters, De Selincourt ed} Hov. 1802 ((kford 1935) p« 312 
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After Dorothy had read Milton's sonnets to him on May 21, 
1802, Wordsworth took fire and composed the following sonneti 
I grieved for Buonaparte, withiayain ^ ^ ^ 
And an unthinking grief I .The r&&&!£bam 
Of that Man*s mind • what can I t bet what food 
Fed hitr f i r s t hopesf what knowledge could be gain? 
•Tie not in batt les that from youth we train 
The Governor who must be wise and good, 
And lemper with the sterness of the brain 
Thoughts motherly* and meek as womanhood* 
Wisdom doth l ive with children round her knees i 
Books, le isure, perfeet freedom, and the talk 
Man holds with week-day man in the hourly walk 
Of the mind's businesst these are the degrees 
By which true Sway doth mount$ this is the stalk 
Hxtte Power doth grow onj and hexfrights are these. 
Here w« find the very qualities which Wordsworth admired in 
Milton*s sonnetst dignity, simplicity, unity of object, republican 
austerity, and the combined effect of rhyme and blank verse. This 
l a t t e r effect i s achieved, in large par t , by interrupting the 
l ines seven times with strong pauses, indicated by an exclamation 
point, a dash, two question marks, a colon, and two semicolons) 
and by ending independent clauses before the ends of the lines in 
five places* Milton employed the same devices to achieve the same 
effect^ I t i s interesting t* noties; by the way, that in a sonnet 
frankly indebted to Milton, Wordsworth used a rhyme scheme never 
used by Milton - abba abab odde ode. 
After noting the impact of Milton's sonnets on "I grieved 
for Buonaparte," one i s hardly prepared for what he finds in 
Wordsworth's next sonnet, "Westminster Bridge" ("Earth has not any 
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thing to show more fair")} for this poem composed on July 31, 
1802, ten weeks after Doafchy's reading of Milton's sonnets1, 
owes l i t t l e to the influence of Ml ton. Thomas Hutchinson has 
written of "Westminster Bridge" la terns which seem to link I t 
with Wordsworth's sonnets "on the MLltonian model"} and has 
placed "Calm Is al l nature" In a group of "effusions" In which 
Wordsworth's early 'fantastic wantonness of woe' recurs more or 
2 
less distinctly" . But "Calm i s al l nature" clearly represents an 
advance beyond Wordsworth's other early sonnets'} and "Westminster 
Bridge" i s certainly much closer in conception and treatment to 
"Calm i s a l l nature" than to the strikingly "Miltonlan" sonnet on 
Buonaparte. "Westminster Bridge" i s not conspicuously Mltonic in 
spiri t* I t reflects no republican austerity* Resonance,breadth, 
loftiness and vigour are absent* Though four l ines run over,the 
rhyme scheme Is n&vex obscured} and the device of Internal pause 
i s employed • IX we except the pointing of the explosive "Dear Cod" -
only once,in the f i f th l ine , "Westminster Bridge "is , in fact, a develo-
pment in the direction away from conscious imitation,a direction to -
wards a kind of quatorzain in which the poet looks steadily at the 
objects which he describes in the world about him.One discovers in thes< 
two poems a spiritual affinity not shared by the sonnet on Buonaparte. 
mmmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmammm^mnmma nim • — i n win nmmmm*m*"tm w w ummmmmmmm*mmi*mimmimw+mm<m\m i »immmmm+m—mmmmmmi+mmmmm m*nm mmmm—m 
1* The paragraph in Dorothy's Journal following the entry for July 
27, 1802, gives us th is correct date for "Westminster Bridge". 
2* Thomas Hutchinson, "Note on the Wordsworthian Sonnet," in poems 
in Two Volumes Beprinted from the original Edition of 1807 
(l*»don, 1897)» 1#203*226} see especially 210-213, 
5» Laurence Bousman includes "Calm i s a l l nature" in his recent 
Wordsworth Anthology (New Yark,1946),in which only fifteen of 
Wordsworth's sonnets are represented. I t appears in good 
company-between the "Immortality Ode" and "Tlntem Abbey". 
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low far* or in what direction Wordsworth would have carried the 
sonnet form, had not Dorothy read the sonnets of Milton to him, 
it would be idle to conjecture. But the promise of "Calm is all 
nature** and the fulfilment of "Westminster Bridge** show that even 
without emulating the example of Hilton's sonnets Wordsworth was 
capable of writing greatly in this form* 
The remaining seventeen sonnets of 1802 make dear what 
Wordsworth learned from Milton's sonnets* Be learned, as we have 
seen, to introduce pauses within the line, with the resultant 
"combined effect11 of rhyme and blank verse* This effect is cons* 
picuous not only in **X grieved for Buonaparte" where it is most 
pronounced, but in "Fair Star of evening, Splendour of west", 
"Bere, on our native soil, we breathe once more", "Greatmen have 
1 
among us," and others ,. Be settled to an octave form which, like 
Milton's, had a rhyme at the ends of the first, fourth, fifth, 
and eighth lines $ and in ten of the seventeen sonnets he followed 
Milton in disregarding the division between the octave aid the 
sestet. 
But Wordsworth's sonnets are in no sense imitations of 
Milton's* The device of internal pauses i s not conspicuous in 
"Calm i s , August, 1802", "On the extinction of the Venetian 
Republic", "We had a female passemger who came", and "When I have 
borne In memory what has tamed". The majestic tone in poetry i s 
Wordsworth's quite as much as i t i s Milton's
 3 though i t i s found 
1. "See" The King of Sweden", "To Toussaint L' Ouverturne". 
"September, 1602, near Dover," "London, 1802, and "Dark and 
more dark the shades of evening fel l ." 
1 f% o 
in his poem before 1602 at a few places ae in son* passages whioh 
• • re l a te r to be included in The Prelude or in some lines of 
Tintertt Abbey* True, that Wordsworth, l ike JD.lten, wrote sonnets 
on l iberty, but the theme of l iberty which runs through a l l these 
sonnets i s , again, as thoroughly characteristic of Wordsworth as of 
Milton, in English poet, particularly one of Wordsworth's pol i t ical 
views, who, l ike Wordsworth, had made a t r ip to Srance in the Sumner 
of 1602, and who had subsequently resided in London, could certainly 
be expected to have produced a number of poli t ical poems, with or 
without J&lton's example* Daring the next year, 1803, when the 
thoughts of a l l Englishmen were turned to the possible invasion of 
their homeland* Wordsworth devoted eight out of eleven sonnets to 
the subject of liberty* Ihat he chose the sonnet form for these 
verses, was probably due to a sudden realisation of the similarity 
of his situation to that described in some of (Milton's), to his 
admiration for the part Milton had played in the earl ier c r i s i s , 
and to a sense of the suitabil i ty of the sonnets of his favourite 
poet for expressing hie own difficulties and fears . Besides, 
Wordsworth has surpassed his master in his sonnets descriptive of 
nature. & i s the f i r s t to establish conclusively in English 
l i tera ture the sonnet descriptive of nature* 
Tet, in writing his sonnets Wordsworth was never a docile 
follower. 4m we have seen., he held Milton's sonnets to be "in 
several places incorrect, and sometimes uncouth in language, end 
perhaps, in some, inharmoniousM. This was his opinion in Hovember, 
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1802, only half a year after he had taken fire at Dorothy's reading 
of Hilton's sonnets. 
2h the long ran* the chief characteristics of tfefc Milton's 
sonnet which persisted in Wordsworth's sonnets were the character-
i s t i c s of form* She Miltonic octave* rhyme abba, and the closely 
related form* abba acca (not used by Milton), became habitual with 
Wordsworth, He never wrote sonnets in the Spenserian or Shakesp-
earean form , 
As regards run-over lines,internal pauses* and the failure 
to observe the prescribed pauses there was no change* "throughout 
his l i f e he oonformed so closely to Milton's usage that many of his 
poems read like blank verse* the division into octave and sestet 
he usually kept* but in his early as well as his later work he sfteav 
ran the eighth line into ninth. 
Wordsworth contributed quite as much to the sonnet as he 
borrowed of this form form Milton* At the time when Dorothy read 
Milton's sonnets to him* he had already given promise of becoming 
a good sonneteer in his own right* a promise soon to be more than 
fulfilled in the great "Westminster Bridge" * which owes l i t t l e to 
Milton. Throughout his l i f e he took pains to acknowledge his obli-
gations to his great fellow countryman, whom he termed his master; 
and i t was characteristic of Wordsworth to remember the impact of 
1* In 1787* while at school* l e wrote one Shakespearean sonnet, 
M0n seeing Miss Helen Maria Williams weep". 
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Milton's eonneta upon him, end to forget his own independent 
progress in the form* Hie indebtedness to Hilton "as a Poet and a 
Man* was tremendous i but In the Batter of writing sonnets he 
acknowledged a greater debt than he actually owed. 
C H A P T E R - II 19 
»W »fflP ^ hVmn IF> THE SQHNBTS DEDICATED TO LIBBHTr AM 
IMIffiPEHDENCB 
The note of l iberty sounded in the sonnets i s a part of the 
voice of l iberty generously taken up by Wordsworth in many of his 
other poems. The theme of freedom both personal and national, ~ 
f orms the basis of many poems and i s an essential ingredient of 
almost a l l of his best poems* I t i s while Wordsworth sings of 
liberty that he achieves his farthest creative reaches* liberty to 
Wordsworth connotes a sense o£ free will and free action. She 
Cumberland Beggar should be allowed to find his solace and strength 
in nature "where and when hs will"* 
Wordsworth seems instictivelj to associate liberty with the 
countryside and rural l ife* That Is why, he never tires of singing 
praises of a l i f e led in rural natural surroundings away from the 
madding crowd* This type of love for liberty i s expressed in many 
of his personal lyrics, odes and poems of relaxed personal experi-
ence* 'The Solitary Reaper', 'The fcucy Poems' 'I wandered lonjty 
as|cloud* are permeated by the spirit of personal independence. 
Insistence upon freedom, the desire to have his limbs more freely, 
would have made young Wordsworth reluctant to carry a lady's shawl, 
to lead her horse, or even help her on s t i le . When manhood appro-
aches, as Wordsworth explains in Duddon Sonnets XXVI, the same 
brooks and open hi l ls that nourished the indolent fancy of boyhood 
1. Literary Reminiscences p. J8 
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encourage a more politically significant liberty. Wordsworth 
perhaps, associated his youthful dawdling with adult passion for 
personal liberty and national independence. That is why, in many 
of the non-political sonnets public utterance is mingled with 
personal passion. 'The world is too much with us', 'Opon Westmins-
ter Bridge* combine both private and public passions. Just as 
Machael, the Solitary Reaper, *The leech Gatherer', 'The (Ed 
Cubmsrland Beggar* and the Pedlar stand freely in the air, BO the 
towers, domas, theatres, and other sleeping forms "lie open intt 
the field, and to the sky*. Even "It is a beauteous Evening, Calm 
and free* denotes a mood of freedom. Moments of awakened imagina-
tion for the poet are the best and the happiest and involve freedom, 
solicitude and hope. Love of freedom ranges and swells from mood 
to mood in The Frelude, but it also achieves release in the sonnet's 
narrow compass. As an artist, he released greatest energy when he 
pressed free creativeness against the barrier aid of poetio conven-
tions. 
In the political sonnets dedicated to liberty and indepen-
dence Wordsworth views liberty politically. Physical bondage under 
a tyrant is hideous* It is a worse bondage if a man walks in open 
air but belongs to a nation that has chosen not to oppose tyranny 
and has fetters for its soul. "The power of armies is a visible 
thing**' but who oan know the strength of a people possessing the 
1* Sonnets dedicated to Liberty and Independence. 
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noble invisible spirit of liberty. Bi the sonnet written a year 
before beginning with "O'erwsening statesmen...." the poet affirmst 
"Jut from within proceeds a Bations health} 
Which shall not fail, though poor men cleave with pride 
To the paternal floor} or turn aside, 
Jh the thronged city, from the walks of gain, 
As being all unworthy to detain 
A Soul by contemplation sanctified. 
(XJUX) 
Wordsworth inherited love of freedom from Milt on, Thorns an 
Cowper, Dyer, Bettie, Collins, Goldsmith and Bums* He also felt 
a kinship with Cowley and Horace as his poem 'Liberty* declares* 
But he differs with these' in his conception. How can he share with 
John Dyer and other Whigs the idea of liberty which is wedded to the 
glories of commerce? He also avoids the Christian view of liberty, 
most celebrated in Milton's two epic poems* True liberty for 
Wordsworth includes freedom from "the darkness that dwells within" • 
It requires self-discipline also as he late in life recognized, 
though early it meant only the free vent of emotions and access to 
the open air. is an artist he has always known the joy of freedom 
within the restraints of conventions. He utters this paradox most 
compellingly in the sonnet "Kun^s fret not at their convent's 
narrow room" where the sonnet form is blessed for its succor to 
those "who have felt the weight of too much liberty" * 
Both Herford and J.Smith are of the opinion that Wordsworth 
wrote these sonnets under the influence of Milton. Harford remarkst 
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"Milton had given the init ial stimulus and Miltonic the sonnets 
never cease to be in their massive eloquence, their prophetic 
vehemence, their access to tenderness4^* 3 Smith corroborates the 
same view in his remark* "They are formed on the model of Milton's 
and have a certain stiffness1* * It i s undoubtedly true that these 
sonnets have many echoes of Milton* Wordsworth's sonnets like 
Milton's H0n His Blindness" turn thought upon i t se l f and show the 
real conflict of ideals, but we can^not overemphasise the influence 
of Milton* Wordsworth's mind was too original and both the outward 
situation and inner development were too unlike to allow of more 
than proximate resemblance* Milton's nature was firmer and harder 
than that of Wordsworth* Moreover, Wordsworth far surpasses his 
model both in thought and expression* A few of Milton's sonnets 
are exceedingly fine but these sonnets owe much of their power to 
ideas and feelings associated with his personal character and high 
and unhappy destiny, unlike that of Wordsworth whose existence was 
tranauil and aloof from all agitating public affairs and unconnec-
ted with the goings on of the governments, $*et his spirit has been 
among them as vividly and energetically as Milton's* He thought 
very deeply of national greatness and poured his heart frankly and 
boldly into the sonnets to raise the dignity of human l i f e by 
stripping i t of i t s pretensions* Moreover, independent of all such 
personal association, Wordsworth's sonnets are much superior to 
1. Herford , • Wordsworth 
2. J.Smith - An Estimate of Wordsworth 
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Milt on* s* They embrace a wide and various range and constitute 
a great work. In many a sonnet the music flows like a stream, 
or rolls like a river or expands like a sea. The thought is 
beautiful or majestic or sublime. Wordsworth's Sonnets Dedicated 
To, .Idberty,^ Independence lorm jfro^ouj^ - the first of 26 
w#sfe written mostly between 1602 and 180T and the second of 42 
written over the years from 1807 to 1822 but mostly between 1809 
and 1811* The first group of sonnets was born of his observations 
and reflections concerning the military movement of Napoleon. The 
notes sounded in these sonnets are shame for England's weakness 
and vices# love for her and pride in her past, oppressive fear of 
the menace of Napoleon and heroic reaction, ardour for freedom of 
other nations and passionate sympathy for the heroes who had died 
1. Yearwise table 1st group 
15 sonnets in 1802 
8 sonnets in 1803 
1 sonnet in 1806 
1 sonnet in 1807 
1 sonnet pub.in 1807 
2* Yearwise table 2nd group 
3 sonnets in 1807 
2 sonnets in 1808 
15 sonnetB in 1809 
6 sonnets in 1810 
4 sonnets in 1811 
1 sonnet in 1813 
6 sonnets in 181$ 
1 sonnet in 1820 
1 sonnet in 1822 
2 sonnets pub. in 1822 
1 sonnet pub. in 1827 
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for the cause of freedom . She f i r s t sonnet of the f i r s t part 
of the series i s an address to the evening s tar "Star of my 
country*, as he calls i t and i s taken to he the eufclem of England's 
banner. Sonnet T t e l l s us of the rejoicings at Bonaparte's natal 
day and of Sailas which earing for no one l ives in hope and happi-
ness. In sonnet X the poet rejoices seeing the boys in meadow 
playing* waves breaking on the chalky shore which he never fe l t 
while he was in Kent* He hails his country in the following l ines 
against the European States falling in bandage t 
fhon art free 
Ify* country J and* be joy enough and pride 
For one hour's perfect b l i s s , to tread the grass 
Of England once again and hear and see 
With such a dear Companion at ray side * 
(X) 
Sonnet XII "thought of a Briton on the subjugation of Switgerland" 
shows the poet linking his fear for his own country with the fate 
1. Contentwi.ee distribution of 1st group 
• sonnets speak of his patriotic feeling,the ardour of the 
people of other nations specially that of Switzerland and a 
contrast with France* 
4 sonnets bemoan the bad condition of England and so full of regr* 
7 sonnets are a tribute to heroes 
1 sonnet speaks ill of frenchmen 
1 sonnet regrets the condition of a Negro woman 
1 sonnet is born of fear of Napoleon's invasion 
3 sonnets are in praise of liberty and virtus 
1 sonnet is on the fall of Venice 
Sonnet 7 Calais, August 15,1802 
X Composed in the Valley Near Dover, on the Day cf landing 
XIX Thought of a Briton on the Subjugation of Switserland 
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of the Swiss who had l o s t their Alpine l iberty and so bereft of 
the ir divine b l i s s . Sonnet XT contrasts the people of England with 
those of France. He praises England for producing hands that 
penned, tongues that uttered wisdom and moralists who knew how to 
act and comprehend but France has nonet 
Perpetual emptiness unceasing change 
No single volume paramount, no code* 
Ho master s p i r i t , no determined road} 
But equally a want of books and men 
In sonnet XXI the poet exhorts his country to wean her heart from 
her emasculating food and understand the truth. Be believes that 
his country might have reaped better harvest, had she not t re s -
passed. S t i l l he has faith in h is country's greatness to which 
the world looks forward* In sonnet XXIV he warns the hordes that 
their thrust wil l not withstand the valour and discipline when 
English people l ike one man r i se to fight for l iberty . In sonnet 
XXV the poet anticipates the victory of the English people against 
Napoleon and asks his countrymen to assemble, make merriments, beat 
drums, blow trumpets and rejoice not minding the great sacrif ices 
they made for liberty* She second group of sonnets offers tributes 
to heroes, sonnet I S i s an address to Jones with whom the poet had 
uninterrupted friendship and after whose death he had become Na bird 
whose vemal coverts winter hath laid bare". In Sonnet IV the poet 
Sonnet XV Great men have been among us} hands that penned 
XXI England! the time i s come when thou shouldst wean 
XXIV What i f our numbers barely could defy 
XXV Lines on the expected invasion 
HI Composed Near Calais,on the Road Leading to Ardres, 
August 7, 1802 
IV I grieved for Buonaparte,with a vain 
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grieves for Bonaparte because he thinks thatt the best mind is 
framed not in battles but with •motherly1 thoughts, by studying 
books end enjoying nature. Sonnet VII is a tribute to the king 
of Sweden, Gaustavus 17 who set an example to others how to stand 
and fall with dignity . Sonnet Tin is a tribute to and full of 
regret for Toussaint L'ouverture whom the poet oalls 'miserable 
chieftain1 because he resisted against Napoleon's edict of re-
establishing slavery in St,Domingo and died in prison. In sonnet 
XVIII the poet hails England as the chosen soil where 'sun and 
breeze shed gentle favours1 and where ordinary business without 
care is carried but pities that the people should unite to put 
out the only light "of liberty that yet remains on earth" because 
the poet thinks that England is then the only hope and home of libe* 
rty and justioe left in £arope«4iay in the whole world* In 
sonnet XXIII he calls Bonaparte 'one man, of men the meanest too' 
who has nothing in him to deserve veneration but has mighty 
nations as underlings* 2h sonnet XXIV the poet exhorts the men of 
Kent to advance against Napoleon and asks them to send a message 
of fierce war to prove their mettle, The sonnet concludes! 
"Ye men of Kent, 'tis viotory or death" 
Cxxiv) 
Sonnet VII! The King of Sweden 
1* Prelude Book I line 212 - 215 Wordsworth refers to the 
same herd 
VXXX To Toussaint L'ouverture. 
XVIII One might believe that natural miseries 
XXXXt To the Men of Kent. October, 1605 
XXIV What if our numbers barely could defy 
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In sonnet XXVI he is shocked at the defeat of Prussia as he 
feels thnt England is left alonei 
"And we are left, or shall be left alone to 
Struggle against the foe unpropped M 
(XXVI) 
Wordsworth has M s misgivings when he thinks of the great moral 
defects in his countrymen. In sonnets XIII. XIV, XVI he bewails 
the avarice, rapine, and idolatry of the Britons* They have 
given up 'plain living and high thinking* and have lost peace, 
innocence and pure religion. The poet is oppressed by the thought 
that the people of England who have been championing liberty 
since antiquity are given to self-centredness* So he calls 
upon Milton to help them out of the stagnant pool.- The poet 
still regards the Britons as being of Earth's finest blood' and 
as having a glorious past. Sonnets XIX, XX are in praise of 
liberty and virtue. The poet thinks that a man with fetters in 
his soul never has noble feelings and suffers the worst slavery 
and that virtue and faculties within are vital. Sonnet II speaks 
ill of frenchmen and calls shame on them for bowing to Napoleon. 
Sonnet VI regrets the extinction of Venetian Republic which was 
Sonnet XXVI Anticipation. October, 180? 
XIII Written in London, September, 1802 
XIV London, 1802 
XVI It is not to be thought of that the Hood 
XXX There is a bondage worse,far worse,to bear. 
XX These times strike manied worldings with dismay: 
II Calais, August, 1802 
$1 On the Extinction of the Venetian Republic 
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'eldest child of liberty* and 'safeguard of the Vest'. Sonnet 
IX is a regret for the negro fellow passenger, downcast, meet; 
and destitute of hope but whose eyes have retained 'tropic fire'. 
In sonnet XI the poet is bewitched by the calm sea end clear air 
but is full of apprehension of Irance. He belittles the great-
ness of franoe before the free, wise and virtuous souls of England. 
The second group of sonnets composed in honour of liberty 
are inspired by the same love «f heroic resistance. They are an 
offshoot of •Cintra'. like 'Cintra' they are rhetorical and 
argumentative in character. Wordsworth also acknowledged his debt 
in the sonnets to Count de La Borde's Book A View of Spain 
published in 18<$. Whenever the spirit of freedom arose la 
Europe against the tyrant, Wordsworth readily offered his sympathy 
and admiration* These sonnets, thus, have an inalienable place 
in the literature of the Napoleonic era* They are worthy of 
comparison with the noblest passages of patriotic verse or prose 
which history has inspired. They may not have the same fire which 
inspired many passages of Shakespeare and lifted Milton from 
polemic to the prophet or Burke from the partisan to the philoso-
pher. Wordsworth might not have swayed senates or directed 
policies, or gathered into one ardent bosom all the spirit of the 
Sonnet ZX We had a female Passenger who came 
XZ 2hland»within a hollow vale,I stoodf 
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heroic age, yet it is quite clear that he was a staunch supporter 
ef the right cause; he disdained unrighteous empires and kept the 
moral forces more steadfastly in view* Bis sennet "Occasioned by 
the Battle of Waterloo" explains the view point of one who essayed 
to be the poet of this troublous and dangerous timet 
The Bard whose soul is meek as dawning day, 
Tet trained to judgements righteously severe, 
Fervid, yet conversant with holy fear, 
As recognising one almighty swayt 
Be-whese experienced eye can pierce the array 
Of past events} to whom, in vision dear, 
The aspiring heads ef future things appear, 
like mountain-tops whose mists have rolled away-
Assoiled from all encumbrance of our timet 
Be only, if such breathe, in strains devout 
Shall comprehend this victory sublime} 
(Sonnet .XUL.....) 
In fact, Wordsworth*s spirit for liberty was irresistible* Before 
1795 he in his republican seal had supported Napoleon but later felt 
that the spirit of selfish tyranny and lawless ambition had posse-
ssed him* He was now aware of the situation created by the 
politicians and so he was free to assert the sanctity of man's 
natural birth right — the right of freedom. In his view the 
Spanish war was not merely a political and national struggle but 
also an event which concerned the whole humanity* Wordsworth 
believed that "The Spaniards are instruments of benefit and glory 
for the human race} the Deity, therefore, is with them". As long 
as Great Britain was united to repel the invader and looked up to 
such men in high place as Kelson and fox, the sense of danger and 
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national unworthinsss was overshadowed by pride but the death of 
Kelson in 1805 and of Fox in 1806 changed the situation* There 
was no statesman left at home who, in the poet's opinion, had the 
heart and mind to understand the vaetness of the issues involved 
in the struggle with Kapoleon* That is why, the whole series of 
1809*11 presents a contrast to that of 1802-06. While the former 
strikes a note of hope in repeated disappointments* and of faith 
that tyranny supported by mere military support cannot endure for 
ever, the latter is full of unallied hope and unmixed joy in the 
onward march and victory of England* The sonnets of 1809-11 are 
thus saturated with nationalism* They are written on the progress 
of war in Spain, Portugal, Germany, Italy, Tyrol, Zaragoza and 
other European states* The poet tells us that Independence cannot 
bo conferred upon a nation from outside} but Britain favoured by 
nature or by God is among the powers that must work for Hofer, 
Palafex and Schill, as for Troussaint and other heroes of liberty. 
Mast of the sonnets of part IX are written on the progress 
of war against Napoleon. The first two sonnets describe the joy 
on the announcement of the liberty of Greece by T« Quintus 
Plamininus. In sonnet III Clarkson who got the Abolition of 
Slave Trade bill passed and thus performed an uphill task, a 
sublime enterprise, is addressed as a 'firm friend of human kind'* 
* • • - • • ' 
Sonnet XI When, far and wide, swift as the beams of morn (Part II) 
III Clarkson! it was an obstinate hill to climbs (Fart II) 
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She sonnet V has an undertone of deep sadness in i t s comparison 
of peace at Grasmere with! 
. . . . . earth's groaning field 
Where ruthless mortals wage incessant warsi 
Jnd concludes the sonnet in praise of tranquillity* 
•Be thankful,thou|for,lf unholy deeds 
Ravage the world,tranquillity la here* 
(?) 
Sonnets VI and VII take the poet to the past when rash spirits 
prompted hy audacious vanities fought wars and satisfied their 
whims by building the 'Tower of Babel* and the Pyramids in the 
hope to immortalize their names* Hie criticises them for acting 
as brutes and all those who enslave a free soul* The poet amidst 
nature weighs the fears of suffering Spain but In sonnet VIII 
he is hopeful of the future when the bright calms shall succeed. 
Sonnets XIV and XVIII are the product of fear in the heart of the 
poet when he sees lawless violence compelling empires to unjust 
treaties. He feels that the sacrifice and labour without pause 
alone can save them. For Wordsworth, the uprising of Madrid on 
May 2, 1808 against the French occupation was an event comparable 
to the outbreak of the French Revolution,being equally popular, 
spontaneous and passionate. Like many of his countrymen the poet 
was bitterly disappointed when,after a victory over the French, 
the generals of the British force sent to aid the Spaniards signed 
Sonnet V Clouds,lingering yet......... (Part II) 
VI Go back to antique ages (Part II) 
VII Hot 'mid the World's vain..... (Part II) 
JIII I dropped my pen) (Part II) 
XIV O'ER the wide earth,... (Part II) 
XVin The martial courage * (Part II) 
O i C 
a convention to repartriate the defeated forces and British 
•hips. So long as the Spainish war was considered a military 
one, i t had limited effect, but when i t was considered as a move-
ment of national resistance, i t became the centre of a new hope 
for millions under Napoleon's despotism. At this time, "Ms first 
and last thoughtM, wrote Dorothy 'are Spain and Portugal** The 
poet writes of the situation as i f with a mission to express the 
inarticulate hope of freedom —- loving people throughout Europe 
bidding them to look to heaven and their own hearts for the 
only strength mightier than Napoleon's battlalions. Events proved 
him right. Napoleon was overthrown as he prophesied. Nationalism 
was to play a glorious part in effecting the liberation of the 
oppressed people. Sonnets XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX, XXX and XXXI 
directly deal with Spain. They show the poet In sympathy with 
the Spaniards fighting against Napoleon-. If the poet's thoughts 
f ly to other lands, they soon return to their starting point. 
Daring this soul-testing time the poet cannot spare a word of 
praise for organised military resistance to the tyrant* He i s 
bent upon exposing the great heresy of the age in the following 
linest 
O'ewertftejmlng statesmen have full long relied 
Cfa fleets and armies, and external wealth} 
But from within proceeds a Nations' health. 
(XXIX) 
XXVII We can edure (Par* H ) 
XXVIII Avaunt a l l specious*. (Part H ) 
XXIX 0-erweening Statesmen. . . . (Part I I ) 
XXX Hanger, and s u l t r y h e a t , . . . ( P a r t I I ) 
XXXI They seek, are sought} (Part II) 
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IK praises the strength, the might and the fortitude of the 
Spaniards in fighting and baffling ttte 'the imperial slave** 
Seldom in Wordsworth's l i f e was his mind sustained at a higher 
pitch of enthusiasm than in the composition of these sonnets* 
Be asks the people of England to give up 'pliancy of mind' and 
be men of patience and temperance and not to swerve which are the 
qualities of the Spaniards. The poet has acquired a true insight 
into the Spanish national character which in i t s severer and 
more idealistio aspects had a striking resemblance to his own. 
The Spanish group of sonnets closes with the sonnets on the elu-
sive but indomitable 'Guerillas' in their opposition to the French 
forces* He praises the ferocious men for thwarting the enemy not 
oaring for bleak hi l l top, heavy swamp and snow dad heights. 
Sonnets IX-XI are on the rising of the lyrolese under the fyrolese 
patriot Andreas Hofer who led fyrolese bravely and valiantly 
against the foe but suffered defeat. His fal l was bemomaed by 
the torrents, h i l l s and woods. Sonnet XI contains the feeling 
of a Tyrolese who reads in the infant's eye, in the wife's smile 
and in the placid sky and silent dust the determination to 
transmit the free land to his children as he himself had inherited. 
The Xyrolese always march in arms 
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 ........ to assert 
Out virtue, and to vindicate mankind" 
(XI) 
Sonnets IX Of mortal parents . . . . . . . (Part II) 
X Advance- come forth (Part II) 
XI fflte land we from our fathers....(Part H) 
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Sonnet XYXII is on the final submission of the Oyrolese but 
the poet feels that the dead heroes lying in repose will rise to 
faoe the enemy when Europe will rise* Liberty is not dependent 
upon the barriers of Hature. fhere is a bulwark in the soul of 
men which «ots as a shield and is proved by the citizens of 
Zaragoaa-men and women 'naked to the gales of fiercely breath-
ing war', who defended their oity in what J-Holland Rose calls 
"the most desperate defence of modem times" • In sonnet X?X he 
halls Zaragosans for their brave fight and assures them that 
their remains will survive as trophies of martial courage to 
posterity* In sonnet XXIU he hails Palafox of Saragossa for 
his martyrdom and fortitude. In sonnet XIX he praises Sohill who 
A meteor wert thou crossing a darft night t 
let shall thy name, conspicuous and sublime. 
Sand in the spacious firmament of time* 
Fixed as a start such glory is thy right. 
(XIX) 
2h sonnets XX - XX H the poet meditates on the Swiss people 
particularly Gantavus who always slighted fear, rejected 
temptation and fought against Napoleon and who is now at an 
elevation 
"Sound which the elements of worldly might 
Beneath his haughty feet* like clouds, are laid. 
(XXI) 
i L I i I i l l ill I I I • I i n n in 
Sonnet XVIII The martial courage of a day is vain (Part II) 
XVI Hall, Zaragozal (Part II) 
XXXIX Ah! where is Palafax.... (Part II) 
X2X Brave Sohtll (Part XX) 
XX Call not the royal Swede...(Fart IX) 
XXX Look now on that adventurer...(Part XX) 
3 P" 
There are three sonnets XXIV - XXVI appealing to the looal 
patriotism of the stulbom Bisoayans. They inform us of their 
observance of the ancient rite of burying the dead child but the 
poet reminds them of the futility of it if they do not meet the 
foe with firm soul to regain the lost freedom and adds that if 
they do not do so, the awful light of heavenly innocence will 
fail to illuminate the infant's bier. Guilt and shame will 
descend on them against which there is no defence. The 'Oak of 
Guernica* under which the 'Guardians of Biscay's ancient liberty' 
met, will also not flourish in the blighting hour. Sonnets 17, 
XII, XXII, and XXVII concern Germany and Germans whose brave 
fight against the enemy history will record. He prophesies that 
the heads of twelve sovereign houses of the empire would wither. 
He calls Bavarian, Rrederick Augustus, the first 'open traitor of 
German name'. lb feels that the Germans have true heart and pride 
of intellect which will inspire thgtnin their efforts to oast off 
their yoke. Sonnets XXXII, X X X I H are of a general oharaoter* 
One beginning with "Bare pauset the poet claims at least this 
praise," and its predecessor are included in many anthologies. 
lo doubt the poet has put the quintessence of his thought into 
these two pieces and they can hardly be spared in the whole series. 
Sonnet XXIV In due observance (Part II) 
XXVI Supposed Address to the same*,(Part II) 
fit High deeds, 0 Germans.... (Part II) 
XII Alas, what boots**.... (Part II) 
XIII And is it among rude.... (Part II) 
XXVII We oan endure.., (Part II) 
XXXII The power of Armies Is a visible thing (Part II) 
X X X I H Here pause i the poet claims.... (Part II) 
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Sonnets XXXV and XXXVI deal with Russia* They are a tribute to 
the Russian king who brought triumph for the Russians* She poet 
ca l l s upon a l l the Russians who fought with desperate hardihood, 
to celebrate the victory with bl i the dance and pass their gaiety 
to the Zephyr. Sonnet XXXVIII describes the f inal overthrow of 
Napoleon and the consequent rejoicings in every body's heart* 
Sonnet XI* i s addressed to the remain^ of the French Royalist Duke 
D'Baglen who was 'meek* loyal* pious and brave*. Sonnet XLIII 
deals with the s»£ge of Vienna raised by John Sobieski* He 
ca l l s upon the people to chant Deliverer's praise* for hia 
conquering through God* and God through Bin'* Sonnets XLI and 
XIII were occasioned by the battle of Waterloo* Be pays tribute 
to the sons of Albion and a l l other heroes for whoa death was 
dearer than l i f e* Be being a bard whose soul i s meek yet trained 
to Judgements* fervid yet conversant with holy fear and leaving the 
eye to pierce the array of past events fa a d e a r v is ion, hai ls 
th i s triumph over Hapoleon. The series concludes with an address 
to the kings and Emperors who should now rejoice the victory and 
Sonnet XXXV Te Storms,resound the (Part II) 
XXXVI By Moscow self-devoted (Part II ) 
XXXVIII Vow that a l l hearts**.*. (Part I I ) 
XL Dear Reliquestt from a p i t * . . . . (Part II) 
XLI Intrepid sons of Albion 1 . . . . (Part II) 
XLIII The Bard--whose soul i s .**. (Part II) 
XLII Oh, for a kinding touoh . . . . . (Part II) 
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ea^cy the peace. Thus the whole series is a record of Wordsworth1s 
inspired vision, courage, and hope during a great European crisis. 
Here and there throughout these sonnets are scattered strokes of 
high poetic admiration or scorn. Bore is the praise of the Swissi 
Call not the royal Swede Otfortunate, 
Who never did to Fortune bend the Knee 
(Sonnet xy ) 
or the stem touch which closes a description of Flamiminus * 
proclamation of liberty to Greece which is 
»A gift of that which is not to be given 
3y all the blended powers of Earth and Heaven" 
(Sonnet T ) 
Wordsworth conceives a notable figure of unselfish valour in the 
person of Nelson who could serve as the poet's hero and not as 
Arminius from the age of legend, or as Henri Qnatre from the age 
of Chivalry. There was some-thing common between his and Words-
worth's nature. The obvious limitations of the great Admiral's 
Culture and Character were likely to be strongly fe l t by the 
philosophic poet. Between Kelson and Wordsworth there was a moral 
likeness so profound that the ideal of the Reoluse was realised 
in the public l i f e of the hero, and on the other hand, the hero 
himself i s only seen as completely heroic when his impetuous l i f e 
stands out for us from the soleman background of the poet's oalm. 
Certainly these two natures taken together make the perfect Engli-
shman. That is why, though Wordsworth pays generous tributes to 
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the heroes of the contest, Sohill, Hofer, Troussaint, Palafox 
none of then is the poet's hero though their instinctive great-
ness shines against Hapoleon's lying promises and inhuman pride. 
There is one more point in which the character of Kelson represe-
nts on* of the lessons which Wordsworth is never tired of enforcing} 
that virtue grows by the strenuousness of its exercise, that it 
gains its strength as it wrestles with pain and difficulty and 
converts the shocks of circumstances into an energy of its proper 
glow* 
In these sonnets Wordsworth unfolds the true principles 
of national greatness in the kingdom of Christendom* The poet 
of the peaceful vale has not feared to walk among the moral 
earthquakes, Revolution and anarchy have been the food for his 
meditation. In such moments he calls carnage 'the Daughter of 
the Lord'. 
The later series of 14 sonnets grouped under the head 
fSONKETS DEDICATED TO LIBERTY AND ORDER' composed between 18J1 
and 1845 is an offshoot of the former series 'POEMS DEDICATED TO 
NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE AND LIBERTT'. It may be treated as indivi-
sible one but with a difference. The former lays emphasis on 
personal liberty rather than on national liberty as in the latter 
one. It is the liberty of the man of property as desired in a 
* Hotel See the Chapter" '"^^^ and f echnique for the natural 
objects used as symbols of liberty 
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society founded by John Beeves in 1792 'The Association of 
Preserving Liberty and Property against Republicans and Levellers*. 
He started considering an individual in relation to the stats as 
a leaf to the tree* He is at this stage against the sweeping 
changes about which he writest 
Showing, things rashly sought are rarely found} 
That, for the functions of an ancient State-
Strong by her charters, free because imbound, 
Servant of Providence, not slave of fate — -
Perilous is sweeping change all chance unsound. 
(yi) 
Again he writest 
AE leaves are to the tree whereon they grow 
And wither, every human generation 
Is to the Being of a mighty nation, 
Locked in our world's embrace through weal and woe; 
Thought that should teach the sealot to forgo 
Rash schemes, to abjure all selfish agitation, 
And seek through noiselss pains and moderation 
The unblemished good they only can bestow. 
Alas! with most who weigh futurity 
Against time present, passion holds the scales* 
Hence equal ignorance of both prevails 
And nations sink} or, struggling to be free, 
Are doomed to flounder on, like wounded whales 
Tossed on the bosom of a stormy sea. 
Go slow, he warns the advocates of changet 
••••••.**•••*....*.Our chains to sever 
Let us break forth In tempest now or never — 
What, is there then no space for golden mean 
And gradual progress? — Twilight leads to day, 
And, even within the burning genes of earth, 
The hastiest sunrise yields a temperate rays 
The softest breeze to fairest flowers gives birth} 
Think not that prudence dwells in dark abodes, 
She soans the feature with the eye of gods. 
(XI) 
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Wordsworth does not like a volcanic burst, earthquake or hurricane. 
Be i s not in favour of revolution or a sudden violent upheaval and 
has come to believe in conscience. He writest 
. . . . . . . . . . I s not Conscience ours, 
And Truth, whose eye guilt only can make dimj 
And wil l , whose office, by divine command, 
Is to control and check disordered Powers? 
(VI) 
That is why, he advises the people of his own country in the 
following words i 
Long-favoured EnglandI be not thou misled 
By monstrous theories of alien growth, 
Lest alien frenzy seise thee, waxing wroth, 
Self•smitten till thy garments reek dyed red 
With thy own blood, which teara in torrents shed 
Flail to wash out, tears flowing ere thy troth 
Se plighted, not to ease but sullen sloth, 
Or wan despair — the ghost of false hope fled 
Into a shameful grave* 
(VII) 
4s Wordsworth grew In years, his faith in a 3ust cause also 
increased. Be had at the later stage a sort of religious faith 
in the triumph of a just sauee. Be did not now have the repub-
lican zeal for revolution which is dear from the sonnets dedi-
cated to liberty and order. It is dear from the sonnets which 
consider the Italian situation in 1837* In the sonnet 'At 
Bologne, in Remembrance of the late insurrection, 1857' be 
writes i 
AH why deceive ourselves I by no mere fit 
Of sudden passion roused shall men attain 
True freedom where for ages they have lain 
Bound in a dark abominable pit, 
With life's best sinews more and more unknit. 
(X) 
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Be advises the Italians 
* Let thy scope 
Be one fixed mind for alii thy rights approve 
To thy own conscience gradually renewed} 
learn to make Time the father of wise Hope* 
Then trust thy cause to the arm of Fortitude, 
The light of Knowledge, and the warmth of love. 
(X) 
This is his reasoned policy springing from faith in the cause 
and copiousness of the slow processes of life and growth in a 
nation. This is what he affirms his answer to the impatient 
objeotorst 
HARD task! exclaim the undisciplined,to lean 
On Patience coupled with such slow endeavour, 
That long-lived servitude must last for ever, 
Perish the grovelling few, who prest between 
Wrongs and the terror of redvess, would wean 
Million© from glorious aims, Our chains to sever 
Let us break forth in tempest now or never! — 
(XI) 
He suggests a golden mean and a way of gradual progress* Hie 
says that between night and day there is twilight leading to 
day* Even in the burning acme of earth there is a temperate 
ray* The soft breeze gives birth to fairest flowers. In it 
lies prudence. Ten years later still the thought of these 
sonnets was summed up in the advice given to Thomas Copperi 
I have always said the people were right what they 
asked} but you went the wrong way to get it. The 
people are sure to have the franohaise, as knowledge 
increases} hut you will not get all you seek at 
once — and you will n&ver seek it again by physical 
force} it will only make you long about it. 
Suoh views in these sonnets are of Wordsworth who was erroneously 
oalled wstfc by both Shelley and Byron as an apostate in the cause 
of liberty. 3h fact, he newer deviated from the ideals of his 
youth though timidity had crept in which led him to withdraw into 
a comfortable conservatism. There is slow change from fis ry 
revolution to a thoughtful conservatism* It is very hard to be-
lieve with Crabb Bobinson that 'Wordsworth lost his love of 
liberty, not his humanity, but his confidence in mankind*. The 
fact remains that Wordsworth sympathized intensely with France 
in its early revolutionary wars and as he afterwards explained 
in a letter to his friend lash 'abandoned France, and his rulers, 
when they abandoned the struggle for liberty* gave themselves up to 
tyranny, and endeavored to enslave the world'* Wordsworth, infaot, 
never lost faith in humanity as he is generally accused of. But he 
did not subscribe to the sentimental creed which takes no account 
of the aotual state of humanity. Hs believed that unthinking and 
untrained persons were unfit to rule and that trained onerf were 
capable of. In later life he came to cherish duty, order and 
restraint1 and opposed the Reform Bill of 1632 which was passed 
against his desire* Be shunned to plead for revolutionary ohange. 
When the news that the chains were severing link by link and the 
rich people would soon be levelled down and the poor would meet 
1. See Sonnets UPOn THE PUNISHMENT OF DEATH 
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them half way, aspersed in the news papers in 1831, he called i t 
a vain boast but he cautioned the people of England against the 
ensuing heavier penalty and woe i f they did not pay any heed to 
ameliorate the deteriorating situation at that time • He also 
opposed the Ballet Box Bill which wanted to bring seme change 
without branding i t s Immoral end anti-social tendency* He called 
i t a clear contrivance full of fraud* cowardice, falsehood and 
treachery that would upset the faith and honour of England. When 
he read *The Bill i s carrying out* he wrote* 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t h e Brood of Night 
Clapped hands.and shook with glee their matted locks} 
All Powers and Places that abhor the light 
Joined in the transport, echoed back their shout, 
Hurrah for —, hugging his Ballot - boxI 
(III) 
fie did not want change born of revolution and called i t a foul 
device born of conceit* Be would not extol this audacity. He 
had oome to believe in the conscience of man and righteousness of 
God. i l l those who go against i t will not get Wordsworth's 
approval* Be warned his countrymen* 
Long favoured England! be not thou misled 
By monstrous theories of alien growth, 
Lest alien frenzy seize t h e e . . . . . . . . . . . 
(VII) 
because he thought blood would flow* sloth and despair would 
follow and 'the ghost of false hope fled/into a shameful grave'. 
1* Sonnet 1 (SONNETS DEDICATED TO LIBERTY AND OBDER) 
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Be advised not to destroy but save the people. In sonnet T i l l 
he asked men ef the Western World not to indulge in atrocit ies 
and advised them to explore the oountless springs of silent good 
and brighten their sp i r i t in fai th . At th is stage Wordsworth 
had to rely more on qualit ies of self-denial and self-sacrifice 
and on the prayer sincerely offered. In sonnet I I of 1852 he joined 
the masses in invoking God for Bis aid when oholera had broken out 
in previous year. Che sonnet IX addressed to the Penneylvanians 
reminds the people of that country to shun luxury and sloth as 
their forefathers had done* He exhorts them to obey God's lav 
cheerfully. Oxen only nature will be bounteous as i t was to 
their ancestors. Sonnet XIV concluding the series suggestst 
T 
. . . . . . . . . . . f e e l for a l l , as brother Men! 
Best not in hope want's icy chain to thaw 
$y causal boons and formal charities} 
Learn to be just , just through impartial lawf 
Far as ye may* erect and equalise; 
And, what ye cannot reach by s ta tute , draw 
Each from his fountain of self-sacrifice! 
(XI7) 
Sonnet VHI Men of the Western World! in Fate's dark book 
I I Upon the la te General Fast 
IX To the PennsylvaniTms 
XI7 Feel for the wrongs to universal Ken. 
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C B A P T E H«CT 
THE RIVER BUDDCK 
A SERIES OP SONNETS 
The Duddon Series consists of 53 sonnets concluding with 
•After Thought1. I t i s the product of a long span of time. Nine-
teen sonnets were written in an energetic hurst of poetical 
fervour in late November 1818. Mary in her l e t t e r to Sara writes* 
"William i s s i t t ing with his feet on the fender and 
his verses in his hand-nay now they have dropped 
upon his knee and he i s Asleep from sheer exhaustion 
he has worked so long - he has written 21 sonnets 
(including two old ones) on the r iver Duddon - they 
a l l compose one poem". 
The two referred to here had appeared in 1807 volume, and 12 were 
added at intervals during 1819* Thus the sonnets occupied the 
poet at intervals from 1806-1620. 
When the series appeared, i t gained immediate popularity. 
Wordsworth wrote in 1849 in *Proscriptn 
"My sonnets to the river Duddon have been wonderfully 
popular. Properly speaking,nothing that I ever wrote 
has been popular but they have been more warmly 
received*"-
The volume was received by Wilson as a genuine English Classic 
in the purest sense of the term. The Eclectic, one of the fiercest 
enemies, called i t 'an ample atonement for his las t offence* 
(i«e« Peter Bell). The poems were less startlngly 'queer* than 
Peter Bell, less difficult in their spiri tual symbolism than 
The White Doe. 
1. Knight ed., Poetical works of Wordsworth p. 505 
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The question why Wordsworth ohose the Duddon, the river, as 
the subject of a sequence of sonnets is very significant. The 
Derwent and the Eotha were deer to him and they have been hallowed 
by the memories of his childhood as described in The Prelude* He 
addresses the Derwent as the •'fairest of all rivers". The river 
Wye at Tintern had comforted him in hours of suffering and weariness 
and was a solace and strength to him as his sister's companionship. 
He himself as he wandered about the roads and fields speaking his 
poetry aloud, was "like a river murmuring and talking to itself". 
It is enough to show that water and flowing water since his infancy 
had been for Wordsworth the most beloved of all natural objects and 
so it is constantly used as a» image and symbol of the dearest things 
and it is no wonder because the power of waters over the minds of 
the poets has been acknowledged from the earlier times and Wordsworth 
is no exception to it. It wad natural enough for him to have chosen 
at length to celebrate one river of which he said afterwards! 
HI have been affecting remembfranee,.....specially 
things that occurred on its banks during the later 
part of that visit to the seaside of which the former 
part is detailed i» my Epistle to Sir George BeaumontM. 
That was in 1611 when he and Mary had returned on foot up the Duddon. 
In fact, his love for it had been formed in youth, when in long 
vacation and again in the sumnter of 1794 he had stayed with some 
cousins at Broughton and explored the Duddon Valley in their company. 
Thus the stream had been familiar and dear to the eye and Imagina-
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tion of the poet throughout his life. Besides, 'the comparative 
lack of legends and traditions concerning the Buddon scenes*, suited 
Wordsworth's wont to seek truths in simple objects. So he chose a 
river obscure in history, one unlike the Ganges or the Kile which he 
mentions in the Fenwick note, or the Thanes associated with commerce 
end wars* The Buddon ran serenely like his own life* But the Buddon 
which he addressed in 1806 in a sonnet as 'a mountain stream' 
impelled to desert the haunts of men and cleave a passage through 
the wilderness 
Attended but by theater own voice,save when 
The clouds and fowls of the a i r thy way pursueI 
(sonnet *s{\l ) 
The Buddon was for the poet of solitude, the wild and tameless 
stream, on whose banks even the shepherd's cot was an Intrusion* But 
i n 1819 though the Buddon is s t i l l a lonely stream, and the poet, 
a soli tary l istener to i t s voice, he now turns from i t s 'unfruitful 
solitudes' to dwell with evident satisfaction on the cottage planted 
A 
among them, and on the ruddy children 'by the mother's eye carelesLy 
watched', who sport beside i t * Buddon's Chronicler now lingers 
over the human and historic associations of this lonely stream. The 
'Stepping stones' remind him of a jewelled bel t and he draws Into 
charming vignettes of scenes at the crossing when 'the high-swollen 
flood puts the courage ot the child' or the shepherd to proof. At 
the ftary chasm he pauses to t e l l the legend of children stolen} at 
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a deep pool over which grew specimen of 'that fiese which from the 
prime derives its name1, he recounts the tradition of a love-lorn 
maid who was drowned in trying to reach it* His eye lingers on a 
rained tower of a fortress, one possessed by 'the gay, the bountiful, 
the bold', end fastens fondly on the venerable houses of religion on 
the banks, Seath-waite chapel and the kirk of Ulsha. And when Duddon 
at length expends into an estuary, he tolls us with en air of pride 
that this lonely wild mountain stream is now* 
In stately r . mien to sovereign Thames allied 
Spreading his bosom under Kentish downs 
With commerce freighted, or triumphant war* 
(Sennet XXXII) 
The series may be approached with some profit in several 
ways* first as a 'loco descriptive poem'as Wordsworth himself 
describee. The poet's love for nature since childhood and its 
faithful description in his poetry are beyond question. Duddon 
1 
series is a nature poem . The poem was written during his occas-
ional visits to various spots described in it. Its purport is said 
to have been evoked as the poet followed the course of the river from 
source to mouth, end the ground work of each sonnet is the local 
2 
character of the scene which suggested it. Wordsworth himself has 
written in {rescripts 
"I am compelled to mention,that the above series of 
sonnets was the growth of many years the one which 
stands the 24th was the 1st produced and others were 
added upon occasional visits to the stream.or as a 
recollection of the scenes upon its banks awakened 
a wish to describe them" 
1. Berford, Wordsworth. Chapter 'The After Math', pp. 190-158 
2. Knight ed., fwetical works of Wordsworth p. 234 
Ad 
There is a freshness of nature about eaoh address or description 
which Hakes us believe that they have been easy effusions of the 
moment on the very spot. 
"There seems to be a juxta position of the painter 
and the object and a sort of fellowship is * 
established between the traveller and the rivers 
The starting point of the poet is the top of the Wrynose Pass 
near the Three-shire Stone where Cumberland Westmo«g9.and,and Lanca-
shire meet* The rough track over the pass of Wordsworth's time is 
now a motor road. The poet must have made a path of his own forcing 
his way through whatever rugged or boggy ground the Duddon chose to 
take* the river begins amid mist and rain* *a child of the oloude1, 
cradled on ground high enough to be spangled with frost when only 
a few miles away the valleys are faint with heat » The tiny stream 
has scarcely come to life before its power is felt among the rocks 
and earth in shedding round itself 'a gleam of brilliant moss*'. 
Soon 'the nursling of the mountain' begins to assume a half 
definite form like a loosely scattered chain* as the poet looks 
down into the long valley or bottom stretching before him, or 
Or rather thou appear1at a glistering snake, 
Silent, and to the gaser's eye untrue, 
Thridding with sinuous lapse the rushes through 
Dwarf willows gliding, and by ferny brake* 
(sonnet 17) 
i l i n n i l l HI in l l i in li i i » ! • • • imm mi •. m I I i . i n w l I I .1 '11 • '• ' • « > '- 1 1 — 1 
1. Bernard Groom, The unity of Wordsworth's Poetry. 
2* Sonnet IX 
3* Sonnet III 
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So far we have had faithful description in half lyrical verse, 
but a higher strain i s sounded in sonnet V. The four opening 
l ines look back to the 'Sullen* and 'craggy' solitude now lef t 
behind| then the eye i s carried on to the f i r s t dus t e r of trees 
in the r iver ' s course —'green alders* ashes / And 
birch-trees risen in silver colonnade*' (sonnet V) among 
which a cottage too stands in the wrynose waste, where 'ruddy 
children' sport in a wlldness which has, no power to oppress 
their galetyt 
. . . . . . * . . . * . . . . • . l i g h t as endless May 
On infant bosoms lonely Nature l ies* 
(Sonnet V) 
The river is still a mountain stream, but more tokens of settled 
life begin to appear* The 'slender voice' of the wren is heard. 
She stepping stones offer a passage over the stream, 
.with interspace 
For the clear waters to pursue their race 
Without restraint. 
(Sonnet IX) 
But not without danger in Winter, when to cross the 'dizzy flood' 
requires some boldness even in the young and the active (X). As 
the poet gazes into the deep stream and Its rocky bed, objects 
are seen to stir the fancy. 
Wild shapes for many a strange comparison! 
Niagaras, Alpine passes, and anon 
Abodes of Salads, calm abysses pure, 
(Sonnet XII) 
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The transformation of the l i t t l e mountain beck into a river of 
classical proportions i s reflected in the language and allusions 
of sonnet XX) the river flowing smoothly with 'liquid lapse 
serene* would have 'beautiful Elysium'* and when i t dashes over 
the preoipice, i t will 
Dance, l i f e a Bacchanal, from rock to rock, 
Tossing her frantio thyrsus wide and high! 
(Sonnet XX) 
She Duddon now broadens out in the lower land near the sea, and 
enters the great system of the lake land landscape (XXIII). But 
the poet, after his exertions, is glad to find a nook which 
'proffers to enclose body and mind*. Sforee sonnets XXXV-XXVZ 
record his meditations as he rests in the heat of the after noon, 
and there is a touching reflection that Dorothy is no longer fit 
for the present expedition! 
lough ways my steps have trod j—too rough and long 
Sbr her companionship j here dwells soft easef 
With sweets that she partakes not some distaste 
Mingles, and lurking consciousness of wrong{ 
(Sonnet XXV) 
A vigorous sonnet follows (XXH) which dispels the languor of the 
sultry hour and reviews the debt of the poet's whole l i f e — 
childhood, youth and manhood — to the 'bold brood' of impetuous 
waters* 
Pure as the morning,fretful,boisterous keen, 
(Sonnet XXVI) 
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As he nears the 'Kirk of Ulpha* with its 'wave-washed' churchyard, 
there is a hint of natural fatigue and the poet is not sorry that 
the easy terms of his companionship with the river allow him to 
take a short out through the grass to avoid forcing his way through 
a 'roach copse'. The concluding sonnets (XXXII and XXXIII) are 
originally one, consisting of the octave of the former and the 
sestet of the latter* It is a pity that the poet made the change* 
adding alien references to the Shames* which distract the reader's 
mind from the wide stretch of sands where the river enters the 
sea} 
'Sliding In silence with unfettered sweep! 
(Sonnet xxxii) 
Ho one who knows the Duddon can forget its final course wex the 
Sudden Sands* and the original end to the series is not only better 
in itself hat more in harmony with the glorious 'After thought' 
(XXXJff). 
Secondly, the series may also he read mataphorically. fhe 
poet walked the river, surveyed its past and human associations, 
likened the river to the actions in the career of writing. Words* 
worth in following "the course of the river from its eouroe in the 
mountains to the sea follows the life of an individual and the 
life of the nation*^. The sequence observes the unity of time, 
beginning at dawn and ending before sunset} man's life is but a 
day, and through the personification of the stream at Ok start a 
1. Geoffry Durant, 'William Wordsworth' chapter'The Sonnet'p. 155 
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•ohlld' i s associated with the stages of man's development* I t 
i s also symbolic of man's sp i r i t as i t emerges from the unknownt 
runs i t s earthly course, and merges again with the eternal* In 
the f i r s t sonnet the poet states his purposes 
I seek the birthplace of a native Stream. 
(Sonnet I ) 
This i s to be no Horatian spring or Persian fountain, nor will i t 
be like Coleridge's Bymn Before sun rise* Bather i t i s a humble 
English r iver , signifying the l i fe span of an ordinary English 
man* The close i s conventional addressi 
Aire flow the verse,pure,vigorous,free and bright, 
For Duddon,long-loved Duddon, i s my theme i 
(Sonnet l) 
The second sonnet begins with an apostrophe to the river which 
Wordsworth calls a "Child of the cloudsH tov whom Frost is hand 
maiden. Ear removed from "Sordid industry" it is born to the 
blast of the wind, and Desolation is its Patron saint; 
She guards thee,ruthless Power 1 who would not spare 
Those mighty forest, once the bison's screen, 
Where stalked the huge deer to his shaggy lair 
Through paths and alleys roofed with darkest green 
Thousands of years before the silent air -
Was pierced by whizzing shaft of hunter keen! 
(Sonnet II) 
Before man, elemental forces moulded the character of the stream, 
Just as later in the cycle of the river itself a part of nature influ-
ences the course orTttaiPs"development. like the eighth sonnet,which 
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fruitlessly guesses at the relationship between the Duddon and 
the primitive men who may have observed 'hideous usages and rites 
accursed*, the second sonnet introduces the idea of immemorial 
Time. These theses of primitlvism and time are subsequently 
interwoven with the supernatural (XX) tradition (Xll) and the 
development of religious praotioes from pagan antiquity to 
modern Christianity (XVI - XVUl). History, legend, ancient 
religion thus affiliate the earliest inhabitants of Britain with 
the ever flowing Duddon, and give temporal perspective to its 
human associations* In the third sonnet earth is the foster 
mother. Leaving its cradle which is decked with mountain rime, 
the nursling in the fourth oasts a parting glance at its high 
lonely home and then robed in foam runs down the dizzy steep. The 
first four sonnets are clearly a poem to establish the parallel of 
man's life with the course of the river. '3h the fifth sonnet the 
swelling stream passes a cottage "rude and grey" to join some 
ohildren at their sportt 
.light as endless Hay 
On infant bosoms lonely Nature lifles. 
(Sonnet V) 
an association which marks the beginning of the second major 
division of the series. From here, "the struggling Rill" grows 
apace into a "Brook of loud and stately march" slowing its current 
to loiter among the wild flowers and stepping stones, as well as 
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to explore the chasm where elves have left their footmarks. This 
is a critical time Gone is the exjfinberanee of childhood; its place 
is taken by a longing both pleasant and disturbing* As the sense of 
beauty awakens, Mature responds with joyous generosity} 
There bloemed the strawberry of the wilderness} 
She trembling eyebright showed her sapphire blue, 
The thyme her purple,like the blush of Even* 
And if the breath of some to no caress 
Invited, forth they peeped so fair to view, 
All kinds alike seemed favourites of Heaven. 
(Sonnet Tl) 
Although love too awakens as the Stripling leads his shepherd-
less across the stepping stones matched with such "studied 
symmetry", a solemn note introduces* For the stones themselves, 
the first restraint upon the river* s ceaseless flow, mark two 
major climaxes in man's life — the first warnings that his 
existence is but a transitory phase of infinity i 
«••••**•*••*••*»••••(Here the Child 
Puts, when the high-swoln Flood runs fierce and wild, 
Bis budding courage to the proof% and here 
Declining Manhood learns to note the sly 
And sure encroachments of infirmity, 
Thinking how fast time runs,life's end how near I 
(Sonnet 3X) 
After urging onward the "loitering ttise" in the twelfth sonnet, 
the swift stream leaves the lonely woods to burst upon the open 
fields "with Swellings sprinkled O'er"* Saving outgrown ohildhood 
and youth, i t now reaches the third major stage of i t s development, 
association with man's religious and social activities* 
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1st content, however, with a pastoral "field or two of 
bright green", the Duddon plunges like the river Alph into a 
chasm as if impelled by "some awful spirit....**.utterly to 
desert the haunts of men". This rather awkward transition from 
pastoral scenes of habitation to a gorge may be attributed not 
merely to the need for accurate description of the path of the 
river but also to Wordsworth's insertion of a sonnet (XIV) 
composed prior to April 1807* During the interval his reflec-
tions upon paganism emphasise the primitive ancientness of the 
river. Thereupon its torrent issues from the abyss besides 
Seath Waitechapel, home of "Sacred Religion". On it rushes to 
the Plain of Donnerdale where at last it seems to reach repose} 
but the course is still rough, 
Bough as the past} where Thou, of placid mien, 
Innocuous as a firstling of the flock, 
And countenanced like a soft cerulean sky, 
Shalt ohange thy temper} and with many a shock 
Given and received in mutual jeopardy, 
Dance, like a Bacchanal, from rock to rock, 
Tossing her frantic thyrsus wide and high! 
(Sonnet XX) 
Sown its cascade the Suddon tumbles into a pasture, a merry scene 
of rural labour whose sheep are being washed. They bleat with 
fear, dogs bark, boys shout* We perceive that healthy work, along 
with beauty, love and religion, is one of the main parts of life, 
and that periods of calm are followed by periods of stress* During 
the one the stream chafes within its narrow channel or fills the air 
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with tumult. Storing the other i t f i l l * shady pools, wurwrtng 
invitation to the Pilgrim who traoea lta ooorse. It ia past mid 
noon and here the poet seeks repose, remembering the streams of 
his boyhood and meditating upon an old rain before him* Then in 
lines reminiscent of the conclusion of Ode to Immortality he 
renews his journey, giving thanks for the natural and animal 
beauties of creation, 
Ebr these, and hopes and recollections worn 
Close to the vital seat of human olayi 
Glad meetings,tender partings,that upstay 
The drooping mind of absence,by vows sworn 
m his pure presence near the trysting thorn— 
1 thanked the Leader of my onward way* 
(Sonnet XXVUI) 
Beoause the end of the pilgrimage i s now approaching, the poet 
reflects upon the transience of deeds unrecorded in history in 
a passage borrowed from Mosehus' "Lament for SionM{ 
l e t , to the loyal and the brave, who l i e 
In the blank earth, neglected and forlorn, 
The passing Winds memorial tribute payi 
(Sonnet XXIX) 
These thoughts evoke a touch of melancholy like that of Grayi 
How sweet were leisure I could i t yield no more 
Than'mid that wave-washed Churchyard to reoline, 
from pastoral graves extracting thoughts divine | 
(Sonnet XXXI) 
at last arriving at the low and level sands thifclead seaward, the 
now lordly Duddon takes on a philosophical calm 
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IOT hurled precipitous from steep to steep} 
Lingering no more 'mid flower-enamelled lands 
And blooming thickets*nor fey rocky bands 
Heldjbut in radiant progress toward the Beep 
there mightiest rivers into powerless sleep 
Sink, and forget their nature — now expands 
Majestic Duddon,over smooth flat sands, 
Gliding in silence with unfetterd sweep. 
(Sonnet XXXII) 
Finally, as 
The Wanderer seeks that receptacle vast 
Where all his unasbitioua functions fail. 
(Sonnet XXX i n ) 
a sense of enduring peaoe settles over the poet's souli 
And may thy Feet, cloud * born Stream! be free —» 
The seats of earth contentedly resigned* 
And each tumultuous working le f t behind 
At seemly distance - to advance like Thee?. 
Prepared, in peace of heart, in calm of mind 
And soul, to mingle with Eternityi 
(Sonnet XXXlll) 
The mystic circle i s complete from sky to sea, and the sonnets 
which have followed i t come full oirole in "After Thought" where 
l i f e reveals i t s meaning* 
I THOUGHT of Thee, my partner and my guide, 
As being past away—Vain sympathies I 
For,baokward,Duddonl as I cast my eyes, 
1 see what was*and i s , and will abidef 
St i l l glides the stream,and shall for ever glide} 
The Form remains*the Function never diesf 
While we, the brave,the mighty*,and the wise, 
We Men, who in our mom of yout^t defied 
The elements,oust vanishj- be i t sot 
laough* i f something from our hands have power 
To l ive, and act, and serve the future hour} 
And if, as toward the silent tomfc we go* 
Through love*through hope*and faith's transcendent dower, 
We feel that we are greater than we know. 
(Sonnet XXXJV) 
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Undeniably the finest of the series is his concluding sonnet, 
italicized by Wordsworth to point out its significance. She title 
suggests its function, to sua up philosophically the meaning of the 
poetical journey from mountain to ocean* Indeed* were a single 
passage of Wordsworth work ohosen as his epitaph, none could be 
more appropriate in ideas or subline dignity, for the symbol of 
the stream becomes identified with the life stream of Man himself* 
with the mighty current of creation to which each poet's legacy to 
"the future hour" is a tributary* 
In form it is Irregularly Petrarchan, the first seotion 
so subdivided as to build up a contrast resolved in the conclusion* 
The first «ine lines contrast the permanence of the Forms of 
Nature symbolised in the river with impermanenoe of men, where as 
the last five qualify this mortality by emphasis upon the foreve-
mess of art and his spiritual greatness* There is pathos in his 
defeat by the elements defied in his youth, but he may find conso-
lation in serving the future through imaginative creation* Beneath 
this development lie opposltes which readily resolves themselves 
into Nature, man and Van, and it is our apprehension of the 
dialectical relationships of opposl$i~ which gives multiple depth 
as well as cohesion to the symbolic structure* 
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Further more, the Duddon of the first two lines, which 
momentarily he had thought would pass away, beoomes upon reflection 
a type of what is beneath externals. "The river enables him to 
see in nature a symbolic guide of his spirit, a partner represen-
tative of the oneness of Man and Nature, for his backward glance 
into his memory of the Duddon brings him into awareness of their 
oommon immortality.*^ So seen, the gliding stream signifies 
enduring Form and Function, Platonic essence but imperfectly 
disclosed in earthly reality. With sure poetical strength 
Wordsworth has built his octave upon conception of time by giving 
it three fold emphasis t first in a personal statement ( "I see 
what was, and Is and will abide*), second is an image ("still 
glides the stream, and shall for ever glide") and third in a 
Platonic abstraction ("The fo*m remains,the Function never dies")* 
This emphasis upon time is central structurally and philosoph-
ically. The stream and Stream, whioh partitively correspond to 
nature and Nature, likewise correspond to man and Han. The 
Platonic copies in time suggest the eternal Forms out of it. 
Hence Just as the physical continuity of the Duddon inevitably 
suggests the stream as arohe type of eternal Nature, so do the 
works of living man attest his immortality. The final tone of the 
1. Wilcofc, 'Duddon Sonnets' FlfiU 1954 
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sennet, however, is tinted by the Chrlstain colouring ©f nan's 
progress toward the tomb "through love* through hope, through 
faith's transcedent dower". Natural image, Platonic abstraction 
and Christian colouration are organically interwoven to give 
firm support to the sensibility of the conclusiont 
*We feel that we are greater than we know" 
The after-piece sums up the philosophical significance of 
the sonnets and admirably reveals the artistic method of the later 
Wordsworth* Having lost the peculiar power of insight he laments 
in the Immortality Ode* his effort was to reach that serenity 
which passes understanding* For this puxpose he turned to a mode 
of expression that depends upon the ordering of natural images 
symbolically endowed with meaning from his own mind* In January, 
1816 he wrote to Wrangham regarding fhe White Doe 
•"Throughout objects derive their influence* not 
from properties inherent in them, not from what they 
are actually in themselves,but from such as are 
bestowed upon them by the minds of those who are 
conversant with or affected by those objeots. 
Thus the poetry if there be any in the work, 
proceeds, whence it ought to do, from the soul 
of man, communicating Its creative energies 
to the Images of the external world.* 
Briefly put, this method of symbolic art demanded that his mind, 
like that of the reader, should transcend his sensational respon-
ses* "Instead of cultivating the aesthetic experience primarily to 
induce imaginative or mystical ecstasy as he had before 1806, 
Wordsworth was mustering the Images of earthly reality to the 
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service of his soul*^ 
The river is also a symbol of his imaginative growth. The 
evolution of his images of brooks* stream and rivers make abundantly 
clear that he was using them as a symbolic technique for his best 
poetic pieces* A study of his poems from Tintern Abbey to the 
Duddon Sonnets will show that he was using the river imagery for 
its symbolic values. In the Tintern Abbey he associated the river 
lye with his flashes of imaginative insight and that 'Serene and 
blessed mood* which accompanied mystloal eostasyt 
Bow oft in spirit, have I turned to thee « 
0 sylvan Wye! thou wanderer through the woods . 
(Tintern Abbey) 
In biographical retrospect he begins the story of The Prelude by 
the Derwent of his childhood which gave him 
Amid the fretful dwellings of mankind 
A foretaste, a dim earnest, of the Calm , 
That Nature breathes among the hills and groves3 
During long vacation at Oojabridge he and Jones took the simplon 
through the Alps, the Woods, the torrents, crags the 'unfettered 
clouds' and Heaven themselves 
Were all like workings of one mind, the features 
Of the same facetblossoms upon one tree; 
Characters of the great Apocalypses, 
The types and symbols of Eternity, . 
Of first, and last, and midst,and without end4. 
1. Wilcot, "Duddon Sonnets" PMLA 1994 
2. Lines composed a few line miles above Tintem Abbey 55*56 
3. The Prelude Book I Line 277-280 
4. Prelude Book IV line 636-6AO 
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They pursue the river next day till it reaches Locarmo which 
parallels his journey in the Buddon. What is significant is his 
emblematic approach to the forms of Nature. That he finally saw 
the development of his creative power is surely revealed in his 
summary of the growth of his imagination* His perception of the 
White doe as "not a child of time, but daughter of the Eternal 
Prime" is a simple progression in his recognition of the symbol; 
Similarly his use of symbols in Dion written in 1816 reveals how 
radical had become the shift in the emphasis of his artistic method 
and there is nothing strange for him to have used river imagery, 
as he was born beside a river, swam and fished in running pools, 
compared his college days to a domesticated brook, chose scenery on 
the Wye as the most significant of the 'beauteous forms', in Tintem 
Abbey and in The Prelude summed up the growth of his imagination 
in the Stream figure. If Wordsworth's fear of mutability was 
clearly the initial cause for his devising a form of symbolic art, 
he could have found no better image than water to embody both 
mutability and permanence, and time and eternity . The device 
of the river symbol enables the poet to avoid assuming a single 
point of vantage for the sake of panoramic description and permits 
him likewise to avoid identifying himself with the river. Instead, 
he makes it a companion of his journey* 
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Wordsworth's awareness of the remote past i s also very 
striking in the sonnets. 3h the second sonnet he thinks of the 
primeval forests that once covered the now desolate landscape of 
Sudden's birth p l a c e — 
Thousands of years before the si lent a i r 
Was pierced by Whisking Shaft of hunter keen. 
And again, in the eight*, of primitive mant 
What SSpect bore the Ifan who roved and fled 
3n this pellucid Current slaked his thirst? 
The thought of 'hideous usages and r i t e s ' in which this ancient 
•intruder' had probably been reared brings him back to the 
peaceful stream whose 
Function was to heel and to restore, 
To soothe and cleanse, not madden and pollute 
(?IH) 
And in the sonnet called "Hetum* (XVII) we can see how history 
and landscape were inseparably in his mind, as looking now 
backward up the stream of time, he links the remote mountain 
valley first with the Danish invaders who had colonized itt 
• dard plume fetch me from you blasted yew, 
Pearched on whose top the Danish Raven croaks J 
(Betuin XVII) 
Then with Roman occupation 
.....That alone Camp on HardKhot's height, 
Whose Guardians bent the knee to jove and mars— 
(Hetum - XVII) 
and finally with that most ancient civilisation which bui l t the 
stone circle a few miles away on the slopes of Black Comb—— 
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That mystic Bound of Druid frame 
Tardily sinking by its proper weight 
Deep into patient Earth, from whose smooth breast it came! 
(Return XVII) 
(the l a s t long line seems to enhance the sense of remote antiquity 
with which the whole poem i s charged) Very tender i s his feeling 
for the unnamed and uncommemorated Qxaker dead lying in the burial 
ground near tilpha Bridget 
Yet, to the loyal and the brave,who l i e 
In the blank earth, neglected and forlorn, 
The passing winds memorial tr ibute pay 
(Sonnet XX3X) 
The sonnets are full of echoes sometimes of Milton, as in the 
phrases 'Sinoue lapse' and Liquid Lapse* used in the fourth sonnet 
and the twentieth;sometimes of his own earlier poems, as when the 
image of the waterfall, 
'Bobed instantly in the garb of snow white foam* 
carries us far back to his own early poem The vale of Esthwaite 
in which the 'stream's loud genius, 
Shoots from the cliff in robe of White' 
Sat the most remarkable and expected *oho is in the 
twenty fourth sonnet, called in later editions 'The Besting Race' 
where he speaks of 'The fancy, too industrious Elf, the resemble 
noe to keats' 'deceiving elf, Fancy 'in Ode to a Nightingle' is 
to strong to be accidental. Wordswortbkline was a tribute from the 
older poet to the younger which Jfeats would have enjoyed* 
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When Wordsworth in his mental pilgrimage down the dale, 
reached Seathwaite Chapel he was aware of the benign memory of 
Robert Walker, its former Vicar, of whom he had spoken in The 
Bgcttrsion who had spent the whole of his life there. If the 
Suddon sonnets are in part *f a memorial to Walker, they are also 
in a special way, an offering to Mary* The mgmory of this walk 
with her was one of many that are gathered into the series* The 
twenty fifth sonnet speaks of his longing for her presence 
The one for whom my heart shall ever beat 
With tenderest l o v e — — — — 
as he lies resting in a shady corner of the Woods t 
Bough ways my steps have trod}— too rough and long 
For her companionshipj hereirells soft ease} 
With sweets that she partakes not some distaste 
Mingles,and lurking consciousness of wrong} 
Long afterwards in I84O, he made a carriage tour to the Duddon 
with Mary, Bora and their friends* When others walked on htyond 
Seathwaite, Mary would turn back down stream towards tftpha but 
she was tempted to ascend a rocky eminence. They were all united 
at Broughton and spent a happy evening. The thirtieth sonnet 
curiously anticipated this adventuret 
Of oft-times he—who, yielding to the force 
Of chance* temptation, ere his journey end, 
From chosen comrade turns,or faithful friend-
In vain shall rue the broken intercourse. 
(XXX) 
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A number of sonnets In this sequence are examples of 
Wordsworth's contemplative verse at i t s most subtle and at i t s 
most precise '. For instance the sonnet XXI,'whence that low 
voice?'The sonnet begins with the low sound of a whisper, sugges-
t ing the ghostly thinness of the recollection quietly aroused by 
the associations of the river< 
WHEBTCE that low voice? * A whisper from the heart 
That told of days long past,when here I roved 
With friends and kindred tenderly bilovedj 
Some who had early mandates to depart, 
Yet are allowed to steal my path athwart 
By Buddon's side} once more do we unite, 
Once more beneath the kind Earth's tranquil l ight $ 
And smothered joys into new being s t a r t . 
(XXI) 
The figures of those who have 'departed' appear almost stealthily 
in the consciousness of the poet} 'and the verb 'steal' suggests 
not only the slight touches by which the memory is awakened, but 
also the furtiveness of the figures which like ghosts now appear 
before the poet's mind* In the last three lines of the octave the 
stronger movement and more vigorous pattern of sounds suggests that 
the ghosts are gaining vitality, becoming more real and immediate, 
and bringing with them the upwelling of long- forgotten feelings. 
•The kind Earth's tranquil light' suggests by irsnieal opposition 
the gloomy underworld of past time in which the ghosts of the 
departed have lingered. 
The sestet shows Wordsworth's art at its most assuredi 
It makes use of two images. That of the goddess-like figure of 
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Memory is made to merge, by a process like that of a 'dissolve* 
in a film, into the birch trees whose boughs rise and fall gently 
in the breezes• So the goddess is there and not there. The 
goddess is suggested by her 'glistening tresses' which are 
immediately identified through the simile with the 'golden looks 
of birch'. At the same time the thought of the passage is 
precise. There are occasions when the memory breaks out of its 
imprisonment in the cloudy vagueness of our past experiencei 
when it does so, it is 'bound1 by the laws of association which 
determine that a particular scene shall call to our mind events 
which have been lost in the past. At the same time memory is 
'free' in the sense that on such occasions it achieves a triumph 
over the destructive power of time. The last line has a haunting 
resonance that is characterstic of Wordsworth's best sonnets. 
The poem ends with the 'the dying fall of the fading year's 
inclemency'• This evocation of autumn, in the 'golden looks of 
the birch trees!, carries with it suggestions of fading of jlife, 
and with it the sense that the poet himself will in due course 
become a ghost. 
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C H A P T E K - IV. 
SCCLESIASYICAL SOKBETS 
She Series that followed Duddon series in Eoeleeiatioal 
Sonnets i s a complex one. I t won and held high cr i t ica l favour 
unt i l The faelude began to he preferred towards the end of the 
19th century. 102 sonnets of 1822 were increased to 152 by I845. 
In this series he was able to achieve coherence and proportion 
that had evaded his best efforts in ambitious blank verse. 
He turning consciously to his metaphor of the river, he traced the 
course of Christianity in Great Britain from i t s origin to his own 
day. These sonnets as i t s editor Abbie Potts aptly says, 
"celebrated the ideal beauty of an insti tution", For a l l his 
care in delineating persons, events and places the course he 
traced was communal, insti tutional and ideal . 
Wordsworth began writing these sonnets in March 1821 
when Southey was engaged upon his Book of the church. Dorothy 
Wordsworth writes to Mrs. Clarkeon on 27th March* 1621 and again 
at the end of May that he (Wordsworth) was " s t i l l hard at work and 
working incessantly and under great mental excitement"1. His 
labours were brought to an end in July by a bad attack of eye 
trouble. Be resumed the work in January, and in February he 
was receiving the proofs. 
1. Blafcwood's Edinburgh Magazine Vol. XII Aug. 1822 
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The origin of the ECCKBBIASTICAL SOKMETS lies in 
Wordsworth's life-long sense of what the 'spires' the 'steeple 
towers' and the 'chapels lurking among trees1 meant to the rural 
life of England, and thence to the whole body politic. At the 
height of gallic fervour he had been conscious of his love for 
'the sight of a village steeple'. But the immediate cause was 
his conversation on the church history with Sir George Beaumont 
at Colerorton while inspecting the site for a proposed new church. 
It was also stimulated by the popular interest in the catholic 
Belief Bill* She renewed debates in Parliament about catholic 
emancipation aroused in him fears for the safety of the church 
he loved against extremes of doctrine and the spirit of perse-
cution* So it occurred to him that 'certain points in the 
Ecclesiastical History of our own country might advantageously 
i 
be presented to view in verse' * 
But before Wordsworth took up this task, he read widely 
and diligently to equip himself for it from Becember 1820 to 
March 1821 and Dorothy regretted that he was neglecting The 
Recluse . Thus for the second time he was lured away from his 
'great work' to write a sonnet series. During this period he 
read many standard authorities on Ihglish church History, from 
Bede's Bistoria Eoolesiastioa to Sharon Turner's History of 
the Anglo Saxon^s from the earliest period to the Norman's 
Conquest. Puller's Church History of Britain was another main 
1. Prefatory Bote to the series 1822 p. 55*3-57. 
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source. It should alto be noted here that the sonnets vers 
written long before the religious revival variously called «* 
the Tractariaa Movement, the Catholic Revival, the Anglo * 
Catholic Revival or the Oxford Movement. Moreover, Wordsworth 
disliked the last name and protested in a letter to Gladstone 
on March 21, 1844 against 
Mthe pernicious error of the Movement being 
called the Oxford Movement ae it originated 
then; and had sprang up in a moment, but 
this opinion, which is false la fact, detracts 
greatly from its dignity, end tends much to 
narrow and obstruct its range of operation* 
Though they anticipate at various points the ideas of the Oxford 
Movement, specially in defence of laud* 
Wordsworth writes t 
"My purpose in writing this series was as much 
as possible to confine vff view to the introduction, 
progress and operation of the churgh in England . 
both previous and subsequent to the Reformation" . 
He undertakes to trace the history of the churoh in England from 
the introduction of Christianity into Britain down to his own 
times* That is why, he views it as a river, a continuous stream, 
because for him there was no break or discontinuity. He had a 
very strong sense of the historical continuity and unity of the 
church of England. For him there was a natural unity between his 
1. Moorman, Wordsworth pp. 389-4GL. 
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primal love of nature, hie love of l iberty and his most recently 
perfected love of the church. This unity, seen in the poetic 
imagery as a river* was set forth In stately sentences in the 
introductory sonnet to the Ecclesiastical Sketches* 
"X, WW accompained with faithful pace 
Carulean Duddon from i t s cloud-fed spring* 
Aid loved with* sp i r i t ruled by his to sing 
Of mountain-quit and boon nature's grace; 
1, who essayed the nobler Stream to trace 
Of Liberty and smote the plausive string 
Till the cheoked torrent ,prou*ldly triumphing* 
Won for herself a lasting resting-place? 
Now seek upon the heights of Time the source 
Of a HOLY RIVER, on whose banks are found 
Sweet pastoral flowers, and laurels that have crowned 
Pull oft the unworthy brow of lawless force* 
And, for delight of him who tracks i t s course, 
Immortal amaranth and palms abound. 
Frequently the image of the river i s recalled. I t appears in 
sonnets XXXVII (Part 1) VIXI (Part l l ) XXI,XLV2!l(Part H I ) . The 
sonnet suggests that th i s series on a loly River i s the sequel 
not only to the "Duddon Series* but also to the series in which 
he has traced "the nobler stream* of l iber ty . Actually, the 
inst i tut ions of English l iberty are reflected throughout in the 
Holy River and some of the sonnets are inter-changeable with 
others in the river of liberty* They show a historical grasp 
and statesman-like vision which are the same as those as we 
Admire in the Sonnets On National Independence and Liberty* I t 
was church in, i t s entirety that appealed to him most* In the 
continuity of so ancient an i n s t i t u t i o n and i t s survival through 
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violent storms from without and bitter persecution within, was 
a sublimity to capture his imagination* To Mat religious history 
is a succession of wave-like movements of progress and decline | 
the rise of spiritual worship sustained by single minded zealots 
and accompanied by humanising influence, followed by corruptions 
of worldliness and political ambition, complicating rise and of 
•foutward forms' is the pressure ot the great secular events, the 
whole process being a field for the emergence of outstanding 
personalities* such in the outline is the pageant unrolled in the 
poem* 
Wordsworth devises three chronological divisions of these 
Ecclesiastical Sketches. Part I ••from the Introduction of 
Christianity into Britain to the consummation of the Papal 
Dominion"} Part II, "To the close of the Troubles in the Beign of 
Charles I"f Part III, "from the fiestforation to the Present Times*. 
The divisions result from his urge to examine thwes stages in the 
natural growth of the church of England* First, the external 
threats from Druidlo fears, Roman persecution, Roman luxury, the 
"Pictish doudM that brings dissensions, invasions from the North, 
Papal abuses (from the South), and ot course at all times sheer 
temptation} Second, religious struggles involving the crown, from 
the Reformation io^ the Common Wealth; Third, intellectual assaults 
from the Restoration to the death of George III* Belittling ths 
assaults Wordsworth concentrates rather on the concords and the 
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proofs* In handling the conflicts of all periods* he recommends 
tolerance for the extremes* He is a passionate advocate of tole-
ration and an implacable enemy* persecution in any form* The love 
of liberty, with all that meant of toleration and justice for 
minority opinions conscientiously held, is the watchword of the 
Ecclesiastical Sketches'* Religious persecution is never excused, 
whether it be in early christians in Roman Britain of the Waldenese. 
Wordsworth fixes his gaee on those incidents, events and characters 
which are most influential for good and evil and are likely to 
affect the religious tastedof generations to come* Because he 
gives expression to his thoughts and feelings widely, he could not 
choose one subject of great magnitude in the •Ecclesiastic Series' 
1 
of England. As Moorman has pointed out that Wordsworth's purpose was 
not to write about the doctrines of the Christian faith, he would 
not even deal with the festivities of the churches year. Hence 
these sketches give a picture of English Churoh History felt as 
poetry. They are characteristic, therefore, not of any academic 
school of thought, but of his ownvnature mind, nourished by his 
early sympathies, and by his recent reading of history and 
Biography. As we read them, we might expect that his strong 
antipathy both to the church of Home and to English Non-conformity 
would give a partisan colouring to the text, but it is not so. & 
stands as a spectator as Coleridge long ago wished him to stand for 
1. Moorman, Wordsworth, P P . 589-401. 
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the writing of The Recluse — weighing with grave and generous 
charity the claims of insti tutions and individuals and habits of 
worship whose contribution to the 'stream' of English church history 
had possessed beauty and value although they had ultimately yielded 
to new forces and new ways* Thus the series i s neither history 
told in verse nor pure poetry, a figment ot pure fancy. That i s 
why, they are not easy to read. They assume that the reader i s as 
well acquainted as Wordsworth was about the subject. Some are too 
close in paraphrasing of their sources to be f i r s t rate poems, and 
in others the efforts to condense many pages of history into one 
sonnet leads to some obscurity. Not only was some acquaintance 
with history necessary for their enjoyment, but •as separate pieces 
several of them', he said* 'suffer as poetry from the matter of 
fact their being unavoidably in al l history except as i t i s a mere 
suggestion something that enslaves the fancy' and for this reason 
the sonnets were never as popular as 'The River Sudden'. 
2h the series the approach i s historical rather than 
theological* Hcocio Keale Fairchilde accused Wordsworth of grappl-
ing far too l i t t l e with the intellectual issues at stake for 
Anglo Saxon theologians of the High Churchi 
"The plus and minus signs in th is travesty of the 
viawedia cancel out, leaving an intellectual and 
spiritual eero",* 
And he also finds certain ideas to disagree with and so will most 
1 * Boftis Weale Fairchilde/^ .Surrey in Religious Trends in IfogttyL_ 
.Poetry, p . 1780-1830 
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sectaries of a theological turn. Bence the Ecclesiastical Sonnets 
are much more likely to find favour with reader specially attracted 
as Wordsworth was to religious feeling interested in the topogra-
phical history of England. 
Let us analyse the thought-contents part-wise. That 
Wordsworth has known the Middle Ages and of Saxon and fioman Tims 
need not surprise us. The medieval monastic ideal had always 
attracted him. His youthful imagination had been nourished by the 
ruins of Fumese Abbey as well as by the mountains and Valleys, and 
he had early found a sympathy with the Contemplative life which not 
even his enthusiasm for the French Bevolution could destroy. That 
sympathy gave him an entry into the vanished world of Pre»Refor-
mation Englandt the world of monasteries and Crusaders, and the 
band was futher strengthened by his love for his ancient parish 
churches, such as Kirk of Ulpha which he had compared in the 
Duddon Series to a star appearing suddenly in the dark sky. fie 
shows respectful sympathy to the old world although his convictions 
and hopes lay with the new. Finally, with his visit to Cambridge 
came a renewed vision of the glory of the late middle Ages, as he 
contemplated King's College Chapel and of the Reformation as he 
thought of the Cambridge men who had led it. His approach to the 
subject Being historical rather than theological, Bede was his main 
source for the early period to which he devoted 25 sonnets but he 
had also recourse to Elizabethan translation of Eusebius by Hammer 
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and to the Stilling fleet's Origlnes Britennlcae published in 
1685• He also made use of Sharon Turner's History of Anglo Saxons* 
Partly through reliance on this source and partly on doubt because 
of his inherent love of National independence and liberty, he has 
very little to say about the Norman Conquest and nothing that is 
good in it* The great Norman Cathedrals* the statesmanship and 
sanctity of Lanfrance and Anselm and Becket are never mentioned. 
It is saxons and their unsuccessful champion Hereward, who have 
his sympathy* 
Fox the second part, luller*s The Churoh History of Britain 
was his main authority, supplemented by The Holy War of the same 
lively writer, by Collect ion of the History of awdand of SamueJ. 
Daniel, by Book Of Martyers of Pox, by Chronicle of Stowe. He 
also writes that he used a manuscript written about the same year 
1770 which accidentally into fell his hands. For the seventeenth 
century his cherished Isaac Walton's Lives of Bonne Hooker,Herbert, 
Wooton, and Sanderson had been his long favourite volume and he 
gave it a sonnet all to itself. But the great influence was of 
Heylin's Cyprianus Anglicanus — the life of Archbishop Laud. 
Hitherto his view of the seventeenth century was drawn from the 
writings of Milton who continued, to be supreme but now he saw 
values and acknowledged merit of which he had been aware. In the 
treatment of The Reformation, he shows himself a strong 'Reformation 
man'. His reading taught him that the monasteries admirable in their 
T YS £>o 
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early days had become voluptuous, he writes of this corruption in 
sonnets V,XK,XX of Part II 
If cloistered Avarice scruple not to wrong 
The pious,humble,ueeful Secular, 
And rob the people of his daily care, 
Scorning that world whose blindness makes her strong? 
inversion strange1 that, unto One who lives 
For self, and struggles with himself alone* 
The amplest share of heavenly favour gives} 
That to a Monk allots,both in the esteem 
Of God and man, place higher than to him 
Who on the good of others builds his ownI 
(Part II - X2X Abuse of Monastic Power) 
and in sonnet XX of the same series 
TET more, — round many a Convent's biasing fire 
tftihallowed threads of revelry are spuni 
There Venus sits disguised like a Hun, ---
While Bacchus, clothed in semblance of a Friar, 
Pours out his choicest beverage high and higher 
Sparkling, until it cannot choose but run 
Over the bowl, whose silver lip hath won 
An instant kiss of masterful desire — — 
To stay the precious waste, 
(Part H - XX Monastic Voluptuousness) 
Be repeats the opinion in other sonnets as well that the higher 
clergy were corrupt and over powerfulj that the Mass was 'Pompous' 
and engendered superstition) that the cult of the saints was 
'idolatry' and the whole paraphernalia of Papal domination 'trumpery' 
yet when he came to write of this 'unsparing hurricane' 'The 
Reformation', it was with the poetic sympathy and admiration for 
much that was then rejected, and a consciousness of some of the 
1, In sonnets XI,XVIII,XXIV,XXVin, the whole image is taken 
from Partfbdi&e Lost 
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dangers inherent in the new order of things* which remove these 
poems far from the categozy of one sided polemic. He could speak 
of the Papal Power as 
ttSttpremaey from Heaven transmitted pure, 
As many hold;.....«•...»*«••«.••..«»..*1 
(Part H - XXVI Apology) 
Something for which 'saintly Fisher and Unbending More* thought it 
Worthwhile to die* He saw also the danger in the new royal 
despotisms 
'*,••..With the spiritual sovereignty transferred 
Unto itself, the Grown assumes a voice 
Of reckless mastery, hitherto unknown*1 
(Part n - XXVIII Reflections) 
With the ear turned to Milton's dirge for the fallen gods of the 
ancient world in «Jtfc Christ's Nativity he wrote the sonnet called 
'Imaginative Regrets' (XXVIl) moftmlng the 'dominion overthrown' 
of the superstitious cult, whether christian or pagan, as the 
fresh world blows over them, 
Beep is the lamentation! Rot alone 
from Sages justly honoured by mankind; 
But from the ghostly tenants of the wind, 
Demons and Spirits,many a dolorous groan 
Issues for that dominion overthrownt 
Proud fiber grieves and far-off Ganges,blind 
Upon M s monstrous urn, the farewell moan 
fienews, Through every forest,cave, and den, 
Where frauds were hatched of old, hath sorrow past-
Hangs o'er^  the Arabian Prophet's native Waste, 
Where once his airy helpers schemed and planned 
•Mid spectral lakes bemocking thirsty men, 
And stalking pillars built of fiery sand. 
At the same time and with the same melancholy grandeur he mourns 
for the banished saints* 
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"YET, too, mast fly before a ohasing hand, 
Angels and Saints,in every hamlet mourned J 
Ah! if the old idolatry be spurned, 
Let not your radiant Shapes desert the Land* 
Her adoration was not your demand, 
The fond heart proffered it — the servile heart; 
And therefore are ye summoned to depart, 
Michael, and thou, St. George, whose flaming brand 
The Dragon quelled;*.....** " 
' (XXIV, Saints ) 
The most remarkable of all sonnets of this period is that called 
•fhe Virgin* (XXV) Its imaginative origin lies deep in Wordsworth's 
heart, whence pictures of ideal womanhood had before arisen — Lucy 
in 'Three years she ...grew' and Emily in The white Doe 
MOTHER, whose virgin bosom was uncrost 
With the least shade of thought *> sin allied} 
Woman I above all women glorified, 
Our tainted nature's solitary boast} 
(XXV, m e Virgin) 
Neverthless, Wordsworth, inspite of his sympathy with medieval 
Christianity, was perfeotly aware of what was at stake in a 
conflict as shattering as the Reformation. 3h a sonnet called 
•The Point At Issue' he shows that he understood clearly the 
fundamental principles for which the reformers contended. It has, 
perhaps, never been more forecefully described in so few wordst 
For what contend the wise? - for nothing less 
Than that the Soul,freed from the bonds of Sense, 
And to her God restored by evidence 
Of things not seen drawn forth from their recess, 
Root there, and not in forms,her holiness} -
For Faith, which to the Patriarchs did dispense 
Sure guidance, ere a ceremonial fence 
Was needful round men thirsting to transgress} * 
For Faith, more perfect still, with which the Lord 
Of all himself a Spirit, in the youth 
Of Christian aspiration, deigned to fill 
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The temples of their hearts who, with his word 
Informed, were resolute to do his will, 
Aid worship him in spirit and in truth, 
(XXX, The Point At Issue) 
Bis deep sense of detachment which properly belongs to the poetic 
vocation forbade him to take sides openly in the struggle of the 
seventeenth century, inspite of its conversion to the Ecclesias-
tical ^policy of Laud and Charles I* He was content to lament and 
warn as he watched the 'Hew born church' of Jewel and Hooker haras-
sua the extremists on either side. At length he found in the image 
of the Jungfrau, from whose sublime heights avalanohes descend 
in tumult* a perfect metaphor of the contrast between the peaceful 
and the turbulent woods of 'Religion't 
THE virgin-Mountain, wearing like a Queen 
A brilliant crown of everlasting snow, 
Sheds ruin from her sides; and men below 
Wonder that aught of aspect so serene 
Can link with desolation. 
(XLIII, ILLUSTRATION) 
Be preferred to dwell on the unceasing search for virtue and truth 
continuing through the trouble-some times. The sonnets 'Latitudi-
narianisB* and Walton's Book of Lives celebrate this light shining 
in darkness. Taylor and the Cambridge Platonists, with the non-
Anglican Milton and Walton's worthies are for him the real heroes 
of the centuryi (Part I •* VI, Til, Persecution and Recovery) 
Of the three parts of the series, the last — from the 
Restoration to the Present Times — has hardly any novelty because 
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the events such as the martyrdom of Latimer and Ridley were well 
known to the J&iglish people as they had read about thea from Foxe'a 
Book Of Martyrs* The poet continues the idea of religious perse-
cution of part n (XXVI, XXXII, XXXIV, XXXV). Be can not brook 
any persecution even of 'Those unconforming' Ones who were driven 
out of their parishes after the Restoration of Charles l i t 
Drives from their Cures* a voluntary prey 
To poverty and grief, and disrespedt, 
And some of want — as i f by tempests wrecked 
On a wild coast} 
{Part H I -VI CWBIQAl EJTBMIITT) 
or even the Scottish Covenantors, rebels though they were, 
Slain by Compatriot-protestants that draw 
fxom councils senseless as intolerant 
Their warrant. 
(Part i n - VH ) 
Towards the end, the theme of tolerance and charity becomes even 
more articulate. Be writes another sonnet about the monasteries* 
Sonnet XXXV 'Old Abbeys' apologising to them that 'untouched by due 
regret I marked your fall. ' and show how time itself has taken a 
hand in the process of reconciliation. 
For as, by discipline of Time made wise, 
We learn to tolerate the infirmities 
And faults of others —* gently as he may, 
So with our own the mild Instructor deals, 
Teaehing us to forget them or forgive, 
Perversely curious, then, for hidden ill 
Why should we break Time's charitable seals? 
Once ye were holy, ye are holy still $ 
Tour spirit freely let me drink, and live. 
(Part i n - XXXV) 
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3h a note Wordsworth acknowledged his debt in this sonnet to a work 
The History of Cambridge by Lamb's friend John Ifcrer which left its 
mark upon new sonnets of the series* And to another Dyer — 'The 
poet of Gongar Hill* — he ow^ed the image at the end of the pre-
vious sonnet, perhaps best in the series - Mutability' . 'Mutabili-
ty' by contrast deals with the effect of time en ideas andc insti-
tutions* The sonnet is a fine metaphysical piece on the theme of 
decay of outward forms of Truth 'like the frosty rime* 
"Truth falls not} but her outward forms that bear 
The longest date do melt like frosty rime 
That |n the morning whitened hill and plain 
And is no moref *. .,." 
(XXXIV Mutability) 
The worn out form of ideas and institutions are removed by violent 
collapse* 
....drop like the tower sublime 
Of yesterday, which royally did wear 
M s crown of weeds,but could not even sustain 
Some casual shout that broke the silent air, 
Or the unimaginable touch of Time* 
(XXXIV Mutability) 
A sonnet on William IX was followed by an exhortation to the 
nation which he called 'Obligation of Civil to Haligious liberty' 
and in which he brings his old heroes, Sidney, and Eussel,martyrs 
for 'Civil rights' into lime with his celebration of religious 
liberty. They would have died in vain, he now testifies! 
'Had not thy Holy church her champion's bred claims 
And from other worlds inspired 
The star of liberty to rise. 
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Though the poet adheres to the facts of history throughout the 
series* in the II part of the H I series invention finds free 
scope. In sonnet XXII 'Places of Worship* he introduces a group of 
sonnets on the human aspects of religious rites — consecration by 
the church of the several ages of man from birth to death* Here 
the intimacies of rural life are touchingly blended with the solem-
nity of immemorial custom. In 'Baptism* for instance* the poet 
imagines thoughts of the 'Coming festivity and the sound of the 
infant's crying at the font as intruding on the ceremony until the 
associations of the church yard* 
Recall the wandering soul to sympathy 
With what man hopes from Heaven, yet fears from Earth* 
(XX, Baptism) 
She last part of the series (XVII, XVIII, XXII, XXVII *- XLVIl) is 
concerned with a variety of subjects — the country churches and 
their clergy} old customs such as (Jrasmere, Rush-bearingf the 
building of Hew chuches to meet the needs of the time* Long after 
wards chiefly between I842 — 1845 more than 20 years after the 
original publication, he added many more sonnets chiefly reflec-
tions on the occassional services in the Book Of Common grayer. 
In 1822 the only sonnet on a church service was the one called 
'Catechising' which is a personal recollection of the eatechiss-
ing on Easter Bay in Cockermouth church when he had himself stood 
among the candidates 'with a vernal posy at his heart', a child of 
seven, before his mother's death. Two sonnets are remarkably added 
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newta} church service. The one ^ 'Baptism' already spoken of and 
about which Hale White thought that there is 'nothing stronger in 
the whole series' than this sonnet and the other tig thanks giving 
after child birth'. The series concludes in the contemplation of 
some of the greatest temples in the lands 
They dreamt not of a perishable home 
Who thus could build} •...„., 
(Part H I * XLV) 
Wordsworth has shown how the liturgy rites of the ehriahtlan 
church long acclimatized to English soil* satisfy the needs of 
man in the supreme hours of life—-
*..,..if the intensities of hope and fear 
Attract us still, and passionate exercise 
Of lofty thoughts, 
(Part H I - XIX) 
What strikes in this series is Wordsworth's general 
philosophy of religion as developed from his early institutions 
as a poet* For him the fulfilment of man's religious instincts 
was 'to adore the Invisible and Him alone' (XX) but by any inci-
tement which raises men from their ignorance or apathy serves a 
religious purpose* Imagination is the 'mightiest lever known to the 
moral world' (XXXHT). 'Our slack devotion* needs all the stimulus 
it can get* There is often poetry in religious 'forms' and 
Wordsworth defends it throughout the seriest 
'Ho scorn, the aid which Fancy oft doth lend 
The soul's eternal interests to promote 
(XVIII) 
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Wordsworth deplores the in'conoclasra of Reformation, and one of 
the most poetic parts of the series is the group of sonnets 
(1-XVI - XXV) on the loss of human values —• 'the pillage of man's 
ancient heart' — in the dissolution of monasteries* The climax of 
this group is the sonnet 'The virgin', which Dr. Batho calls 
'reverent invocation'* It is also an expression of poetry latent 
in the cult* fhe poet's attitude is the same in the sonnets on the 
religious controversies of the early seventeenth century in Ehgland* 
Not only does he regret the abolition of the 'graceful rites' by 
'our scrupulous series' (III - XXXIII) but he recalls with approval 
in a note on sonnet (II • X£V), the words of Laud 'upon the true 
and inward worship of God which while we live in the body needs 
external helps, and all little enough to keep it in any vigour'* 
Wordsworth continues to urge this view in later poems, such as 
•Devotional Incitements' which extend the activity of eye and ear, 
of fancy and the affections, to the sphere of religious worship. 
Such was his consistent attitude in the long middle stage of his 
poetic career before his final entry into a more purely spiritual 
phase* But then the religion that these sonnets embody is rather 
the stately tradition of a great church than the pangs and aspira-
tions of a holy soul* There is little in them ~ whether for good 
or evil — of the stuff of which Battl or Francis, a Dominic 
are made* The fervent emotion — akin to the passion of love rather 
than intellectual or moral conviction — finds voice through 
singers of a very difficult tone. It is fed by an inward anguish 
and felicity and incommunicable peace which is absent here* Bow 
great the gulf between Wordsworth and George Herbert; Herbert 
"offering at heaven, growing and groaning thither- — and 
Wordsworth for whom the gentle regret of the lines, — 
Me this uncharted freedom tires, 
I feel the weight of chance desires} 
forms his most characteristic expression of the self judgement of 
the solitary soul. What led Wordsworth to write many of the sonnets 
in the last series is his faith in the savtotity of family life. 
Sonnets 'Baptism* 'Confirmation1 and 'The Marriage ceremony* bear 
witness to this fact. It was the poet's belief that happiness 
and virtue depended on the affection of home and family and on the 
hope of a Heaven of whioh nature presents an Image and emblem* 
i 
Wordsworth has presented rthese truths In other poems 
Wordsworth aohieved one thing of great importance to mankind. 
Be showed, as plainly in his way as Socrates had shown long ago, 
how a profoundly original conception of the scheme of things will 
shape itself into the mould of an established and venerable faith. 
Be united the religion of a philosopher with the religion of the 
churchman. The whole series is composed from the stand-point of 
just suoh a personage inspired by just suoh a conception of Pastoral 
mi m i n i u m i -i i i I I i in urn m i Him m u m mi » • < • ! • 
1. "The Primrose of the Hock' 
"The Evening of Extraordinary splendour 
"To a sky^lark' 
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character which is painted in The Excursion, a gracious and beau* 
tiful aspect of Anglicanism, the paternal relation of a pastor to 
his people which Wordsworth saw at Grasmere. This remained both his 
ideal and type when he imagined the position of the English clergy 
at large in the sonnets. He himself writes in the sonnets like 
'A learned Pastor* recording the significant movements in the his-
tory of his church from a similar stand-point of refined rural 
detachment. In the series he also shows moods which deeply feel 
inequality of human lots. There are movements when the broad park* 
the halls and the towers seem no longer the fitting frame of human 
greatness, but rather an isolating solitude, an unfeeling triumph 
over the poor* The sonnet on 'Seathwaite Chapel1 and the life of 
Robert Walker, the incumbent of Seathwaite, affords a still more 
characteristic instance of the clerical ideal towards which 
Wordsworth naturally turned. In Robert Walker he had a Cumbrian 
statesman turned into a practical saint and he describes him with 
a gusto in which his laboured sonnets on Laud or on Dissensions are 
wholly deficient. But one thing he could not do. Be could not 
unite the religion of the philosopher with the religion of the 
saint. It is, indeed, evident that the most inspiring feeling 
which breathes through Wordsworth's Ecclesiastical pieces is not 
of a doctrinal, not even of a spiritual kind. 
8J 
In the eelebratioB of church history Wordsworth adopts the 
pedestrian aethod* We read church history in the comedy. In flaming 
symbols, in concentrated drains* i» the Impassioned retrospect of 
itB beautified doctors and saints, in St.Peter's denunciation of the 
unworthy holders of hie keys, the great vision of the triumphal car 
in the Earthly paradise. Wordsworth sonnets are a versified 
chronicle*, They owe the qualified significance they possess not to 
grandeur of handling but to the inrush of poetry at occasional 
detached and isolated moments like that in which the poet for whom 
sorrow and solicitude opened ways to infinity, found them also in 
the self poised branching roof of king's chapel 
........where music dwells 
Lingering—and wandering on as 10th to die t 
Like thoughts whose very sweetness yieldeth proof 
That they were born for immortality. 
These were the thoughts which retained power to invoke sublime 
flashes of poetry even in the ageing Werdsworth. Sometimes when 
they occured in a context, they invoked uplifts of imagination. 
When he describes the Cambridge years in 1804, he tells us in 
matter-of-fact tones how as M s chaise rolled in over the Huntingdon 
plain, mk he 
first saw 
The long baok'd chapel of king's college rear 
His pinnacles above the dusky grove* 
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In 1839 this became a little less bald if more verbose* BR sees 
The long roofed chapel of king's college lift 
Turrets and Pinnacles in answering files 
Extended high above a dusky grove* 
and again read the accurate and matter-of-fact description of 
Newton's statue in the ante chapel of Trinity* 
The ante chapel where the statue stood 
Of Newton,with his prism and silent face* 
To this Wordsworth made the magical addition 
The marble index of a mind for ever 
Voyaging through strange seas of thought,alone. 
Thus the old poet recovered at moments his old self. Be recovered 
something of his old vision. Attention may also be drawn to 
'Mutability' beginning with "Jrom low to high doth dissolution 
climb" and also to "They dreamt not of a perishable home*' and 
"Edwered II". It is only in these few pieces that the sonnets 
possess the force and charm enough to rank them as high poetry, yet 
they have a certain value when we consider the greater inadequacy 
of all rival attempts in the same direction* The Episcopalian chu-
rch will hardly find itself present in poetical form so dignified 
and comprehensive a record of the struggles and the glories of the 
vicissitudes and the edifications. Wordsworth's series may take 
rank as an authentic exposition of her historic being — an 
exposition delivered with something of her own unadorned dignity 
and in her moderate and tranquil tone. Ho regular connected poem 
could have been written on so vast a subject* But although each 
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sonnet, according to lav of that composition is in itself a whole 
yet frequently two or three of the series are beautifully connected 
and blended together, so as to read like connected stanzas of one 
poem* When indeed, the whole series — all its three parts — is 
pers^ed, the effect is magnificent, and great events and deeds 
and minds, seem to have been passing proeessionally before us over 
the floor of an enchanted stage. Be speaks of them as things 
known and felt by everyman of liberal education. He flings a beam of 
light on some transaction dark in antiquity and it rises up for a 
moment before us — he raises the coffin lid in some old vault and 
we behold the still face of one formerly great or wise on earth — 
he rebuilds* as with a magio wand, the holy edifice that has for 
centuries lain in ruins — Monks and nuns walk once more in the 
open sun light, and all the fading or faded pageantries of faith 
reappear and vanish in melancholy and sublime mutation. Even the 
enthusiasts of nature who have followed Wordsworth through his woods 
and valleys — accross his lakes and mere, and over his cliffs and 
mountains 'haunted by a passion' by images of beauty, must have felt 
as they finished the perusal of the Ecclesiastical Sonnets, that & V|JX-
profound pathos and sublime interest lie among the ruined walls of 
old religious houses, and round the yet undecaying temples of the 
living god, than can ever be found in the solitude of the great 
hills, for the shadows that fall there, and the echoes that are 
heard, are all spiritual. The creature is brought nearer to the 
&(£ 
Creator, and the communion is felt to become divine. 
A deeper explanation of the sonnets gives the impression 
that Wordsworth had some other interests in his "Ecclesiastical 
Sonnets*1 • Wilson Knight, though he denies the fusion of various 
interests in the Ecclesiastical sonnets and asserts that "a blend 
of national and religious allegiances is the whole purpose of 
these essentially British sonnets", could detect that Ecclesiastical 
sonnets could be made to yield a "message" for Britain* For the 
possible 'message* in this context one will have to examine the 
state of Wordsworth*s mind and character at the time of the compo-
sition of this series. Though the series includes the sonnets 
written over 50 years, yet it was probably the state of the country 
between 1815 and 1822 which affected Wordsworth's thought on matters 
of religion and policies. In the early part of 1817 public affairs 
seemed to be most disturbing. The attack on the Prince Regent on 
January 28 was one manifestation of the widespread discontent. The 
suspension of Habeas Corpus was a graver sign of unrest. Wordsworth 
with many intellectuals shared the anxiety that all existing 
establishments would be overthrown. Wordsworth though very often 
full of revolutionary seal for reform was never an anarchist 
and liked the stable and well managed government. Be came 
to believe that as the citizens had certain duties towards the 
government, the state in turn had also definable obligations to its 
1. Wilson Blight, The Star-lit Dome. 
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people particularly in the field of relief of poverty and the 
provision of elementary education* On education he had been 
writing a good deal in one form or another for several years. 3h 
Book EC of The Excursion (line 295) he epeaks of 
................. that glorious time 
When prising knowledge as her noblest wealth 
And best protection,this imperial Realm, 
While she exacts allegiance,shall admit 
An obligation on her part, to Teach 
Them who are born to serve her and dbeyj 
The whole passage is relevant to the background of the Ecclesias-
tical Sonnets. Wordsworth believed that all round education even 
for the artisan daises must involve a knowledge of religion. He 
thought that irreverent knowledge is no Knowledge. It is no culture 
of the soul of man. In this view he was with many prominent church-
men. About this time Wordsworth was thinking on the position of 
the national church and its relation to other churches, Be prefe-
rred a strong and well ordered Anglican Church as a strong support 
to a freely elected governmentr He was also of the opinion that 
the strong defence of internal peace lay in well-established national 
church. 3h his dealing with these Ecclesiastical and educational 
affairs of the country Wordsworth has one main interest broadly 
represented by the word "Culture" which he was frying now to throw 
into prominence in the image of the river. But he found himself in 
a quandxy when he came to the less fluent aspects of the church 
history. So he selected separate incidents, tendencies and connected 
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them in the form of a narration and used them for his purpose of 
indicating- the church inportance at particular times, Thus In 
sonnet XI of Part I he describes the Saxon Conquestt 
....................Heaven*s high will 
Permits a seoond and a darker shade 
Of Pagan night. 
and speaks oft 
men vet scarcely conscious of a care 
For other monuments than those of earth; 
Whok as the fields and woods have given them birth 
Will build their savage fortuness only there $ 
Content, if foes* and barrow, and the girth* 
Of long daawn rampart, witness what they were. 
(Part I H) 
The interest of this l i e s in Wordsworth's recognition of the extent 
to which paganism^ demeaned and stul t i f ied the human sp i r i t before 
christian religion could be fe l t as a civil izing agent. The only 
fortunes they aspired to were 'savage1 ones. The best sonnet in 
this part i s sonnet XXTin on the subject of Dunstani 
Urg'd by Ambition, who with subtlest ski l l 
Changes her means 
because i t i s notable for revealing obliquely the interests which 
Wordsworth was to develop more extensively after coming to the 
subject of titte Reformation, He characterizes Eanstan as an 
•enthusiast' 'soaring' as a 'dupe* (of the people)* 
. . . . . . .And as a hypocrite can stopp 
And turn the instruments of good to i l l , 
Moulding the credulous people to his wi l l , 
from i t s Eenedietine coop 
Issues the master Mind, at whose fe l l swoop 
The chaste affections tremble to fulf i l 
Their purposes. 
(Part I - XXVIH) 
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At this early stage the poet indicates how a perversion of religion 
affeots the people and the ordinary people actuated by chaste affec-
tions submit to fulfil their purpose. The first part of the sonnets 
leads »pto an account of what Wordsworth calls "Consummation of 
Papal Dominion* and he surveys other fields beyond purely Papal one 
to the "dominion" more apparentt For instance, he exposes the 
enemies of the church of Rome as well as a*$3fc» reveal?the church's 
own virtues* "Op to there only extraneous considerations relating to 
Wordsworth's other interests do enter. For intance, in scnanet XXIV 
there is an admirable account of the social nature of medieval 
Ecclesiastical craftsmanship» 
The people work like congregated bees} 
Eager to build the quiet Fortresses 
Where Piety, as they believe, obtains 
From Heaven a General blessing* 
Sere by implication Wordsworth makes it clear that a kind of 
communal life they led so different from the civilization of the 
cities partly justified the construction of the monasteries. The 
image of the "bee" contrasts with the calm and security of "quiet 
Fortresses" where man's soul finds solace in religiose observances. 
As the business of the constructing of an edifice to the glory of 
God is communal one, so the piety which has produced it receives 
"general" blessing. The workers share the benefit equally. 
The second part of the Eoclesiastical Sonnets deals with the 
monastic life acre fully. The Papal domination, though sometimes 
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miserably «Httt* abused, had its positive value t 
Realm there is none that if controlled or sway'd 
By her commands partakes not, in degree, 
Of good, O'er manners, arts and arms, diffused* 
Wordsworth who praised the monastic life in The Excursion ( in Book 
H line 392) was a little changed and had become more critical but 
yet not hostile to the monastic ideal* He fully appreciates the 
contribution of the monks and schoolmen in sonnet 7." 
unambitious lien, 
Counsellors for the world, of piercing ken; 
Whose ferfent exhortations from afar 
Hove Princes to their duties*.. 
Sonnet III and 17 throw generous light on the monastic life. The 
third sonnet described how in Cistercian monastery the ascetic can 
find assurance of a pure and disciplined life of undisturbed devo-
tion. In the fourth sonnet he discusses the example which the monks 
often afforded through their own lives outside the cloister. The 
monks loosen the "iron chains" which bind the average mediaeval 
peasant and attempt to persuade the feudal lords to abandon the 
"legalized oppression11 of villainage. In the subsequent sonnets 
Wordsworth touches on other benefits arising from the organisation 
of monastic life. They are largely of a cultural and artistic 
nature. To Wordsworth the needs of ortinary people should take 
precedence over the claims of "culture* as is the word ordinarily 
understood. Wordsworth knew that Catholic ritual did not minister 
fully to those nee*s as is evident from the sonnet on ' Transubstan-
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tiation1. The oeremony of the elevation of the Host nay create 
"awe and supernatural horror1* in the hearts of the populace and 
it is this which is negleeted by many catholio priests and prelates 
who teach the vulgar to "adore the Invisible*. Hence practical 
Christianity conducted in the interests of all is the first deside-
ratum* What Wordsworth asks are penance, vigils and mortifica-
tion worth. 
If cloistered Avarice^scruple not to wrong 
The pious,humble,useful Secular, 
And rob the people of his daily oare 
Scorning that world whose blindness makes her strong? 
(Part II - XIX) 
The central theme of this poem is clear. The clergy as a whole have 
a responsibility towards the people and the monasteries must not 
minimize this by jeopardizing the position of the secular clergy. 
Wordsworth seems to go still beyond. He thinks that every man has 
the right of access to the word of God, and that he must be allowed 
opportunity to form his own opinions about it and put it to use in 
directing his life* This is clear in the sonnet "Translation of the 
Bible". It is true, Wordsworth says, that Beformation had swept 
away many good things alongwith the evil. Be was of the opinion 
that doing away with the Mbulls,pardons, relics" abused during the 
unenlightened ages throughout the catholic world was good and in 
its place the Bible in the native tongue was a welcome feature. 
Wordsworth throws light on importance of this* 
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he who guides the plough, or wields the crook 
With understanding spirits now may look 
Upon her records, listen to her song 
And sift her laws 
(Part H - XXJX) 
With the spread of 'popular educations the translation of the 
Bible had great potentialities to "equalize and bless" the common 
people who mtge&e able to understand the Holy word without the aid 
of the clerics. Wordsworth 1B apprehensive of the "onset of bigotry" 
(passion spreading like plagues) which might vitiate the offering 
and it is again this that he warns* In the sonnet on the "Revival 
of Popery" he seems to deviate from this thinking but the hesitating 
movement of the sonnet seems to suggest that Wordsworth, perhaps, 
was not aware of all the issues involved in this temporary revival 
of Popery and that his feelibgs had become somewhat confused. 
The social importance of the Ecclesiastical sonnets is still 
more dear from the third part. Of general interest are the sonnets 
onfLatitudlnarianismi Hon*conformity, and Aspects of Christianity 
in America! Immediately following these is a group dealing 
directly with the offices of the church. 2a considering this 
subject, Wordsworth straightway fixed on the duty attaching to the 
religious vocation* He addresses the bishops and priestsi 
Charged as ye are by Christ to feed and keep 
From wolves your portion of His chosen sheep 
(Part I H - XVI) 
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and passes to the place of worship, imagining it as affording a 
shelter! 
Where a few villagers on bended knees 
Find solace which a busy world disdains. 
(Part H I * XVIX) 
The parsonage, home of "religion's watchful Lord", should, he 
says, offer 
A genial hearth, a hospitable board, 
And a refined rusticity* 
* (Part i n - XJX) 
Church, as Wordsworth visualizes, should be a cultural nucleus. 
In the note to the eighteenth sonnet on "Pastoral character" 
Wordsworth comments that among the benefits arising from an ade-
quate church establishment would be the presence in all country 
districts of an educated clergy, who would act as a principle 
bulwark against barbarism and "the link which unites the sequest-
ered peasantry with intellectual advancement of the age". All 
this gives added relevance to the sonnets dealing with the liturgy 
baptism, catechism, confirmation etc, which follow towards the end 
of the sequence. And it justifies the stress given in the last 
six sonnets to the subject of Ecclesiastical architecture — another 
"interest" of these sonnets which should not go unnoticed. Wordsworth 
had Indeed an extensive curiosity about the art of church archite-
cture and a certain sensitivity towards its beauty, which found 
expression in what mast be one of the most perfect lines written 
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by any poet of the Romantic period. In the sonnet on the "Inside 
the King's Chapel" he speaks of the branching roof "self poised and 
scooped into ten thousand cells* 
••*•*•***••••**»••••»•«where music dwells 
lingering — and wandering on as 10th to d i e . . . . * 
(Part I I I » XLIU) 
f o sum up there i s lot of common place in Ecclesiastical 
Sonnets and there may not be great poetry, but their mere technical 
deficiencies would hardly diminish the considerable importance of 
these poems in Wordsworth's total achievement. Regarding the 
Ecclesiastical formets as a sequence we begin to perceive that for 
him religion was not really comprehensible except In relation to 
the quality ot ordinary social l i f e . 
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SONNETS WRITTEN DURING THE TOURS , 
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P
^ T - I Satmet. durlnc the C«nti»«»tal m A r f 1820 
Wordsworth visited the continent several tines and gave Mi 
experiences in the sonnet for* in several groups* Here He propose 
to examine those groups spanning about two decades with a view to 
judging the growth of his poetic mind* Such one group of sonnets i s tUc 
whieh Wordsworth wrote during the tour of the continent in 1820 with 
Dorothy, Mary, and Csttbb Robinson of which Dorothy's Baoollections 
gives a vivid and enthusiastic description* The tour covered many 
small states of Europe and under the heading 'The Memorials of a Tour 
en the Continent:* the recollection were written mostly between 
January and Hovemher of 1821 end published in a separate volume early 
in 1822* Wordsworth published his scanty but faithful memories of 
the various feelings of a philosopher and a poet as they were 
occasionally awakened by objects of greatness, wonder and beauty* 
Taken as a whole they are* however, not very interesting reading. 
They seem to have been written with the intention to remember his 
v is i t s to particular places which caught his fancy and not because 
he had to say something important. The comparative thinness of 
thought and weakness of language i s perhaps partly to be found in 
his absorption with the Ecclesiastical* Sketches — not yet 
completed when he began The Memorials — which demanded el l his 
intellectual powers. The Ifemorlals consist, for the most part, of 
sonnets but are interpersed with short pieces in other measures and 
al l cf them are more or less effusions of a mild yet ardent and 
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imaginative poet, visiting some of the most magnificient soeneB in 
Sorope which nature has put within the reach of a summer traveller. 
A spirit of wise tolerance and of true philanthropy breathes every-
where to which the expression of an ardent patriotism imparts an 
additional seat* 
The series consisting of ZL sonnets opens with a dedicatory 
sonnet to all 'Sear Jfellow-Travellers* in which while presenting 
his memorial lays the poet anticipates all affection and sympathy 
of the readers. Ife assures the readers that he has supplied then 
with the description of fairest landscapes, greenest bowers, all 
life, beauty and truth that his Mass was capable of and which they 
themselves can appreciate. This sonnet is followed by the sonnet 
on 'Fish-Women' which he wrote on landing at Cailas. The poet's 
imagination is seized by the fanciful image of 'Msh-Women'residing 
in the fantastic ocean* Be seems fearful of meeting them in their 
fretted, withered, grotesque and immeasurably old caves, ait then 
he dispels his fear, he notes their shrill voice, liquid music and 
undeeaying beauty excelling the earth's fairest daughters. Sonnets 
II end III were written at Bruges, when the poet reached there, 
the town was dad in t!tl» golden light but soon the darkness grew* 
Be notes its beauty, aagnificance and silent avenues of stateliest 
architecture 'Where the Forms/of nun-like females,with soft motion, 
glide} ' but what struck him most amidst 'Sumptuous buildings, 
vocal in sweet song* was peace prevailing therei 
1. Sonnet I Dedication 
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To social care* from jarring passions fresdf 
A deeper peace then that in deserts found* 
Sonnet V contains the poet's passing feelings casually noted on 
visiting the field of Waterloo# Had he been in his former times, 
he would hare stopped to curse it* Be reflects on the transitori-
ness of prosperity which brought glittering crowns, garlands end 
fame to it but now had left it cold end blank* Patriotism is 
replaced by a sense of horror* He notes the futility of human 
wishes* 
While glory seemed betrayed»whlle patriot»«eal 
Sank in our hearts, we felt as men should feel 
With such vast boards of hidden carnage tfdear, 
And horror breathing from the silent ground! 
Sonnet VI that follows i t i s the best sonnet of the volume written 
between Hanur and Liege. The sonnet is a fine description of the 
natural landscape. A reader of Wordsworth would derive the same 
kind of pleasure, mingled with surprise from this beautiful descri-
ption, as one would from looking at a fine landscape chastely 
painted by a great painter; Whenever Wordsworth finds himself 
amidst beautiful scenery, he gets himself lost* He shows his 
admiration for soenery thust 
What lovelier home could gentle Fancy choose? 
Is this the stream,whose cities,heights,end plains 
War's favourite playground,are with crimson stains 
Familiar, as the Morn with pearly dews? 
(VI) 
Sonnet IT Bruges 
H I Bruges 
7 AFTER VISITING THE FIELD OF WATERLOO 
VI Between Nomur And Liege 
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Reaching the a eat of Charlemains he saw the puny ehurch, her feeble 
columns. Its scanty chair, the sword —• all objects of false pretence. 
For a tourist like him, *Iyrenean Breach1 wrapped by unremitting 
frost bleaching the rocky orescent is preferrable to this memorial. 
At Cologne the cathedral drew the attention ot the poet but he felt 
that it was incomplete though the designers and architects worked 
assiduously* The poet invokes the Powers to try theto midnight 
2 
virtues of their harmony to complete it . Sonnet X£ written In a way 
in a carriage upon the banks of the Hhine is calculated to give one 
the idea of the author*s senses having been affected by the beverage 
of the country* Sadness steals over him amid the dance of jollity 
from the reeling green earth beneath the vine * leaf crown. Soon 
he recovers and asks himself» 
. . . • . .*• . . . . . .* .* . ,# . .»»«Tet why repine? 
fo muse* to creep, to halt at wi l l , to gase «••*> 
Such sweet wayfaring — of l i f e ' s spring the pride, 
Her summer's faithful Joy *~ that s t i l l i s nine, 
And in f i t measure cheers autumnal days* 
(3X) 
Speaking of the source of the Sejaube in sonnet XI he tells us that 
the river has its source in a spring. In the beginning it flows 
under pavement* then takes the form of a little, clear,bright and 
vigourous rill and moves on with the agility of a child* Later Join* 
ing smother stream it mingles with the sea calmly — the sea 
..•.«.•*..•.»......*•...Whose rough winds forgot their jars 
To waft the heroic progeny of Greece} 
(XI) 
1. Sennet 7H AX-LA-CHIFELLE 
2. VIII 2h the cathedral at Gologne 
IX IN 1 CARBIAGE,D?CH SHE BAMS OF XBE RHINE 
XI The Source of the lanues 
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Sonnets XII and XIII were inspired by the waterfalls of Staub — 
Bach, Ziauterbrunnen and the Fall of the AAR — Handee. The poet 
was swayed by the thrilling, sweet and powerful music coming from 
the 'lips of abject Want/ Or Idleness in tatters mendicant/' to 
enthral and to haunt the sky-born waterfall* In the latter sonnet 
too the poet is taken away when he sees the flowers peeping forth 
from many a cleft and chink, of different hues ever fresh and also 
the Fine trees nodding their heads* She poet conjectures* 
Nor doubt but He to whom you Pine-trees ned 
Their heads in sign of worship, Nature's God, 
These humbler adorations will receive* 
(XIII) 
Sonnet XXI i s written on the town of Schwytz which i s lodged amidst 
mountains* It i s buil t on the principle of the golden mean and i s 
surrounded by the fields and green meadows. What struck the poet 
was peace prevailing there — 'a r t thou blest with peace serene' . 
When the poet reached the top of the pass of St.Gothard, he was 
carried away by hearing 'Bans Bes Vaches' . Ha was reminded of the 
joys of his distant home* While he was at Milan in the Refractory 
of the convent of Maria Bella Graaia he saw a picture by Leonardo Ba 
Vinci showing Christ taking His Last Supper* Time had impaired i t and 
a l l efforts at retouching i t had not brought the original calm,ethereal 
Sonnet XII On Approaching the Staub*Bach, Lauterbrunnen 
XIII The Fall of the AAR-Handec 
XXI The Town Of Schwytz 
1* XXH On BEAHMS THE 'RANZ BES YACHES* 
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grace and love radiating the Saviour's face full of mercy and 
goodness and Indicating his obedience to Primal lew. This i s the 
content of sonnet XXVI. At Milan he also saw the column intended 
by Bounaparte for a triumphal edifice but now lying by the way-side 
in the Simplcn Pass. Pride goes before a fal l* The coluim, a 
symbol of vanity, could not occupy the place i t was intended for and 
was resting 'where thy course was stayed by Power divine' . Xfpon 
the Gemmi he heard an echo, a full cry from a solitary Wolf-dog 
ranging <m through the bleak concave, To this he gave expression 
in sonnet XXXI. Wordsworth returned home through Stance and hence 
a few sonnets refer to the objects in Prance. Sonnet XXXIV 
describes the Sky — a prospect from the plain of France • Towards 
the end of the day he sees a cloud mimiojing a l ion ' s shape and 
disappears. I t i s a daily occurrence! 
Ifeek fixture's evening comment on the shows 
fhat for oblivion take their daily bi r th 
Prom a l l the fuming vanities of Earth* 
(XXXIV) 
Hear the harbour of Boulogne on being stranded the poet was reminded 
2 
of Caligula who terminated here his Western epedition . Soon th is 
thought i s replaced by the thought concerning his own country which 
ckecked the ambition, controlled tyranny and cured the folly of 
Bounaparte. The poet landed at Dover in November 1820. The sonnet 
Sonnet XXVI The l a s t Supper By Leonardo Da Vintfi 
, XXIX The Column Intended by Buonaparte for a Triumphal 
Edifice in lttlan,now lying by the way-side in the 
Simplan Pass. 
XXXIV Sky-prospect - From the Plain of France. 
2. XXXV On being Standed near the Barbour of Boulogne. 
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XXXVI, sears an obvious end most perverted allusion to the great 
event whioh then had agitated the whole country end Indeed every 
past of the world to which the new* had penetrated — the triumph 
over tnaparallslled oppression obtained by the late queen, through 
the generous assistance of the people of England. She poet notes 
that the stora had blown over end all was peacei 
Bere only eerre a feeling to Invite 
That lifts the spirit to a oalmer height* 
And makes this rural stillness more profound. 
(XXXVX) 
Sonnet XXXVII notes the suprise of the poet at the sight of the 
town Dover* the streets and quays of which were thronged out ao 
natural utterance was there. Then his wonder ceases, for 
Ocean's Overpowering wirnurs have set free 
They sense from pressure of l i f e ' s eomaon dinf 
As the dread Voice that speaks from out the sea 
Of God's eternal Word, the Voice of fine 
Both deaden, shocks of tuawlt,shrieks of crime, 
The shouts of folly,and the groans of sin. 
(XXXVII) 
Sonnet. XXXVI After Landing * the Vally of Dover 
XXXTtI At Bover 
loe 
EABT- H Sannets during the Be-visit of Yarrow in the Autumn of 16^ 
After the publication of Ecclesiastical Sennets in 1622 till 
Wordsworth published his YARROW RETISITBD AM) OTHER POEMS IK 1855 
he published nothing* Hie reputation chiefly depended on the work 
published by 1622 and he was recognised as a great and eriginal poet 
who had his style, peculiarities of thought and sentiment, Wordsworth 
had created taste by which he was to be relished, Now the leaders 
of thought and lovers of literature began to extol him. A few years 
later John Stuart Mill expressed his happiness on reading his poems* 
The leaders of the Oxford movement recognized Wordsworth's plea for 
mystical faith and his exaltation of medieval Christianity. John 
Keble, Professor of poetry of Oxford frequently quoted him! 
True philosopher and inspired poet who by the 
special gift and calling of Almighty God 
Whether he sang of Man or of Nature, failed not 
to lift up men's hearts to holy things nor ever 
ceased to champian the cause of the poor 
and simple and so in perilous times was raised up 
to a chief minister not only of sweetest, 
poetry but also of high and sacred truth . 
The decade that followed was relatively barren but the next decade 
saw the revival of poetic activity* During this time he had renewed 
and extended the travels of his youth* Be indulged his taste for 
2 
travelling whenever he could afford i t • He admits i t in his letter 
to Southey in 1843» "Books were, in fact, his passion,and wandering, 
I can in truth affirm, was mine"5. Among the tours undertaken after 
1. Qieted in Ityers, Wordsworth, p, 154. 
2. France - 1791-92, 1802, 1820 
Germany - 1798-99 
Scotland - 180?, 1614, 1831» 1833 
Switzerland and Italy — 1820, 1837 
Ealland - 1823 Northwales - 1624 Belgium - 1828 Ireland - 1829 
5* (tooted in Myers, Wordsworth p. 154 
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1850 two tours to Scotland in 1851 and 1855 and one to Italy in 
1857 are noteworthy. She poetry of these late years shows decline 
in the poet's power though now ahd then it shows signs and touches 
of the old inspiration as in 'King's College, Cambridge' included 
in the Ecclesiastical Series* They are generally descriptive and 
didactic in tone. 
During the tour of Scotland in 1851 end on the Soglish border 
in the sane year Wordsworth wrote 24 sonnets* Tinder the heading 
YABROW BEVIS1TED the second poem is a sonnet on the departure of 
Seott from Abbotsford for Naples. Sonnet VI also bids farewell to 
Seott. The sonnet written in the memory of Soott and M s home under 
Eilden's triple height lifts Wordsworth to one of the lesser summits 
of his poetry. She opening is a notable example of 'pathetic 
fallacy'. A pall of sadness hangs over 'Elldon's triple height' 
not for rain or sun's pathetic light but for a kindred power — 
that is Scott — which Is departing from their sight* The poet 
imagines that even tweed which usually chants a blithe strain has 
become sad in her strain on this sorrowful occasion. Soott takes 
with hist the good wishes of the whole world. The end of the sonnet 
lifts the tone of the poet to wish hi* god-speed end the mark of 
exclamation shows the poet's anxiety over Seott's safety and calls on 
winds and oceans to be mild as his dear friend Scott is departing t 
..Be true. 
le winds of ocean,and the midland sea, 
Wafting your Charge to soft Parthenope! 
(H) 
Poems II On the Departure of Sir Walter Soott from Abbotsford 
For Naples. 
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fhe sonnet i* a perfect utterance for the occasion. Shis sonnet 
is followed by sonnets XXI, IV, 7, VI in which the mnrepining 
aoceptanoe is found to beget a spiritual blessing of its own. 'A 
place of Burial* is all redolent of plain old times* It is partly 
fenced and partly sheltered by the foaming brook* He ostentations 
appear among the tombs 'level with earth* and therefore feeling is 
not offended* Here the union of death and life is not sad. roe 
hares oouch here for fearless sleep« eves dance and at day - Break 
the thickets make a ononis. Sonnet XV eoaposed on the sight of 
Manse is written to fill 'pure minds with singles* envy** for it is 
that of Jfense where the trees and flowers have been loved and tended 
by a minister who does not own or covert the heritable possession 
of the land* The lesson of sonnet T, composed In Eosline church 
during a storm, is difficult to convey in words other than its own 
but it seems to teach a kind of contemplative humility. Nature is 
supplying the ruins with the winds for music while herbs sculptured 
and protected from rain drops and dews preach 'of all things blending 
into one1. In sonnet VI called 'The Irosache' as in sonnets XXX,XV, V, 
the external world is exquisitely fitted to the mind of the contem-
plative man who can renounce worldly passion* Bare every nook is a 
'confessional' in which the dying year has its own sights and music 
Poems XXI A Place of Burial In She South Of Scotland 
1. XV On the Sight Of A Manse In The South Of Scotland 
V Composed In Eoelin Chapel During A Storm* 
VI ' The TrosaOhs 
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to lull to rest the mortal cares of man. Though the pieces of 
art chase this thought away, yet the change in nature confirms the 
ideal 
That Life i s but a tale of morning grass 
mthered at eve. 
(VI) 
I t i s this idea that 'nature's'old fe l i c i t i e s ' most immediately 
and forcibly invoke in him* The sonnet that follows sounds a 
a note of urgent warning as the poet sees the decay of highland 
manners. Can imagination survive the conquest of civilization? 
Nearly the whole of Wordsworth's poetry i s dedicated to the 
nourishment of man's higher l i f e by imagination* and he can see no 
future for the race i f imagination perishes for want of al l stimulus 
to self-exertiont 
Then may we ask, though pleased that thought should range 
Among the conquests of c ivi l i ty , 
Survives imagination — to the change 
Superior? %lp to virAe. does she give? 
Xf not, 0 Mortals, better cease to live}* 
(TH> 
Among the highlanders in the Glen of Looh Etive the poet was 
mortified to observe the bitter hatred of the lower orders to their 
superiors. Sonnet VIII opens with the descriptions of the Glen as 
'the land of Bainbows' of which the walls are rock built, water-
falls are playful) the oaves are tuneful. The high orested 
ii .n i i n . . . 111. I n i a i i i l ml .nun ii • iii i n • m i i i i i I I 
Sonnet 71 The Trosaohs 
Til The pibroch*s note, discountenanced or mutej 
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mountains and the poorest huts are ready to entertain the guests 
hut now the love of the country seems to have passed into its opposite 
and of this change^ the poets wvitest 
That make the Patriot-spirit how her head 
Where the all-conquering Roman feared to tread. 
(VXIl) 
Yet the poet could still reflect with hope on the ancient spirit 
of reverence tor 'patriarchal occupations * which made a 'wild 
vindicative Race untamed / by civil arte and labours of the pen* 
commit crimes from hate, desperate love, mieconcfeVed honours or 
fancied wrongs and call & group of touring peaks by so grand in 
name as 'Shepherds of Etive 01 en* . Always it is the signs of 
earthly pride in 'heaven offending glories' that feed his melanch-
oly end the tokens of humility that encourage his hopes 
If rightly trained and baed, 
Bimsnity is humble,finde no spot 
Which her Heaven-guided feet refuses to tread. 
Within the sphere of natural experience*the poet still has a 
bouyant faith in the power of memory! 
Better to thank a dear and 1 crag-past day 
For joy its sunny hours were free to give 
Than blame the present,that our wish hath orost 
Memory,like sleep,hath powers which dreams obey 
Dreams,vivid dreams,that are not fugitive! 
How little that she cherishes is lostI 
Sonnet VIII Composed in the Glen of Loch Etive 
1* X In The Sound Of Mill 
XIV Highland But 
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The progress of thought and feeling leads naturally to the more 
religious note which is struck in the last two sonnets XXIV and 
XXV written on Countees' Hilar and Roman Antiquities. In the 
former the poet wishes Pillarf 'a flower of charity' to bloo* 
fulfilling its aim of giving charity to poor parishioners for ever 
and asserts that 'charity never faileth'. In the latter the post 
is reminded of the ambitious Bomans whose helmets and eyeless 
skulls which gloried in the nodding plumes were lying there* Be 
tells us of the futility of all those vain boasts and glories thus* 
Heaven out of view, our wishes what are they? 
Oar fond regrets tenacious in their grasp? 
The Sage*s theory? the Poet's lay? 
(XXV) 
Sonnet IX is about an eagle, The vexed eagle 'bird of Jove* is 
described as screaming, and striking man, bird and beast while 
embarred in 'Bock and Bain' but the sea blast raffles his plume 
and the bird flies and lives as free born oreatures* The poet 
feels that it is not death that is man's enemy so mch as the 
changes due to his own self-betrayal* The sonnet intimates the 
bird that he should, like man, enjoy natural freedom or he is 
no better then 'a lone criminal whose life is spared*. Sonnet 
Sonnet XVHI Bothwell Castle 
XXX\r Countess* Pillar 
XXV Roman Antiquities 
IX Eagles 
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XI suggested
 at Syndrom in a storm speaks of Wordsworth's faith 
in Nature's Teaching. Be asks the hardy Mountaineer to guide the 
Bard whoi 
*»»•••*•*••*»••*••»•#*•«.Ambitious to he One 
Of Nature's privy council,as thou ar t , 
On cloud-sequestered heights*that see and hear 
To what dread Powers Be delegates his part 
On Earth, who works in the heaven of heavens,alone, 
(XI) 
Sonnet XII written on The Earl Of Breadelbane's Ruined Mansion, 
Ipd Family Burial-Place, Near Killin praises the burial for i t s 
trimmed walks and artful bowersf When the poet reaches the head 
of Glencroe after a hard walk, he res ts there and a sense of 
thankfulness overtakes him. This sense i s expressed in sonnet 
xm. 
So may the Soul, through powers that Faith bestows, 
Win rest,and ease,end peace,with bliss that Angels share. 
(XHI) 
Wordsworth wrote from Trosachs* the evening began to darken j i t 
rained heavily and the poet got thoroughly drenched. The boatman 
and his wife at their hut upon the banks of Loch Katrine gave the 
poet a hospitable welcome. He was surprised to see that the 
Cumberlandtaigblander though himself deprived of comforts was giving 
a l l good cheer to his guest. He fel t that the greatness of human! tyv 
l i e s in humility1. I t i s this sense of Nature's love, patience, 
Sonnet XI - Suggested At Tyndrum 2a A Storm 
XII The Earl Of Breadalbsne's Ruined Mansion,And 
Family Burial-Place Near Kill in. 
_ XIII Rest And Be Thankful 
** XI?" High land But 
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kindness and humility that the host was full of* Wordsworth here 
praises the elemental goodness of the highlander. Sonnet XVI is 
dedicated to one known as •The Brown*. When Wordsworth passed a 
small island, not far from the head of Look Lomond, he found sons 
remains of an ancient building which for several years was the 
•hod© of a solitary individual, once powerful and the last survival 
of his clan, hut now was no more. The poet queries shout his 
disappearance and comes to know that he was found as cold as ind-
oles with no one with him except the Omnipresent God - all aeroy 
and drove gloom till he was extinct. Wordsworth composed one Sonnet 
XVII to the Planet Venus at Lock Lomond, He thought that joy 
attended the evening star which cheered the lofty spirits watching, 
it* The poet took this holy star as the celestial power full of light 
and love. Sonnet XVXXX contains & description of the Bothwell 
Castle passed unseen on account of stormy weather. The castle, 
once the prison house of the brave, overlooked a beautiful land-
scape, the river gliding by and the woods surrounding it. The 
poet takes refuge in the memory of vivid dreams that are not 
fugitive, and feels happy. Sonnet XIX draws a contrast between a 
piece of art and a living being. The picture of a lion in the 
lion's den resembles the living ones who roam at large over the 
Sonnet XVII To The Planet Venus,in Evening Star 
XVXII Bothwell Castle 
X2X Picture Of Daniel 2h The Lions' Den,At Hamilton 
Palaces 
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burning wilderness and oharge the wind with terror hut the picture 
by Dsneil has the 'Prophet's calm' and i s not daunted* Sonnet XX 
i s addressed to the Avon* a feeder of the Annan* The river i s not 
known to fame,for no blood or tears of anguish have aired with 
this pure stream and hence historically not important* She poet 
claims that the river like other rivulets feeding flowers, green 
herbs and plants shares nature's love in equal degree* Sonnet XXI 
was suggested by a view from eminence in Inglewood forest* The 
forest did not exist and in i t s place had sprung up fair and wide 
parks f i t for the merry feast of Venison. The Castle of the 
warrior chief also existed there though in skeleton only* Sonnet 
XXII i s written on Hart's Bom Tree near Penrith* The poet i s 
reminded of the anecdotes connected with i t , There hung on the 
top-most branches of i t the antlers of a hunted Hart whom the Bog 
Hercules pursued t i l l both died* It was the victory and defeat 
of both — the chaser and the chased* The poet celebrates that 
incident in this sonnet* In sonnet XXIH of 1833 'Fancy and 
Tradition the poet notes the contribution of fancy and tradition 
in commemorating an event or localising i t . History which gives 
a meagre monument to persons and events by i t s bare sheer descri-
ption i s not enough. The peet asksi 
Here only EiBtory licensed to take note 
Of things gone by, her meagre monuments 
would i l l suffice for persons and events i 
There i s an ampler page for man to quote, 
A readier book of manifold contents, 
Studied alike in palace and in cot. 
(XX m ) 
— — • ii ' I ii * P i in ) HI i i i i i i i n « — — — IIIIII in mi i ii a n i n mum «mii 
Sonnet XX The Avon 
XXI Suggested by A View From An Eminence $a Xnglewoed 
Forest 
XXIX Hart's s-Eorn Tree,Near Penrith 
XXIII Fanoy And Tradition 
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i n Sonnets composed daring the Tour in the Summer of 1833 
Sufficiently assured of Dorothy's healthy for she suffered 
from continual attacks of insanity since 1829• Wordsworth thought 
of mating his long planned excursions with Crabb Robinson to the 
Isle of Han and then to Staff a and Lena in 1833* It was the short-
est tour outside the confines of the Lake District along with his 
son* Qfoough Wordsworth was full of apprehension on the eve of the 
Reform Bi l l , yet the country's religious future was* on the whole. 
a source of more hopeful thought} and the tour i tse l f , with Iona 
as i t s destinationi was partly a religious pilgrimage. In his 
travels Wordsworth's senses were always intensely active* but inward 
meditation had grown with the years to be a stranger independent 
force* HLs mind was disposed to dwell with affectionate pride on 
his sons, John and William* Be felt an evergrowing interest in the 
ancient memorials of ehristinity scattered over the land* Be was 
even learning to meet signs of insensibility to the beauty of 
nature with courageous tolerance* The final essence of this new 
self discipline with i t s increase of spiritual vision* i s conveyed 
in the quite exgoisite sonnet which closes the series. 
Besides the long poem St .Bees* the tour gave birth to 45 
sennets. They were* as he himself said* oharacterstic 'memorial 
rhymes'* All were written in 1833 except NOB XXVII, XLIII, and 
XZiIT* They are on various themes — places* castles, hil ls ,rivers, 
Sonnet XXVII Written in A Blank Leaf of Macpherson's Ossian 
XLIII The moment Commonly called Long Meg and Bar Daugh-
ters* 
XLI7 Lewther Near the river Eden 
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islands, birds* springs, mummery, monuments, flowers and sea* The 
series opens with a farewell sonnet bidding adieu to the Rydalia 
laurels* The poet had stayed on the Bydal mountain and enjoyed 
green shades and ground flowers* Shis shows his love for nature. 
The next sonnet shows the poet 's appreciation in his heart for the 
i s l e of Han which i s taken up again in sonnets XVII and XVIII. In 
the seoond sonnet the poet praises the antique character of the I s le 
amcLJ-st i t s fruitful f ields, and pleasure grounds. Be seems to be 
bewitched by the past, present and future of the Is le in the 
following l ines 
Fair Land.' by Time's parental love made free, 
By Social Order's watchful arms embraced$ 
With unexampled union meet in thee, 
For eye and mind, the present and the past ; 
Vith golden prospect for futurity, 
If that be reverenced which ought to l a s t . 
(ID 
sonnets XII and XVIII were written when he landed on the Isle of 
Man. As the poet ruminated on the past and the present, he felt 
regret for the 'pious ignorance* of the ages of faith. He praises 
the shepher$d and the child on his knee whom the poet calls 'an 
untaught philosopher' capable of seeing strange sights. He praises 
that age and that faith which were more congenial to poetryt 
Sonnet XVII Isle of Jfen 
XVIII Isle of Kan 
II Why should the Enthusiast, journeying through this Isle, 
XII In the channel,Between the coast of Cumberland and 
the Isle of Man 
XIII At sea off the Isle of Man 
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0 Fancy, what an age was that for song.* 
That age, when not by laws inanimate, 
As men believed, the waters were impelled, 
The air controlled,the stars their courses held; 
But element and orb on acts did wait 
Of Powers endued with visible form,instinet 
With will, and to their work by passion linked* 
(XIII) 
fie admits that the "past illusions*1 of a pro-scientific age should 
not be longed for, hut like the tractarians he rates spiritual 
values above Intellectual progress, for he believes that the mystery 
unrevealed by the conquering mind can be known only with "Imagina-
tive Faith" 
Or gulf of mystery, which thou alone, 
Imaginative Faith! canst overleap, 
In progress toward the fount of Love,--the throne 
Of Power whose ministers the records keep 
Of periods fixed,and laws established,less 
FleBh to exalt than prove its nothingness. 
(XIV) 
Bis mind, however, is not closed to the reception of new truth. 
He has flashes of fresh Insight into the human heart and he can 
also admit that beauty may reveal itself in forms which he had 
supposed hostile to nature. As the stream boat passes Ailsa orag 
in "Firth of Clyde1* during an eclipse of the sun, he observes how 
these rare splendid sights and the whole crag Ailsa olothed in 
sublimity fail to attraot several persons on deck "poor and labour-
ing class", but he is equally "struck by their cheerful talk with 
each other and he reflects that they are 
Sonnet XIV Desire we past illusion recall? 
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Though poor, yet rich, without the wealth of books 
Or aught that watchful love to Nature owes 
For her mute Powers,fixed Forms,or transient Shows. 
(XXIII) 
Be regarded the happiness and even the lives of such persons as a 
compensation for their want of 'refined taste1,the possessers of 
which are often 'self tormentors'. Entering Douglas Bay the poet saw 
in the bastions of Cohorn created to repeal the aggression,the symbol 
of injustice to the innocent out of greedy ambition but soon the poet 
was consoled to find a smiling Tower, the 'Blest work it is of love and 
innocence* because it gave refuge to the forlorn. The heart of the 
poet lifts to pray to the waves for the safety of the struggling mari-
ner and all human helpers engaged in the humanitarian task. Sonnet XVI 
written by the sea shore, Isle of Man, shows how the heart of the poet 
was captivated by the sparkling transparent waves but more than its 
transparency and purity he was moved by something of benignity in 
the waves, a quality worth praising even if found in the sleeping 
infant's brow in gem, sky or water, for all come here, dip hands, 
take water for beverage,plunge their clothes and revel in its long 
embrace. Bat soon the poet saw an incident. A man confident of 
his powers to wade through the waters shallow to sight jumped from 
the rock into it with a bather's glee and was doomed to die, had 
ue not been given timely aid by his son William. The man blessed 
Sonnet XXIII In the frith of Clyde,Ails* Crag 
1. XT On Entine Douglas Bay,Isle of Man 
XVI By the sea*shore,Isle of Man 
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the powers that saved him in his strange distress. Sonnet XVIII 
tells us of a Veteran Mariner who had raised a homestead at a place 
where undisturbed by the troubled sea and unswayed by the sense of 
guilt or grief^could live peacefully. The poet prays that no strife 
should beset him though he condemns his life of inaction* Sonnet III 
is in praise of England called *the Marry England' in olden times. 
Though a change has overtaken Bagland since then, yet the pee t feels 
that the same spirit even now and the rural beauty and spreading 
'S&mtt cannot he snares for man. He does not believe* 
This face of rural beauty be a mask 
For discontent, and poverty,and crime} 
These spreading towns a cloak for lawless will? 
Forbid it, Heaven J—and Merry England still 
Shall be thy rightful name,in prose and rhyme! 
(Ill) 
SonnetBIV, 7 and XXXVIII are addressed to the rivers, namely, Greta, 
Derwent and Eden respectively. The poet has been a playmate with 
the rivers sinoe very childhood. Hence his love for them is natural. 
The aggravated sound of the waves on the stony bed of Greta and its*, 
murmurs are benisons to the grlwed heart, During the spriig 
season its decked bank with all its concerts and love's carolling 
vies with birthday ceremonies. The poet shows special kinship with 
river Derwent , for both of them were nursed among the mountains 
kept in perpetual verdure by the river where the poet felt lulled 
Sonnet XVIII Isle of Man 
III They oalledthee Merry England,in old time 
IV To the River Greta,Near Keswick 
V To the River Derwent 
XXXVin The River Eden, Cumberland 
1. See Prelude Book I where^in the poet expresse&his kinship 
with the river. 
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•y its murmurs. In the sonnet to the river Eden he shows the 
same sense of kinship though he could view its beauty by glimpses 
only till now. He traces its winding course with pleasure but 
not without restraint — 
For things far off we toil,while many a good 
Not sought
 tbecause too near, is never gained. 
(XXXVIII) 
Sonnets VX and VII are the best sonnets which the sight of 
Cookermouth and its castle inspired at the beginning of the tour, 
when he revisited scenes of such primitive and fundamental joys 
and sorrows that he could not but write movingly of them. The 
presence of his son on tour with him gave rise to one sonnet 'In 
the Sight of The Town of Cookermouth*. The poet was reminded at 
Cookermouth of his "buried little ones** (Catherine and Thomas) and 
was moved to express with great tenderness and touching humility, 
which he there made for former impatience and $, irritabllityt 
If e'er, through fault of mine,in mutual pain 
We breathed together for a moment's space, 
The wrong,by love provoked,let love arraign 
And only love keep in your hearts a place. 
(VI) 
This sonnet is followed by the sonnet "Address From the Spirit of 
Cookermouth Castle** whioh reoalled the stern lesson he received in 
childhood from the "soul appalling darkness** of the ruins while ht 
was chasing the winged butterfly through his green courts. The 
Sonnet VI In Sight of The Town of Cookermouth 
VIII Huns well, Brighaa 
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spirit of the castle expresses surprise at the poet*s query regar-
ding his offspring because it tells the poet that both of them were 
compeers stricken by years and ready to sink Into dust. Sennet Till 
gives description of a well known 'nun's well* round which the 
'Cattle Slake their thirst and tread the encircling turf with reck-
less hoofs'. The water creeping through the furf is lost into Der-
went flowing near. It has been a haunting place for the hooded Voter-
esses* Sonnets IX and X are addressed to his son John whom he addre-
sses as 'Pastor and Patriot' and Mary queen of Scots respectively. 
One was written on the bank of the Derwent and the other on the mouth 
of it. The poet exhorts his son John to be firm in his sacred 
calling at a time when only the unthinking can ignore the threats 
'to the church'. In the later sonnet he praises Mary Queen of 
Scots who was 'Sear to the loves and to the Graces'* When she 
landed on the island she smiled and looked like a star that darts 
forth its rays through the pine-tree foliage to dispel the gloom. 
From sennet XIX onward the poet continues penning his reactions to 
or reflections on the various objects of the Island when he visited 
them or at home though the Autumn of 1833 was spoiled by rain.Sonnet 
XIX notes the views of Wordsworth's friend mariner who from early 
youth ploughs the restless Main through every dime to gain compe-
tence but it was all in vain because fortune never smiled on him 
Sonnet VIII Nun's well, firlghan 
IX To A Friend 
X Mary ftreen Of Scots 
XIX 3y A Retired Mariner 
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hut he was in no containing movd because he had found at last a 
resting place in a cave on the Isle where nature's gifts abound. 
Sonnet XX is supposed to be written by a friend who though broken 
in fortune but 'in mind end principle sound' seeks refuge in the 
ruin at Bala-Sala. The friend, like the poet himself, is an implorer 
to the eternal sire to cast a soul subduing shade whenever vain 
desires intruded upon his peace. & is overjoyed to see the falling 
rays of the setting sun on the Tower and prayst "Shine so my aged 
brow, at all hours of the day" Sonnet XXI was composed on the Tynwald 
Hill where the poet was rescinded of the Island's King promulgating 
laws but ultimately his pomps has found the grave* The hill is 
indicative of all the mortal changes that have overtaken the island* 
Sonnet XXII is out of tone with the rest because it is a patriotic 
sonnet and shows Wordsworth's belief in his Country's eminence. The 
feeling that gives birth to the sonnet was his faith in the prospect 
of better times for England though the Bake of Wellington could not 
succeed in 1832 in forming his government and the Beform Bill was 
passed against his dislike* In the sonnet he is confident that 
howsoever fierce the assault, the social frame of England cannot be 
shattered. Ha concludes the sonnet with a faith and wishi 
Her sun is up the while, 
That orb whose beams round Saxon Alfred shoneI 
Then laugh, ye innocent Vales.' ye Streams, sweep on, 
Nor let one billow of our heaven-blest Isle 
Toss in the fanning wind a humbler plume1. 
Cxxn) 
Sonnet XX At Bala-Sola, Isle of Man 
XXI Tynwald mi l 
XXII Despond who will — I heard a voice exclaim 
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While the sonnet XXIII was written in the frith of Clyde, Sonmet 
XXIV on the Erlth of Clyde leads the poet to think that the 
highest has hardly any value if it is not concerned with the low-
liest* It is a combination of 'Heaven and Home* that he pleads for 
in the poem To A Star Lark . The mind knows that there is a bond 
between the two. The stern mountain peaks have soft vales below 
and 'And lofty springs give birth to lowly streams*. Sonnets XXV 
and XXYI express** his thought on the eagle when he re-visited the 
Dunolly Castle* She eagle* a lover of wild free life depending on 
others for his life* left the mountain nest when the storm raged 
and he took shelter in •Castle-dungeon's darkest mew* listening to 
the tempest howl* Haw the bird is no more there and so the poet 
^aeries about his whereabouts. Seeing his stuffed effigy, the 
poet calls him a symbol of fierce deeds. He warns us to be aware 
of him as of man who 
Deth man of brother man a creature make 
That dings to slavery for its own sad sake 
(XXVX) 
Sonnets XXVIII to XXXIV deal with Staffa and tona and many famous 
spots of western high lands , the long cherished dest inat ion of 
Wordsworth* The poet i s <fbnderstruek at the sight of the cave 
made by the divine agency but with a human heart* The cave stands 
Sonnet XXIII In the Fr i th of Clyde, Ail BE Crag 
XXIV Cn the I x i t h of Clyde 
1 . See F M B - To a Sky lark 
XXV Cn Revisiting Dunolly Castle 
XXVI The Dunolly Eagle 
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against tides and tempests and the pillared vestibule,expanding, 
yet precise, is a challenge to the human boast of his workmanship. 
The poet recollects that in the age of faith in the past, the 
forefathers thought the oaves inhabited by shadowy beings and named 
them differently and even now glimpses of those beings can be 
caught but by faith alone and not by natural magic or black art. 
Wordsworth also saw some flowers on the top of the Pillars at the 
entrance of the cave and composed a sonnet* Be addressee the 
flowers as 'children of summer* which stood in every frieze or on 
pile facing bravely the eastern blast and sustained the assault of 
time, these sonnets are followed by the sonnets en lona. Beading 
towards lona the poet had thought that it would afford him matter 
for a sigh. The place had good temples in the long past in the 
Pagan times where the saints used to bless but the poet was grieved 
to find some children selling pebbles* He saw a church shining in 
ruins* The people of the west repose faith in them to get mercy 
from the Almighty. The Blackest one of lona also attracted the 
* « _ 
poet's attention and notest 
i\ 
"A l i t t l e further to the East l i e the blaokstones, 
which are so called,from their colour for that i s grey, 
but from the effeot that tradition says ensued upon 
perjury, i f any one became guilty of i t after swearing 
on these stones in the usual manner % for an oath made on 
them was decisive in all controversies* Hence i t i s 
that when one was certain of what he affirmed.he said 
positively, I have freedom to swear this matter upon the 
blackstones"2 
ii r i i I i • • • • • i . . . . . . 
1* See Sonnet XX in the series of sonnets in Yarrow Re-visited 
2. MUT Vol.LSVI Feb. 1951 »o. 2. 
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The poet regrets that people swear on these stones and do not stand 
by their oaths* Heaven's Vengeance will craok on them because 
"their heads lack concord with oaths*, from these Wordsworth 
turned homeward and saw the Isle of Columbia's cell where a Chris-
tian soul cheering spark shone like a morning s tar . This i s the 
subject - matter of sonnet XXXV. Jxom the oave of staffa and Xona 
Wordsworth was passing through a dell known as 'The Jaws of Ball* 
and then the 'Moesgial Farm1, the home of Burns. The poet in sonnet 
XXXVII pictures the farm stretching seaward where^as on i t s head 
were seen sear clouds end Arran-peake. The poet 's eye could not 
miss the l a rk ' s nest around which were shining myriads of daisies. 
The sonnet i s a delightful example of his poetry in i t s luminous 
autumnal phase. Sonnet XXXVIII i s addressed to Eden. Sonnets 
XXXIX and XLIII contain poet 's thoughts on the "Monuments of Mrs 
Howard" and monument Long leg and Her Daughters on the bank of the 
r iver, Eden, The poet regarded Howard's Monument as a fine piece in 
sculpture. The mother to be lamented rather than to be revered 
i s shown with a dead child in her lap* ftSft fcrt has triumphed over 
pain and s t r i fe and has made i t endeared through eternity. The 
la te r sonnet though written in 1621 was included in this series by 
Sonnet XXXV Homeward we turn,Isle of Columba's cell 
XXXVII There said a stripling»pointing with meet pride 
XXXVIII The River Eden, Cumberland 
XXXIX Monument of Mrs. Howard 
XLIII The Monuments commonly cal led Long Meg and Her 
Daughters Near the River Eden. 
X.S&Q 
the poet* The poet compares it with other reliques of the dark age 
and finds it unrivalled in singularity and dignity of apprearanee. 
He was much impressed by the tradition of sisterhood on the British 
ground. Sonnet XII tells us of floods brought about by the 
tributary of the Eden raving through the orage, soothing the nuns 
in a nunnery while they knelt in prayer along its banks but soon the 
poet apprehends the consequences as a result of the net work of 
canals, viaduct and railways but the poet should not be misjudged. 
He In the following sonnet stimulated by the magnificent Viaduct 
over the river Eden at Corby allays his fears about the changes 
which now industrial age may bring to the peace of the Northern 
fesXs* Wordsworth never considered the march of Science to be 
in itself a curse. Be looked upon James Watt as one of the great 
benefactors of the human race because his discovery has relieved 
man much of his drudgery . Of the consequences of the dlsooverles 
of James Watt, railways are evidence of the creative power of the 
human mind and in the present he even goes so far as to argue that 
they may not be in one sense beautiful yet 
Nature doth embrace 
Efer lawful spring in Man's art; 
Sonnet XII Nunnery 
1. The Excursion Book VIII lines 199-213 
"Yet do I exjiult w 
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Moreover, he thought that the useful may not necessarily be unlo-
vely and it could he made sublime also . Be expresses this dis-
covery in this sonnet. But he had belief that though science 
could solve all the problems of knowledge or satisfy the entire 
needs of the human spirit 'Conquering Reason' if self-glorified 
would always meet some impassable 'gulf of mystery in a universe 
which was 'infinite wide' 
Science advances with gigantic strides} 
Bit are we aught enriched in love and meekness 
(XLl) 
Sonnet XLIV iB on the Lowther Castle which was a symbol of 'England's 
glory' and sonnet XLV i s to the earl of Londale on his successful 
prosecution of some news papers for libel* The poet feels that 
his testing abi l i ty will place Mm in high esteem, fie writes t 
Soon as the measuring of l i f e ' s l i t t l e span. 
Shall plaoe thy virtues out of Envy's reach. 
(XLV) 
Sonnet XLVII i s addressed to Cordelia M — and he talks of the mental 
dug out of the Helvellyn depths. With his talents for good endings. 
Wordsworth gave this series a beautiful conclusion in the l as t sonnet 
1 . In faot Wordsworth \ can-not ^opposed to the engineering triumphs 
of the Industrial Revolution and had many year* before in The 
Erurslon jChrough the mouth of the Wanderer celebrated with pride 
the advent of the new roads and canals* I t was i t s social 
consequences in town and factory and i t s pol i t ica l implications 
in the demand for what he considered premature the democratic refo-
rm that he deplored. 
Sonnet XII To the Planet Tonus (Miscellaneous Sonnet Part I I I ) 
XLIV lowther 
XLV To t h e Ea r l of Lonsdale 
XLVII To c o r d e l i a M — 
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XLYIII. The sonnets, he says, are the product of thought and love, 
fhe lines of the sonnet H o w easily from the peace of self-imposed 
discipline. Delight in the senses in not altogether ignored, hut 
controlled in the interest of 'soul illumination' or as Wordsworth 
here puts it, the inspiration shed by the 'land's internal heaven'. 
Sonnet XLYIII Most sweet it is with uhlifted eyes* 
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PART- 17 jftffnetf, fatten, durjnn Jft*J|sj| IfoU l6H 
Wordsworth again indulged hie taste of touring foreign lands 
by setting off with E.C* Robinson to Italy through France In 1837* 
Neither the death of friends nor the ruin of Dorothy's mind had 
diminished his fondness for travel. During this tour, the country-
side, the children and the places which had an influence on his work 
interested him most. That is why, most of his poems of his tour 
are on places* True to his poetlo theory that poetry is the 
recollection of powerful feelings in tranquility, Wordsworth hardly 
wrote any poem on the spot. Only one poem The Cuckoo at Laverae 
was his first attempt at composition during the tour and also the 
las t . His old nervous pain returned and he wrote to his family« 
1 
'that Z shall attempt nothing of the kind again during the journey1 
The tour gave M m so much of subject matter to his muse that it 
was enough for his later years as he himself admits to Robinsoni 
'I have a fund of thoughts and suggestions if Z had but youth and 
health to work them up1. In fact, the Italian tour afforded him 
plenty of poetical nourishment* The sonnets like other poems were 
written in 1058-59. 
She series opens with the dedicatory poem to H.C.Robinson 
hie friend and co-traveller. Wordsworth first reached home on 
25th April and lodged in Piaiza di Sipagna until Hay 22 . Seated 
in oarriage of Miss Maokensine he visited Campagna, Albane, the 
1. The letters of William Wordsworth and Dorothy Wordsworth 
The Late Tears, E.De Selinoourt, p. 876 
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Pine of Monte Merio, churches and lakes and we have sonnets on 
all of them. Sonnet XI is inspired by a tall Pine tree with 
slender stem tuing it to the earth and also in the distance 
St .Peters but dominant in poet's thoughts is the memory of the fact 
that it was saved by Sir George Beaumont, his friend, from 
destructioni 
She rescued Pine-tree, with its sky so bright 
iad cloud-like beauty, rich in thoughts of home, 
Death-parted friends* and days too swift in flight, 
Supplanted the whole majesty of Rome 
(Then first apparent from the Pinoian Bright) 
Crowned with St.Peter*s everlasting Dome. 
(n) 
Sonnet III is a regret over the past glory of Italy. The poet 
consoles himself by seeing the 'Capitalian Hill' which was a mark 
of eternal things defying change. The group of three sonnets 17, 
V and TI is on the responsibility of a historian because during 
the tour his thoughts dwell on the power of the past whether 
embodied in legend or history. Once more he would not recall past 
illusions and does not breathe a word against the rising school 
of scientific history. Still he cannot fail to ask what is to 
take place of the traditional teaching in which his own genera-
tion was brought upi 
.......for exciting youths heroic flame, 
Assent is power* belief the soul of fact. 
(IV) 
Sonnet IX The Pine Of Monte Mario At Rome 
H I At Rome 
IT At Rome — Regrets- In allusion to Hiebuhr 
and other modern Historians 
7 Complacent EUtions were they,yet the same 
71 Plea For The Historian 
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Be concludes with the hope that the historians will meet the 
challenge and remember that in the greatest days of &§* art, Clio 
taught her servants how 'the lyre should animate $ hut not mislead, 
the pen'* Sonnet VII and XI are the best sonnets of the whole lot 
because the old passion for Italian Independence» unity and free* 
dom is revived* This was the cause which Wordsworth had always at 
heart * k united and independent Italy would realise some of his 
most cherished political ideals* They show how Wordsworth who had 
lamented the extinction of the Venetain Republic and was not 
consoled by the sight of the German soldiers* was convinced of 
the possibility of a revival of Italian independence and unity, 
fhey show that he lacked no faith or vision or love of liberty. 
The Fenwick note to sonnet XX? 'After Leaving Italy* shows that 
his interest and sympathy were stlU alive. Wordsworth was of the 
view that any native Government by its own natural vigour will rid 
itself of every kind of bad Government. Ife had at a later stage 
a sort of religious faith in the triumph of a Just cause. It is 
clear from these three sonnets in which the hopes aroused by the 
French Revolution seem to mingle with the faith of MaMini.VSonnet 
VII the poet is reminded of glorious Italy when each city was a 
star like a seat of rival glory1« 2!he reference in the sonnet t» 
the learned Patriot is to Sismondi, the Swiss historian whom 
1* Sonnet VII At Borne 
XI From the Alban Hills, Looking towards Bone 
XXV After Leaving Italy 
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Wordsworth met at Miss Mackenzie's. These sonnets seen to he 
stimulated hy his personal meeting with patriots like Carbonari 
and other Italian patriots* bjrt now he laments the loss of that 
proud head who not only politically hut in the domain of religion 
has bowed to slavery and submission1. Sonnet XI shows the poet's 
implicit faith in the Italian people and their bright future. Be 
asks themt 
Yet why prolong this mournful strain? • Fallen Power 
Thy fortunes, twice exalted, might provoke 
Verse to glad notes prophetic of the hour 
When thou, uprisen, shalt break thy double yoke, 
And enter, with prompt aid from the Most High, 
On the third stage of thy great destiny. 
(XI) 
In sonnet IX Albano shows how eotCbSL Wordsworth converse with the 
people of Rome on simple topics in Ital ian which he had learnt 
i n h is youth. When he got bored at Albano due to the misty 
inclement weather and gave vent to his dull forebodings, the 
lady farmor spoke to himi 
.«•**.««*•*•«**•••.«•»*•*Be of good cheer} 
our yesterday's procession did not sue 
In vain? the sky wi l l change to sunny blue, 
Thanks to our lady's grace.' 
Sonnet X shows how Wordsworth's attention was drawn to a 'gentle 
Dove' perched on the GELive branch cooing amidst new-born blossoms. 
1 . Sonnet T i l l Hear Rome, in Sight Of St.Peters 
XI From the Alban Hills,Looking Towards Bone 
]& At Alban* 
X Hear Auio's stream I spied a gentle Dove 
1 Q K 
These sonnets are followed by sonnets XH and XXIX written near 
the lake of Thrasyaere. They throw l ight on the bravery m& valour 
of the Italians which they showed In their conflict with Carthage. 
Nothing of that remains except the r i l l to remind how such blood 
flowed there. Be also visualizes the dead*body of a Vanquished 
chief unburied taking his shadowy death*cup In his hand* 
from Borne Wordsworth and Robinson turned-northwards because 
cholera prevented them from going to Naples. Qa their way to 
Florence he visited the three sanctuaries of Lavema* Vallombrasa 
and Carnaldoli. Xt was the most interesting part of his tour 
because monasteries had always held a strong attraction for him* 
Vhile Laverna and Vallombrsa have poems about them, Camaldoli has 
three sonnets about it* Sonnet XV i s on a monk who, since enter* 
ing the oloister, has painted a picture of his 'lady love*. The 
poet imagines him as exhorting the brethren to destroy the work 
or remove i t i 
That bloom-those eyes-can they assist to bind 
Thoughts that would stray from Heaven? 
................The dream must cease 
To bei by Faith, not sight, his soul must live; 
Else will the enamoured Monk too surely find 
low wide a space can part from inward pease 
The most profound repose his cell can give* 
Sonnet XXX JTear The lake Of Thrasymene 
XXXX Rear The Same Lake ^ 
XV At the Convent of CamXdoli 
i O <r» 
Here the distinction between eaored and profant> was not questioned 
by Wordsworth at this time, nor was the distinction made between 
the earthly and the heavenly love* So in sonnet XVI the Monk 
prays for their reconciliation though he had renounced the world 
and was bead; with cloistral snares. Sonnet XVII shows the poet's 
dumb query regarding the contrast he saw in a pair of aionks between 
their pampered bodies and the observance of austerities prescribed 
for them* fie was wonder-struck at the essences at strife and the 
strange contrast. At Florence he visited Dante1s favourite Seat 
and saw a patriot's heart in a great poet with undying fire * 
Then, before the picture of the Baptist by Raphael, in the gallery 
of Florence he was reminded how the Baptist had denounced 'the 
o 
obstinate pride and wanton revelry of the Jerusalem below* . Is 
preached silence, holiness and innocence. She following two sonnets 
— XXI and XXII — may possibly have been among the fifteen sonnets 
which in 1805 Wordsworth essayed to translate from the Italian of 
Michael Angelo. The former is inspired by the fair face of his 
beloved in whose sway his heart delights but the poet takes her to 
be his way and guide to the Almighty. The emphasis seems to be on 
Sonnet XVI Continued 
JEVII At The Eremite Or Upper Convent Of Camaldoli 
1. XIX At Florence 
2. XX Before The Picture of The Baptist,By Raphael,In The 
Gallery At Florence 
XXI At Florence — From Michael Angelo 
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his desire to enjoy the vicinity of God. This thought continued in 
sonnet XXII wherein the poet, eased from the Cumbrous load end 
loosened from the world, surrenders to God's protection. 2a a meftk 
and imploring mood he prays to Bin to forget his sinst 
With justice mark not Thou, 0 light divine, 
Hy fault, or hear it with Thy sacred ear} 
Keither put forth that way Thy arm severe } 
Wash with Thy blood my sinsj thereto incline 
More readily the more my years require 
Help, and forgiveness speedy and entire. 
(XXII) 
Sonnet XXIV tells us of a pair — the man with a load of Mulberry 
and working since morning but at will and^woman working at pleasure 
and both united and transformed into a new being unlike a worm of 
bliss as the pair does. Sonnet XXV on leaving Italy continues the 
thought of sonnets VII and IX are two of the finest of these 
sonnets. They were inspired by his departure from Italy.while 
coming through the route leading him directly into Austria in the 
•alleys of the Alps, the dreary sight and name of Lego Jterto 
moved him to exclaim* 
Italia! on the surface of thy spirit, 
(Too aptly emblemed by that torpid lake) 
Shall a few partial breezes only creep}...* 
Be its depths quickened} what thou dost Inherit 
Of the world's hopes, dare to fulfil}awake, 
Mother of Heroes, from thy death-like sleep! 
(XXV) 
Sonnet XXII At Horenoe — From Michael Angelo 
XXIV In Lombardy 
XXV After Leaving Italy 
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Going deeper into Tyrol the sound of German speech, though no 
political frontier vas crossed, oame like a blowi 
"... the casual work had power to reach 
My heart, and filled that heart with conflict strong". 
(XXVI) 
The las t sonnet was composed at Sydal fountain in 1858. I t shows 
the poet 's love for Rydal Mountain which has not diminished 
through Ms wanderings abroad. Be s t i l l finds the beauty of May 
Morning at the mountain surpassing beauty else-where. Bow 
graphically Wordsworth writes of his enjoyment at the mountaini 
That morning too, 
Warblers I heard their joy unbosoming 
Amid the sunny, shadowy, Colosseum} 
Beard them, unchecked by aught of saddening hue, 
For -victories there won by flower <• crowned Spring, 
Chant in full choir their innocent Te Deum. 
(XXVXl) 
Sonnet XXVI Continued 
XXVII Composed At Sydal On May Morning 1838. 
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g H A P T i s a - T ? 
SOHKETS OTOH fHB Bm'ramyiarp A P TO3A«HI 
the moat concerted work of Wordsworth* s last decade is his series 
of fourteen 'Sonneta toon the Punishment of Death* (1659-40) suggested 
by the discussions in Parliament and elsewhere on the subject of the 
Punishment of Death* A few years earlier the death penally was removed 
frost shout two hundred offences and left it applicable only to high 
treason, mirder and attested murder, rape, arson with danger to life, 
piracies, burglaries,and robberies when aggravated by cruelty and 
violence* and soae members had conscientious objections to the 
infliction of the death penalty for any crime and tried to exempt 
even mirder. Zt was in opposition to this view, in the existing state 
of society, that the Sonnets were written. Alarmed at this dangerous 
trend towards laxity in public opinion, Wordsworth was compelled to 
think aloud in verse on the subject of the death penally for aarders, 
as his reviewer Taylor sayst 
"23ie main subject being a subject for deep feeling, 
large view,and high argumentation, Is essentially a 
subject for poetry* and specially so in the hands 
of one who has been accustomed..,.to consider the 
sentiments and judgements which he utters in poetry 
with as deep a solicitude as to their justness as 
If it were delivered from the bench or pulpit*. 
Many critics have disparaged these sonnets because they are 
inspired by a contemporary political issue of topical value. They 
1. S.De Selln Court edt Poetical works of Wordsworth p. 455* 
and Helen Darbishire 
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often regret the side taken by Wordsworth on a highly controversial 
question. Prof* Harper writest 
"That does it matter, (Wordsworth) seems to say, 
whether life be long or short,happily or painfully 
ended, if the soul is fit for eternity" 1 
This is a grotesque simplification of the poet's thought, for the poet 
hardly disregarded happiness and justice in the world seeing that the 
only important life is yet to come. The faot remains that Wordsworth's 
fundamental concern remained the individual soul as well as the soul 
©f nations, The 'Sonnets Boon The Punishment Of Death1 are a testi-
money to it* The series has given offence to humanitarians because 
they have not tried to investigate the arguments* Wordsworth's 
conclusions are not unmerciful, though M s view of mercy is not the 
same as that of M s oritios who look upon death as unmerciful. In M s 
letter to the Bishop of Standoff he had defended the right of the state 
to use violence in order to establish peace and right Government i 
"(Liberty) deplores such stern necessity, but the safety 
of the people, her supreme law, is her consolation 
Political views are developed at the expense of moral ones} 
and the sweet emotions of compassion,evidently dangerous 
when traitors are to be punished, are too often altogether 
smothered** 2 
The series follows the same argument that the guilty should not be 
shown mercy* She Nature's Law to feel tenderly even for the guilty 
should not be allowed to operate. The feeling of compassion, if 
1. Prof. Harper* 
2. Edith C Satho edt 
Wordsworth P.442 
The Later Wordsworth. 
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allowed to influence judgement and our acts, will shake the faith 
of blameless people in law* To enforce the idea Wordsworth guotes 
an example of the Roman Consul who sacrificed his own sons fox 
having betrayed the country. It was the sense of duty which over-
powered the Consul's Love for the sons and it was this that calmed 
the agony of his heart. The poet is* then, reminded of many persons 
who courted death voluntarily for the guilt they had committed* 
Wordsworth cautions the law-givers to see the dangers ahead if the 
guilty goes unpunished and from his mind banished the fear of capital 
punishment. It would not only encourage the guilty to perpetrate 
more of such heinous acts and create a reign of terror and bloodshed 
in the streets* it would also tempt the waverer to indulge in these 
evil acts. It will debase the general mind* weaken the zest and 
love in the heart of man for life and disturb the peace of the state. 
Good rule depends on both love and fear. So the poet favours the 
retention of the right of the state to punish the guilty to the 
extent o£ imparting him the punishment of death. The aim of law is 
two-foldi first, to punish the guilty and secondly* to promote good 
and curb depravity. It is the fear of punishment that deters a man 
from going astray and haunts his walk or bed* Ifence "She plants 
well measured tewrors in the road of wrongful aots"^, He draws our 
attention to the function of the statet 
What is a State? The wise behold in her 
A Creature born of timet that keeps one eye 
Fixed an the statutes of Eternity, 
To which here judgements reverently defer. 
Speaking through Law's dispassionate voice the State 
Endues her consience with external life* 
• [ — — * • • — — i • i • i 1 1 i n i - -[ • i • - — • - — - — " • • • ' ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ — M M — _ ^ 
1. Sonnet Tin 
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And being, to preclude or quell the strife 
Of individual will, to elevate 
The grovelling mind, the erring to recall, 
And fortify the moral sense of all* 
(Sonnet IX) 
He is very emphatic in his statement that ia absence of the fear of 
capital punishment from the heart of the guilty, crime will increase 
and social order will be a mere dream* The 'wild sense of justice' 
will prevail as it prevailed in former ages when "eye for eye, and 
tooth for tooth*^ was an admitted precept* He continues to be in 
favour of the capital punishment against the pleading of some persons 
that a man or tribunal, howsoever wise and prudent may be to sift deed 
and intent, has the right to pronounce capital punishment and remove 
from the earthly sight the body which is the shrine of the immortal 
spirit, and *is a £ift/ Sobered and so informed with divine light "and 
...,....,•...'Eternity and Time', 
They urge, 'have interwoven claims and rights 
Not to be jeopardised through foulest crimes 
The sentence rule by mercy's heaven-born lights! 
Even so; but measuring not by finite sense 
Infinite Power, perfect Intelligence, 
(Sonnet X) 
Wordsworth's further arguments are also of more interest. The victim 
of criminals after all deserves as much compassion as the criminal* 
Wordsworth also views other punishments like lifelong imprisonment 
or transportation for life or forfeiture of property and thinks that 
I* Sonnet VII Before the world had passed her time of youth 
IX Though to give timjly warning and deter 
X Our bodily life, some plead, that life the shrine 
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they are not more humane than hanging. Death is not the greatest of 
evils . Imprisonment for life is far more hopeless and cruel and so 
too is transportation for life . The imprisonment may make the guilty 
penitent, assault his pride and make his eyes shed tears of salvation 
but it Is capital punishment alone that will blast him for fresh 
offences* Thus to Wordsworth capital punishment seemed a proper 
weapon in the hands of a government which seeks to order and "To 
elevate/ The grovelling mind the erring to recall/tod fortify the 
^ffvtit Jj?w^ 4, ail • ( J> ) 
It 2s Death, when evil against good has fought 
With such fell mastery that a man may dare 
By deeds the blackest purpose to lay bare—— 
Is Death, for one to that condition brought,-— 
For him, or any one, *» the thing that ought 
To be most dreaded? 
OV) 
2. "See the Condemned alone within M s cell 
And prostrate at some moment when remorse 
Stings to the quick, and, with resistless force, 
Assaults the pride she strove in vain to quell. 
Then mark him, him who could so long rebel, 
The crime confessed, a kneeling Penitent 
Before the Altar, where the Sacrament 
Softens his heart, till from his eyes outsell 
fears of salvation" 
(xn) 
And again in sonnet No.XI he writes! 
"AH, think how one compelled for l i f e to abide 
Locked in a dungeon needs must eat the heart 
Out of his own humanity,and part 
With &mxy hope that mutual cares provide) 
And, should a less unnatural doom confide 
In life-long exile on a savage coast, 
Soon the relapsing penitent may boast 
Of yet more heinous guilt, with fiercer pride." 
(XI) 
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Wordsworth was well aware of the christian law urging something more 
i 
merciful than an 'eve for eye and tooth for tooth1 but he well knew 
o 
that law was given *to keep vindicative thirstinga from the aool1 and 
not to forbid the State to inflict a paint making of social order a * 
mere dweam. So Wordsworth pleaded in favour of death penalty. He 
favoured drastic and sweeping changes in his earlier years when he 
was full of republican seal about the year 1793 but this fervour for 
change faded into a prevailing dread of change which now influenced 
all his political views, A year before in "Ballot BOK M in which the 
spirit of reform was seeking shelter for her nefarious schemes, he 
had called on St .George of England to frustrate her demand for a 
'pindorian gift' worse than the Dragon he had struck down. Of the 
same lofty idealism he writes in "Blest Statesman" written in 1838 
and which is not different from hie "Happy Warrior" of 30 years before 
in spirit. This spirit of idealism at the end of the series, is in 
favour of patience and so he pleads for it foreseeing a time when 
capital punishment might no longer be needed. The following lines 
from the Sonnetr • "Conclusion" sum up his attitude to the death penaltyt 
........But hopeful signs abound; 
The social rights of man breathe purer airi 
Religion deepens her preventive care; tor 
Then, moved by needless fear of past abuse, 
Strike not from Lav's firm hand that awful rod, 
But leave it thence to drop for lack of usei 
Oh, speed the blessed hour, Almighty God 
(Sonnet X H I ) 
1. Sonnet VIII Fit retribution, by the moral code 
2. Sonnet V U Before the world had past her time of youth 
XIII conclusion 
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fhis view of Wordsworth is corroborated in the poem "Guilt and Sorrow" 
published in the same volume of 1842 and to which Bernard Groom draws 
our attention . She poem has a merciful ending* 'his fate was pitied*. 
That the sentence of death on the sailor in that poea should have been 
carried out is dismissed as an 'intolerable thought4 (Miscellaneous 
Sonnet Part n , XI and XI I) Thus "it is neverthlese a not unintere-
sting illustation of Wordsworth's deeply conscientious and serious* 
though nervous and apprehensive, way of thinking about a great social 
o 
question". Hartley Coleridge also rightly commented, HXe sonnet a 
very good vehicle wherein to exhibit the gallows? Yet these sonnets 
are more powerful than any thing else his later years have produced**. 
The series though not rer^ distinguished as high poetry* for 
Wordsworth might have said all this.forcibly in a prose pamphlet, is 
interesting to the modern reader as it deals with arguments which 
occupy the mind even today* It deals with the arguments with which 
we are very much familiars- Bias the state the right to take life? 
Is the death of a criminal a greater evil than the relaxation of the 
moral code?* 
1« Bernard Groomt The unity of Wordsworth's poetry 
2. Moorman* Wordsworth's later years (1808-1850) I»ate 
Harvest P, 533* 
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Miscellaneous Sonnets 
A large number of Wordsworth's Sonnets are of 
miscellaneous nature. Wordsworth hiaself grouped them in 
three parts and titled them 'Miscellaneous Sonnets' but 
there are a few which are scattered oyer in other series 
where they do not form part of the main body of verses or 
sonnets. Bare an attempt has been made to study them 
together both tfcematically and chronologically. In other 
words, these sonnets have been re-classified both subject-
wise and in the order of composition, although these 
classifications cannot be rigid because their subject 
matter overlaps and the date of composition of many sonnets 
cannot be told with precision and many sonnets remain 
undated, ©lematically considered, two categories comprise 
sonnets written on the names of the persons and places and 
sonnets written an natural objects and their impressions 
on the poet's mind. The third category comprises sonnets not 
covered under the two categories. Each category is given 
a separate section. 
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FART » I Sonnets On Hamee Of Persona and Races 
Wordsworth started his career as a sonnet writer with "Sonnet 
written by Mr........ .immediately after the death of his wife on 
Haroh 2, 1787* and "Sonnet On Seeing Miss Helen Maria Williams Weep 
At Tale of Distress" March 1787* The former contains the grief of 
a sorrowing widower while the other is addressed to a poetess whom 
the poet had never personally known* He feels acutely grieved on 
seeing Miss Williams weeping* It seems as if life had come to a 
stand-still for a moment* She was beautiful and her tearful eyes 
mads her look prettier. The description of her pitiable condition 
in tears and his own condition is noteworthy in the sonnet t 
She wept, — Life's purple tide began to flow 
In languid streams through every thrilling vein} 
M m were my swimming eyes—my pulse beat slow, 
And my full heart was swell 'd to dear delicious pain* 
Life left my loaded heart, and closing eye; 
A sigh recall'd the wanderer to my breast; 
Bear was the pause of life, and dear the sigh 
That oall'd the wanderer home and home to rest. 
These sonnets are followed by sonnets grouped under the head of 
"Miscellaneous Sonnets'* prefaced by a dedicatory sonnet to 
Coleridge the 'chief of friends1 which was composed as late as 
1826. The poet is happy in dedicating his happy thoughts and 
feelings from his bosom in perfect shape like a bubble blown into 
the wanton air and hopes that the friend would smile upon the gift 
Sonnet n Sonnet On Seeing Miss Helen Maria Williams Weep 
At Tale of Distress (Supplement of Pieces Hot Appearing 
In The Edition of 1648*50) 
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with more than mild content. The first sonnet is addressed to the 
nans and is followed by eighteen sonnets of the year 1802, the time 
when Wordsworth started writing sonnets when he was in a state of 
great agitation over certain personal and private problems* At that 
time the poet tried to take advantage of the pause in war with 
France to meet Annette Vallon and her daughter at Cailas. There he 
made a settlement with Annette in preparation for his marriage with 
Mary. Be was also agitated over the difficulties of form and poetic 
mode as expressed in the great ode* So the sonnet has two agitations 
at its back - the private and the artistic - £ne Jteivate made clear 
by Herbert Bead in the preface to his book 'Wordsworth'. He writes 
about Wordsworth's staying in France after his falling in love with 
Annettes 
"Apart from political considerations,he could not 
have found a reasonable basis for living there* He 
Could have brought Annette and his illegitimate 
daughter to England, as at one time he Intended* But 
that was precisely what pride in himself and concept 
of Inter-human relationships* prevailing among his 
friends and relations prevented him from doing. He 
sacrificed his passion to his self esteem,his moral 
integrity to his moral reputation**. 
It, is, thus* M s relationship with Annette that had been agitating 
his mind for last nine years* The artistic is made clear by frilling 
in his interpretation of 'Immortality ode' when he remarks that the 
ode seems to be a dedication to another mode of poetry, that is, the 
mode of tragedy* But the tragic mode could not be Wordsworth's. She 
IIIHHI I I II II I II I III • ril| I I I I I I I II • r I I illlliL l 111 1 | | I l l l ill IH I I 
Herbert Heads Wordsworth Preface page 17* 
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ode tells us of the poetic crisis about 1802. Moreover, the 
poet felt the weight of too much liberty* After using a series 
of iaages — hermits within their cells,maidi at the wheel and 
the weaver at the loon - the poet regards restriction as no 
restriction of the sonnet form and defends the form by sayingt 
Stt sundry moods*'It was pastime to be bound 
Within the Sonnet's scanty plot of ground} 
Pleased if some Souls (for such there needs must be) 
•ho have felt the weight of too much liberty* 
Should find brief solace there,as I have found* 
(I) 
This sonnet anticipates in relation to art* the doctrine of 
freedom with discipline that he would apply to the whole moral life 
in the 'Ode to Duty'* the second sonnet in defence of the sonnet 
form is "Scorn not the Sonnet" which describes Dante,Petrarch* 
Tasso*Camoens,Spenser,and Shakespeare as seeking in the sonnet form 
am escape* She undated sonnet 3X published in 180} tells us the 
effect of the piety of Simonides* The ghost of a carpse advises 
the man not to sail as the ship is going to be wrecked* \ She man 
ignores the verdict and the same happens and the whole s crew 
1 \v 
perishes but Simonides * She undated sonnet 'Admonition' was intended 
for those who might aspire for some beautiful, place of retreat in the 
country of the lakes* Be asks the visitors to enjoy the lovely 
cottage, dear brook* sky and pasture but warns them against coveting 
Sonnet X Huns fret not false*Sonnets Part I> 
II Admonition (Misc.Sonnets Part l) 
2X I find it written Simonides (Supplement, of Pieces Hot in 
appearing^the edition of 1849-50) 
1* It is probable that the theme of the sonnet was suggested to 
Wordsworth by •oleridge*s Anoient Mayiner 
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the abede. The intruders axe advised net te tear a leaf with 
harsh Impiety because they are as sacred to the poor as the windows 
and doors to them* Sonnet XV compeeed at Applethwalte, near 
Keswick is addressed to Beaumont who had expressed his desire to 
the poet to build a cottage for himself, The desire was yet to 
be fulfilled but the poet hoped! 
Old Skiddew will leok down upon the Spot 
With pride, the Muses love it evermore. 
(XV) 
The sonnet XVI informs us hew the benign, meek and noble sage 
Walton unfolded his 'rod and line1 in the Shawford brook and found 
that the longest summer day was short for the passtime given by 
Sedgy Lee* Sennets XXXV, and XXVI are written on Michael Angelo* 
In August 1805 Werdsworth began translating some of the sonnets of 
Michael Angelo for Richard Duppa's Life'. The task proved harder 
than he had anticipated. Of this he wrotei 
X can translate and have translated two books 
of Aristotle at the rate,nearly,of 100 lines 
a day, but so much meaning has been put by 
Hiohelsngelo into so little room,and meaning 
sometimes so excellent in itself, that X found . 
the difficulty of translating him in-surmountable 
Between Wordsworth and Michael Angela existed a deep and strong bond 
of feeling and thought, particularly a craving for 'objects that 
endure* and become 'types and symbols of eternity'. Wordsworth. 
praises Michael Angela's pioua muse which he cast into ideal form and 
Sonnet XV BeaumontJ it was thy wish (Misc.Sonnets Part X) 
XVI Written upon a blank leaf in 'The Complete Angler' 
(Misc.Sonnets Part I) 
XXXV from the Italian of Michael Angela (Misc.Sonnets Part I) 
XXVI From the same to the Supreme Being (Misc.Sonnets Part I) 
1. E.L.299 P« 529 Werdsworth to Sir G.Beaumont,Oct 17th 1805. 
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universal mould because like a true wiseman, he did not believe in 
things of the senses which are perishable* He,then,shows deep love 
and admiration for Michael Angel* in the wordsi 
Bis hope is treacherous only whose love dies 
H t h besnty.whlch is varying every hour) 
But in chaste hearts, uninfluenced by the power 
Of outward change,there blooms a deathless flower, 
That breathes on earth the air of paradise. 
(XXIV) 
and then sincerely prays to the Almighty to fill his heart with 
similar thoughts of piety so that he may likewise sing in His praises 
Bo Thou,then,breathe those thoughts into my mind 
By which such virtue may in me be bred 
That in thy holy footsteps I may tread t 
The fetters of my tongue do Thou unbind, 
That I may have the power to sing of Thee, 
And sound thy praises everlastingly. 
(XXVI) 
Before 1807 the poet had also paid a similar tribute to fiaisley 
Calvert in sonnet XXXVI praising the latter for his piety and 
goodness. Sonnet XVIII is devoted to Lady Beaumont in which the 
poet informs us that he is preparing beds for winter flowers, 
planting unfading bowers and shrubs to welcome her when 
......these perennial bowers and murmuring pines 
Be gracious as the music and the bloom 
And all the mighty ravishment of spring. 
(XVIII) 
Sonnet XXIX praises the poor old man in whom the poet finds a gene* 
rous heart and a broad mind though f i l led with narrow cares* Leading 
a free l i f e , his i s the vast empire of ear and eye* He, thus, ' i s 
greater than he seems'. In sonnet XVII the poet praises the musical 
Sonnet XXIV from the Italian of Michael Angel* (Misc.Sonnets Fart I] 
XXVI ire* the same to the Supreme Being (Misc.Sonnets Part I, 
XXXVI To the memory of fiaisley Calvert (ittsc.Sonnets Part IJ 
XVIII T* Lady Beaumont 1607 (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
XXIX Though narrow be the old Man's cares(Mlso.Sonnets Part3$ 
XVII To the poet,John Dyer 1611 (Misc.Sonnets Part I) 
Xo»* 
and poetic talents of John Byer who made the landscape alive and 
hallowed i t with musical delight. The powerful, pure and grateful 
minds s t i l l love his modest lay and will continue to do so 'so long 
as the shepherd's bleating flock shall stray O'er naked jbowdon's 
wide aerial waste / Long as the thrush shall pipe on Gronar Hill'* 
Sonnet XXIH was written on the eve of marriage of his wife's 
brotherf Thomas Butchinson who married Mary Monkhouse on November 1, 
1612* She poet praises the bride for her modesty in her mien* 
gentleness in her pace and calmness of mind but as frailty i s human, 
the bride must have some frailty though this would make her look more 
indulgent t 
Hut,when the closer view of wedded life 
Hath shown that nothing human can be clear 
From frailty* for that insight may the Wife 
To her indulgent Lord become more dear* 
(XXIII) 
In 1612 Wordsworth's second child Catherine who was born on September 6, 
1806, passed away* She was a little quaint and tender creature with a* 
faee perfectly comic and a temper never ruffled and naturally the 
passing away of such an affectionate child left a deep mark on the 
heart of the doting father and Wordsworth wrote sonnet XXVU to 
express his heart-broken condition. His grief on seeing the child in 
grave*l8 as great as the joy he felt whenshe was alive* 
Surprised by joy — impatient as the wind 
I turned to share the transport — Qht With whom 
But Thee,deep burled in the silent tomb, 
That spot which no vicissitude oan find? 
Love,faithful love,recalled thee to my mind — 
Bat how could I forget thee?. 
(XXVII) 
« » — • — i | i l i u m — . « — — • — < • — n •• IIIII n ,i • ii.mi i inn i n i in l i ' i ' i 
Sonnet XVIII To Lady Beaumont 1807 (Misc. Sonnets Fart XX) 
XXTII Surprised by joy-impatient as the wind 1812 
(Misc.Sonnets Part I) 
and see 'oharaoterstios of child three years old' on Catherine. 
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First two lines of the poem are fall of a sense of joy and surprise 
which is suddenly stopped at the end of the second line with the 
words MiDhJ with whoa" giving a sense of emptiness. The recovery of 
the memory of the lost child gives the poet pain and he feels guilty 
because even a momentary forgetfulness of the "grievous loss" gives 
him a sense of betrayal beeause the minutest friction of time ought 
to he filled with the memory of the lost child. The sestet pursues 
the same sense of loss and the sonnet ends with the lines* 
That neither present time,nor years unbozn 
Could to my sight that heavenly face restore* 
There is no easy consolation or false sentimentality in the poem* 
The child is gone for ever. In Sonnet 17 he exhorts the Gillies to 
rise from sloth and dejection, and spurn the unprofitable yoke of 
care and he cheerful* fie assures them that a rich guerdon waits for 
them. Wordsworth sent three sonnets to Haydon in 1615* Sonnet III 
vfeettife the poet wrote in reply to Baydon's enthusiastic letter in 
which he acclaimed Wordsworth *s genius and his determination to stick 
to his vocation. 2h the sennet the poet speaks highly of his own 
vocation as a poet and of Haydon** as a painter. These noble professions 
call forth an unswerving devotion of both mind and heart* At the end 
of the sonnet he reiterates his faith in the vocation he pursues i 
While the whole world seems adverse to desert. 
And,OhJ when Nature sinks,as oft she may# 
Through long -lived pressure of obscure distress* 
Still to be strenuous for the bright reward, 
And In the soul admit of no decay. 
Brook no continuance of weak-mindedness —» 
Great is the glory,for the strife is hardt 
(HI) 
Sonnet I? From the dark chambers of dejection 
freed 1814 (Misc.Sonnets Part I i ) 
I II To B.R.Haydon 1815 (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
i 
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Sonnet XVII is addressed to Lady Mary Lorther. She poet tells her 
that he has rifled the Parnassian cave and has taken out certain 
genuine crystals* Of these is made the grotto bright and clear and 
if she so desires #her deeper mind may enter1. Sonnet XXVII bemoans 
the captivity of Mary Queen of Scots* The sadness is all the more 
sharpened by the surrounding joys. The death of George III in 
January 1820 also inspired Wordsworth to write a sonnet on his death. 
Sonnet 7 strikes a discordant note and he calls $eorge I U 'Ward of 
the Lawi - dread shadow of a KingJ ' The poet speaks of George's 
reign as full of gloom and darkness and does not express sorrow over 
his death* In sonnet IX the poet proposes that 'Vale of Meditation* 
along which flows a stream styled by the Britons expressive of repose 
should be renamed •Vale of Friendship* after the two sisters Lady 
E.B* and the Hon. Miss P. who lived there as 'sisters in love* , a 
love allowed Mto climb, / Even on the earth above the reach of TimeIM. 
In sonnet XVI he praises childhood and shows deep sympathy and profound 
praise for the child because he is untouched by painful struggles j no 
fretful temper sullies her oheek. She is prompt, lively,self-
sufficing, yet meek and rapt in herself. Innocence plays on her 
Sonnet XVII To the Lady Mary Lowther (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
XXVIZ Captivity*Hary Queen of Scots (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
V On the Death of his Majesty George the Third 
(Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
IX To the Lady E.B.and Han.Miss P. (Misc.Sonnets Part H i ) 
XVI The Infant M «***• (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
1* 2n Buskin's 'Kings' Treasury:' a similar thought is expressed 
, £ ppf pw 
face . Sonnet XII draws tht picture of the banished Phllocretes in 
the Leanian l s * l y i n g l ike a 'Form sculptured' and a bird s i t t ing on 
hie unbent bow to disperse his tear* The poet draws the conclusions 
And trust that spiritual Creatures round us move* 
Griefs to allay which fieaon cannot heal; 
Yea, veriest repti les hare sufficed to prove 
To fettered wretchedness that no Bastille 
Is deep enough to exclude the l ight of love, 
Though man for brother man has ceased to feel. 
(XII) 
The didactic conclusion seems to echo the neo-classical age of the 
18th century England. Pope bemoanst "what man has made of man1*. 
Moreover, Wordsworth himself mad firm faith in the primary affections 
of man because they bring him dose to nature and thus lead him to 
happiness. That i s why Princes and Kings are not the themes of 
Ward^r i ) , '* poetxy. c * « i m 4 Be,K n i , L.eoh **»»»>. » 4 t 
Cumbrian peasants are his haunts where love resides and which are not 
to be made extinct by Bastille. Wordsworth always loved the simple 
life of the rustics because in it only he found primary affections in 
pure form and in their hearts good soil for their growth, fie was 
always critical of the industrial age and its bad effects on human life 
which was deprived of its natural bliss* man had grown materialistic 
and had forgotten Christ* Be writes of this in sonnet XXXII already 
discussed in sonnets descriptive of nature. The same theme is reiterated 
1. This sonnet is remmsoent of other poems - later gray We are seven. 
Alice Pell. To H.C.. There was a boy The *IacyB poems and 
the Immortality ode dealigg with the theme of childhood and 
evoking a sense of joy,reverence and mystery. 
Sonnet XII When Philoctetes in the Lemmanisle 1927 (Misc. Sonnets Part III) 
XXXII To a Painter (Misc. Sonnets Part I U ) 
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in sonnet XLVI where he deplores the vanishing beauty of the moun-
tains and the delibrate negligence of the Britons in search of gold 
and power. In the same year appeared another sonnet probably addressed 
to M s daughter, Dora who had then entered her 17th year* He praises 
her refined and saintly mind* She was beautiful not only outwardly 
but also iMthought feeling* Her blanched tmwitbered cheek and droop-
ing head wars expressive of her meekness* The poet takes the help 
of a simile to describe the effect of her beauty and innocence on 
her life in advancing years t 
There with the welcome Snowdrop I comparej 
That child of winter.prompting thoughts that climb 
fro© desolation toward the genial prime} 
Or with the Koon conquering earth1 s mistry air, 
And filling more and more with crystal light 
As pensive Evening deepens into night* (xvn) 
There are seven sonnets IV,XXI7,XXVI,XXIX,XXXII.XXXin and XVII 
which are inspired by pictures or portraits of persons including 
himself* Sonnet 17 describes the statue of Henry VIII showing his 
broad visage,ohest of ample mould, broidered vestments,his poniard 
hanging and Ms worthies surrounding him* The poet expresses Ms 
surprise i 
Bow Providence e&uceth.fxom the spring 
Of lawless will,unlooked-for streams of good, 
Which neither force shall check nor time abate* (vr) 
Sonnet X Y H To — in her Seventeenth Tear pub. in 1824 
(Miso. Sonnets Part H i ) 
Vf Recollection of the Portrait of King Henry the 
Eight Trintty Lodge,Cabridge (Misc.Sonnets Part H i ) 
15 7 
Sonnet XXIV was prompted by potrait of himself painted at Bydal 
Mount by W.Pickersgill for St.John's College, Cambridge. The 
portrait was easily recognised and the poet was impressed by i t s 
life-likeness t 
fears of delight,that testified how true 
To l i f e them art, and, in thy truth,how dear! 
(xxiv) 
Sonnet XXVI applauds Haydon for his beautiful portrait of Napoleon 
with his back turned, arms folded and the imapparent faoe tinged 
against the background of a cloudless sky and waveless ocean* She 
other portrait by Baydon that prompted the poet to writs sonnet 
XXIX was that of Wellington upon the field of Waterloo* The 
portrait shows the horse elevated with pride as the master's hand 
is shown on his neck but the poet notices no sign of pride or elation 
in the rider and feels that this divinely blest warrior will enjoy 
the fruits of fame in Heaven. Sonnets XXXII and XSCHI were called 
forth by a miniature painting of Mary by Margaret Gillies. They 
were written almost extempore end the poet was not unjustly pleased 
with them* He wrote to Dora* "I never poured out any thing more 
truly from the heart". The timelessness of his love for her who in 
his eyes could never grow old is his theme. The poet first tells the 
Sonnet XXIV To the Author's Portrait 1832 (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
XXVI To B.R. Hay don, on seeing his picture of Napolion 
Bonaparte-on the Island of 81 Selena (Miso.Sonnets P t . m ) 
XXIX On a Portrait of the Duke of Wellington upon 
the field of Waterloo,by Haydon (Misc. Sonnets Part III) 
XXXII To a Painter (Miso.Sonnets Part III) 
XXXHI On tie same subject (ttLsc.Sonnets Part S i ) 
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painter that hia painting the picture for hint in BO l i fe- l ike a 
•tanner ia a fruitless task because the poet's love for Mary i s not 
subject to change. Hs always sees her eyes uribedimmed and ever 
sailing and blooming face. He talks not only of her exterior beauty 
but also of her virtues t 
Mom into noon did pass,noon into eye, 
And the old day was welcome as the young, 
As welcome, and as beautlful-in sooth 
More beautiful,as being a thing more holyi 
Thanks to thy virtues, to the eternal youth 
Of a l l thy goodness, never melancholy; 
To thy large heart and humble mind,that oast 
Into one vision,future,present,past. 
(xxxin) 
Sonnet XVII shows the poet's deep love for Isabella Penwiok. The 
poet is not so much worried about his own death as he ia worried 
about the sweet memory of I«F* enshrined in his heart but he pays 
thanks to Art which preserves the memory* 
Tet,blessed Art,we yield not to dejection* 
Thou against Time so feelingly doest strive. 
Where'er, preserved in this most true reflection, 
An image of her soul is kept alive, 
Some lingering fragrance of the pure affection, 
Whose flower with us will vanish,must survive. 
(mi) 
Sonnet IK in praise of a picture painted by Sir Q .H.Beaumont who 
had captured one significant moment out of eternity also spe'aks of 
the permanence of art. The sonnet is reminiscent of Keatfc's H0d« 
on Grecian urn", as both have the theme of permanence and transience* 
The theme of permanence is also taken up in sonnet XII. The poet 
Sonnet XXXIII On the same subject (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
XVII On the Portrait of I.F.(Isabella Senwick) 
Painted by Margaret Gillies (Supplement of Pieces 
not appearing in the edition of 1849-50) 
2X Upon The Sight of a beautiful picture (Misc. Sonnets pt i) 
XII Those words were uttered (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
I5J 
finds a contrast between the heavenly things and the human woes and 
unspiritual pleasures. To X.F.Wordsworth also wrote another sonnet 
XVIII in whioh he exp^resses Ms unchilled love for her and cal ls 
her 'The heart-affianced s i s t e r of our love*. Wordsworth*s biogra-
phers say that I.F.was a dear friend of Wordsworth to support and 
console him in his la te r years and the poet affirms this and shows 
how obliged he i s to her for making his l i f e happy at th is advanced 
agei 
The star which comes at dose of day to shine 
More heavenly bright than when i t leads the morn. 
Is Friendship's emblea»whether the forlorn 
She vls i te th , or, shedding light benign 
Borough shades that solemnize Life 's calm decline, 
Both make the happy happier. 
(XVIH) 
Wordsworth also wrote a love sonnet (XXV) probably to show that he 
could write a sonnet in the Elizabethan tradition of love sonnet. 
I t i s addressed to an immaginary Lady Love. The sonnet s t a r t s with 
a query showing surprise at the silence of the beloveds 
Why art thou s i lent! Is thy love a plant 
Of such weak fibre that the treacherous a i r 
Of absence withers what was once so fair? 
(XXV) 
Hot getting response the lover becomes impatient and asks her twice 
to speak* Is draws a contrast between her past warm heart and present 
cold bosomi 
Speak — though th is soft warm heart,once free to hold 
A thousand tender pleasures*thine and mine, 
Be lef t more desolate,more dreary cold 
Than a forsaken b i rd ' s «•- nest f i l led with snow 
Mid i t s own bush of leafless eglantine — ' 
Speak, that my tortux$ing doubts their end may know! 
<xxv) 
Sonnet XVIII To I.F.(Supplement of Pieces Not Appearing in 
the Edition of 1849-50) 
XXV Why art thou silent! (Misc.Sonnets Part Hi) 
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Sennet XVI published 1636 iS devoted to his grand ohild. While 
the ohild claps his hand, the poet feels ead over the absence of the 
father of the grand ohild. He criticises the statutes of the states 
for not caring for the children. The undated sonnets published in 
16^5 are sonnets XXVI, XXVIII and XV. In sonnet XXVI the 'Despend-
ing BatherJ ' is asked not to fret at the loss and draw consolation 
from nature. In nature the fruits fall, the flowers wither, and 
the branches lose their lustre but fade and disappear to renew 
with Spring season* So is with human life which with its renewal 
brings new hope and growths 
.that from their timely fall 
(Misdeem it not a cankerous change) may grow 
Rich mellow bearings,that for thanks shall call: 
In all men, sinful is it to be slow 
To hope — in Parents, sinful above all. 
(XXVI) 
Sennet XXVIII throws light on how the lady became saint by listening 
to the sweet tones of Ledbury bells. The sound enraptured her to a 
degree that she moaned 'Bare I set up my rest*. Since then Ma 
saintly Anchoress, she dwelt till she exchanged for heaven that 
happy ground*1. Sonnet XV tells about Lesbia who busied herself on 
her harp asking her Dove to wait. When she was free,she shrieked 
to note the kite destroying the Dove with its ruthless beak. The 
Sonnet XVI The Infant 1ft.—If— (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
XXVI Desponding father1 (Misc.Sonnet* Part II) 
XXVHI St.Catherine of Ledbury (KLso.Sennets Part III) 
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undated sonnets XXXI published in I642 and XXXVI of miscellaneous 
sonnets part III are also devoted to ladies. The former is about a 
lady made weary by love and crossed by adverse circumstances. She is 
described standing fixed in a saint-like trance* The poet wishes her 
return from the happy trance to walk on earth's common grass thanking 
God for her daily bread and thus discharging her duties should spend 
her days* In the latter too, the poet speaks of a lady apparently 
wretched and wrecked but, in fact, a devoted spirit privileged to held 
communion with God and her face illumining by Heaven's pitying love. 
In I84? he wrote a sonnet on his master Rev.Chriehtopher Wordsworth, 
D.D.Master of Barrow School, after the perusal of latter's book 
1Theophilus Anglioanus * lately published. The poet hopes that the 
work will guide the pupils en the road to heaven. In the year follow-
ing he wrote a sonnet expressing the pretest of a yeoman against the 
proposed railway line passing through his paternal house near which 
was standing a tree which he worshipped. In I846* he wrote two sonnets 
• tne *T» An Octogenarian" and one about the death of the child. The 
former teaches the immortality of leve, even when affections lose 
their object1 
Though poor and destitute of friends thou art, 
Perhaps the sole survivor ef thy race* 
One to whom Heaven assings that mournful part 
The utmost solitude of age to face, 
Still shall be left some corner »f the heart 
Where Love for living Things can find a place* 
(VIII) 
In the second the death of the child does not evoke in the poet sad 
feeling because he feels that the child i s given a Roman burial and 
i s in divine communion. 
5
°
r m e t
 x S £ S ' J ? ? * ? * ! ? * ? • f l 3 t e d (^ -Sonnet s Part HI) 
WT? 2? V*« ? W r e e k l C"Uc.a«mot« Part III) ' 
VIII T. An Octogenarian I848 (ittsc. poems.) 
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PARSE - II Wordsworth And lonnets Descriptive Of Nature 
Wordsworth is hailed as a great poet of nature. His love for 
nature from physical sensations of the first stage to the spiritual 
heights is admitted on all hands* faith in nature was his religion 
and hence it is but natural for him to have composed sonnets on nature* 
Besides other series* such sonnets appear in miscellaneous series also, 
in attempt has been made to study these sonnets in this chapter. 
Wordsworth wrote sonnets descriptive of nature but he is not without 
a precursor in this field though the credit of establishing it 
conclusively goes to him* Thomas Wart on the younger (1728-1790), a 
net insignificant forerunner of the Romantic Movement .was perhaps the 
first.who to. some sonnets addressed himself to the sketching o£ 
2 
natural scenery and the melancholy thoughts resulting therefrom . He 
! • I in Mini i n I i Hi T in mi iu
 t rin I I . I . I i imr i m [ Hi -i in I ii n i in n m i muni 1 im 
1* Tlntem Abbey* "I have owed to them, 
In hours of weariness,sensations sweet, 
Felt in the blood,and felt along the heart; 
•*•**••«.*••*«*•«*»•»*•••**•*••«******•«•*» 
• • That serene and blessed mood, 
2fc which the affeotions gently lead us on,.... 
Until,the breath of this corporeal frame 
And even the motion of our human blood 
Almost suspended,we are laid asleep 
3h body,and become a living soulin 
' .and should the cho^sen guide 
Be nothing better than a wandering cloud, 
I cannot miss my way. I breathe again 1 
Trances of thought and mountings of the mind 
Come fast upon me * N 
The Prelude Book I 
(line 16-201 
2* For Instance the sonnet 'To the River Lodon'. A comparision 
of this sonnet with the thematically related sonnets of Bowles. 
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was followed by Thomas Bussel (1762-8$) who, for instance,in his 
sonnet "To Valclusa11 made the subject of poetry a landscape which for 
M B as a sonnet composer was rich in historical associations. Much 
more Important than Warton and Ruesel was William Lisle Bowles who 
(IJ62~XB50) exercised his influence on Wordsworth and Coleridge, 2h 
1789 Bowles published his first fourteen sonnets on nature .written 
chiefly on plcuturesque spots during a journey. Bowies' poems show 
a conorete conceptural property, a striking imagery of language and 
the romantic inclination to project subjective feelings and moods on 
nature. Nature exercises In these poems a soothing influence on the 
sick human soul. For Bowles triestafter a brief description of nature 
to link this perception of nature with personal experiences and views. 
4 big flaw of his sonnets — sentimentality — becomes apparent 
here. He dwells upon sorrow full of tears which wells up frequently 
at the thought of transitory nature of everything human and which 
occasionally mars his 'natural diction*, a quality extolled by 
Coleridge. This sentimentality and some other phenomena in his poems, 
as for instance,the numerous personifications of the abstract also 
bring him closed to many a representative of the later sentimental 
rationalism. Standing at the boundary between classicism and 
romanticism, Bowless is an important link in the development of the 
poetry descriptive of nature. 4s one of the first he composes sonnets 
descriptive of nature in considerable number and thereby gives to 
romantioism a new and fruitful topic for sonnet composition; His 
significance does not lie so much in poetical excellence as rather 
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in the stimulus he gave to Wordsworth and Coleridge* In 1796 
Coleridge wrote to an acquaintance about Bowles* sonnets* 'They 
hairs given oe more pleasure and done my heart more good than all 
the other books I ever read,except the Bible' • What struck 
Coleridge in his sonnets was the unity between nature and the human 
thought and feeling. Be writes in Biographla literaria that Bowles 
along with Coeper was the first "who combined natural thoughts with 
natural diction and who reconciled the heart with the head*. Coleridge 
even echoes Bowles in some sonnets as for instance in "To the River 
6tter. Caaly a few years later he was able to get rid of his influ-
ence. Wordsworth, on the contrary, was never too much under the 
influence of Bowles. Neverthless, he was appreciative of these 
sonnets of nature and they served as stimulus to him if not as a 
model* It was left for him to turn the sonnet descriptive of'nature 
into an indigenous meter in the English literature and at the same 
time to raise it in his best poems to heights rarely attained. 
The sonnets descriptive of nature included in miscellaneous 
series are studied in this chapter in twe phases,the first phase 
includes those sonnets which are purely descriptive of the various 
objects of nature and express the poets' delight in them and in the 
later phase are dealt with those sonnets which are not purely descrip-
tive but indicate something deeper i.e. express Wordsworth's faith 
in nature* Wordsworth's use of nature is very wide. It embraces all 
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those objects which are not human. They include brtda, animals* 
stars* planets,hills,rivers, torrents* clouds, rills, and scenes* 
411 these objects occupy ouite a large space in his sonnets* Sonnet 
XT offers a vivid description of natural things* The wild Buck does 
not own the sylvan bower or gorgeous cell but a low structure wherein 
the birds spreads her brooding wings. The structure is under the 
yew tree. There is another species of birds called 'A, volant tribe 
of Bards1 the nests of which hang in the fluttering Zephyrs* They 
think themselves secure there* The calm of the sky and the tranqui-
llity of silent hills is preferred by the birds* In both these 
sonnets the poet dwells upon the contrast between vain human life 
and the calm life of nature* Be writes* 
Z gased — and, self-accused while gazing, sighed 
For human - kind, weak slaves of cumbrous pride! 
Sonnets XI, XIV, XXXIV, XXXV* of part III tell us about the Bed* 
breast* Cuckoo and Thrush* The poet praises the Bed breast, and 
feels a kinship with the bird because 
For are we not all Bis without whose care 
Vouchsafed no sparrow falleth to the ground 
Who gives his Angels wings to speed through air* 
And rolls the planets through the blue profoundj 
Then peck or perch* fond Fluttererl nor forbear 
To trust a Poet in still musings bound. 
(XI) 
Sonnet XV The wild Duck's nest 1819 (ia.sc.Sonnets Fart I) 
XXXIV A Volant Tribe of Bards on earth are found 1835 
(Misc.Sonnets Part I) 
XI In the Woods of Rydal 1827 (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
XIV To the Cuckoo (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
XXXV 'Tie He whose yester evenings high disdain 1838 
(Miso.Sonnets Part III) 
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To Wordsworth there is one spirit moving through all things* He likes 
the shrill cry of the Cuckoo which gladdens the side room from which 
is shut out the air and the sun. He feels that the eagle raoe may 
perish* the lion's roar may be heard no more* the orow may cease to 
rouse the down but the Cuckoo will continue to be faithful to the 
spring* Be wishes us to listen to the song of the thrush who against 
all heavy odds of roaring winds sings to his Love; The poet will also 
like to carol like him. fie writes of the effects of the song of the 
Thrush on himself t 
Exulting Warbler! eased a fretted brain* 
And in moment charmed my cares to rest. 
(XXXET) 
Then, the poet points to the subdued note in the sang of the Thrush 
«t day-break and so exhorts the sun to rise so that the songster may 
pour forth his ecstasy and fill the heaven and the earth with his 
joyous spirit* 
Animals have also attracted Wordsworth and he has praised the 
lamb in one sonnet* He notes how the lamb being dependent on nature* 
gambols,enjoys and is satisfied. The poet concludesi 
Why to God's goodness oonnot We be true, 
And so* His gifts and promises between, 
Feed to the last on pleasures ever new? 
(XXX) 
Sonnet XXXIV Hark! Tis the thrush undaunted.,..1853{Misc.Sonnets Part I H ) 
XXX Composed on May Morning 1838 (lfl.se.Sonnets Part i n ) 
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Blowing water has been an attraction to Wordsworth since 
childhood* The river Dervent had been his play-mate . Hence,besides 
a series on the river Buddon and stray sonnets on rivers,brooks,and 
rills like the Danube in 'Memorials of tour on the Continent, 1820', 
the Avon in 'Yarrow Revisited', the Greta, the Dervent,the Eden in 
'Poems during a tour in summer of 1833% he devotes a few sonnets in 
the series of Miscellaneous Sonnets also to the same subject. The 
limpid rill Ema quivering down the hill has made a deep impression 
on the heart of the poet and he affirms in the following lines t 
Months perish with their moons; year treads on year; 
Bat, faithful Emma I thou with me canst say 
That, while ten thousand pleasures disappear, 
And flies their memory fast almost as they; 
The Immortal spirit of one happy day 
Lingers beside that Kill, in vision clear, 
(VI) 
In sonnet XXXI the sight of a brook renews the poet's weary spirit 
and gives him unwearied joy. He does not like to humanize it as the 
Grecians had done because he finds in it 'the eternal soul clothed'. 
He is satisfied with tracing it through rocky passes and flowery 
creeks as the painters generally do* In sonnets X and XVIII he 1B 
curious to*know the name and the place of birth of a torrent. The 
river Botha he calls 'Botha, my Spiritual child', because he has 
derived spiritual nourishment from it. It reminds the poet of the paett 
1. See 'Preludei Book I 
Sonnet VI There is little unpretending rill(MLsc.Sonnets Part I) 
XXXI Brook! whose society the poet seeks(Misc.Sonnets Part T§ 
X To the Torrent at the Devil's Bridge 
(Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
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A.*****..**...***.*.**.***..*A memorial theme 
For others) for thy future self, a spell 
To summon fancies out of Time's dar* cell* 
(X7IXI) 
Similarly the poet speaks of water flowing through the caverns and 
giving life to herbs* bright flowers»berry bearing plants and insects* 
In the absence of the stream the forests pant, the hart and the hind 
and the hunter languish and droop. Even the perturbed human souls do 
not remain unaffected* 
Wordsworth was a true nursling of the mountains and it was under 
their shadows that his life had thriven. It was in daily contemplation 
•f simple natural life on the mountains that* after the sullen despair 
which fell upon him when with the reign of terror his hopes of world-
wide regeneration had been shattered, resoluteness of spirit, sanity 
and joy of mind were restored to him* Zt was among the mountains that 
Wordsworth, as he says of the Wanderer, felt his faith. It was there 
that all things breathed immortality. 
fis put into words, as no other poet has,the spirit of the 
mountains* 
Two voices are theref one is of the sea, 
One of the mountain) each a mighty voiceI. 
(XII) 
Mbble descriptive pages relating to the mountains abound in his 
works, notably in The Excursion. Baal i t t has rightly observed that 
from Wordsworth's poetry one could infer that i t as written in a mounta-
Sonnet XVIII To Botha Q — (Misc.*Sonnets Part HI) 
x n Thought of a Briton on the subjugation of Switzerland 
(Poems Dedicated to national Independence 
and Liberty Part I) 
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inous countay with i t s bareness* Its simplicity, i t s loftiness and i t s 
depth1. In sonnet V he describes Pelion, and Ossa flourishing side by 
side, fie also does not forget Olympus and mountain Skiddow which i s 
nobler and from whom springs many sweet streams. Sonnet XIV celebrates 
the first sight of snow on the mountains seen one day as he looked up 
at the Langdals Pikes from the vale of the Brathayt 
How, clear, how keen,how marvellously bright 
She effluence from you distant mountain's head, 
Which, strewn with snow smooth as the sky can shed, 
Shines like another sun - on mortal sight 
Oprisen, as i f to check approaching flight, 
tod all her twinkling stars* 
(XIV) 
With mountains are bound valleys, chasms and rocks which also find their 
place in his sonnets* Sonnet III tells us how the poet forgot all the 
past saddening incidents when he entered the valet 
But, when into the Vale I came,no fears 
Distressed me} from mine eyes escaped no tears; 
Beep thought,or dread remembrance,had I none 
£y doubts and thousand petty fancies erost 
X stood,of simple shame the blushing Thrall; 
So narrow seemed the brooks,the fields so small1 
A Juggler's balls old Time about him tossed} 
I looked, I stared,! smiled,I laughed} and all 
The weight of sadness was in wonder lost. 
(in) 
Sonnet XXXV gives us the description of Gordale* Chasm through which 
flows the stream toxoioe its way to 'Salt sea Tide} ' The poet is also 
impressed by the high rook wherefrom he has seen the imperial castle 
- i .- ' — - ' — ' — — — • — - — — ' — ' — ' • • • • — — — — — — — 
Sonnet V Pelion and Ossa flourish side by side, (ittsc.Sonnets Part I) 
XIV Bow clean,how keen (Misc.Sonnets Part IX) 
XXXV Qordale (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
III 'Beloved Vale* I said .....(Misc.Sonnets Part I) 
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standing with its towers oatobing the gleans of the golden sunset. 
Wordsworth was also carried away by the sight of rows of flowers. 3n 
Sonnet XVI the poet addresses the Snowdropi 
Chaste Snowdrop» venturous harbinger of Spring, 
And pensive monitor of fleeting years! 
(XVI) 
She Snowdrop grows in the oreek and it spreads its odour with a bent 
head because of fear of offending others. She objects of sky as stare* 
planets and clouds also impressed Wordsworth end so he hat also sung in 
praise of them* Sonnet XLI is devoted to the planet venus approaching 
nearer the earth and yielding its mystery with the advance of science. 
She poet is pained to think by way of contrast of the human world which 
is full of hatred for each other. He quarlest 
But are we aught enriohed in love and meekness? 
Aught dost thou see,bright starJ of pure and wise 
More than in humbler times graced human story ? 
That makes our hearts more apt to sympathise 
With heavenfour souls more fit for future glory, 
When earth shall vanish from our closing eyes, 
Ere wt lie down in our last dormitory? 
(Xil) 
Sonnet XXVIII describes the alluring beauty of the clouds on which are 
falling the golden rays ot the setting sun. She poet feels sad at 
their disappearancet 
lshold, already they forget to shine. 
Dissolve — and leave to him who gased a sigh. 
Hot both to thank each moment for its boon 
Of pure delight,oome whensoever it may, 
Peace let us seek, — to steadfast things attune 
Calm expectations, leaving to the gay 
And volatile their l«ve of transient bowers, 
She house that oannot pass away be ours* 
(XXVIII) 
Sonnet XVI So a Snowdrop (Misc.Sonnets Fart II) 
XLI So the Planet Venus (Misc.Sonnet. Part Hi) 
XXVIII She most alluring clouds.. (Misc.Sonnets Part i n ) 
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B» speaks fervently when he writes of the moon in two sonnets 
XX and XXIII 
She Shepherd, looking eastward* softly said, 
'Bright is thy veil,0 Moon, as thou art bright 1 * 
Forthwith that little cloud, in ether spread 
And penetrated all with tender light 
She east away, and showed her fulgent head 
Dtacoreredj dassling the Beholder's sight 
As if to vindicate her beauty's right, 
Her beauty thoughtlessly disparaged, 
Meanwhile that veil,removed or thrown aside, 
Went floating from her, darkening as it went j 
And huge mass, to bury or to hide, 
Approached this glory of the firmament! 
Who meekly yields,and is obscured — content 
With one calm triumph of a modest pride, 
(XX) 
3h sonnet XXIH he draws the picture of the moon climbing the sky and 
wishes that he had the power of Merlin i 
fhe power of Merlin,Goddess! this should be; 
And all the stars,fast as the clouds were riven* 
Should sally forth* to keep thee company* 
Hurrying and sparkling through the clear blue heaven} 
But,eSynthiat should to thee the palm be given* 
Qaeen both for beauty end for majesty* 
(XXIIl) 
Sonnet XXII Is about the approach of twilight on a mountainous coast 
and breathes an oppressive sense of the antiquity both of the earth 
and of man % Sonnet II of Part II shows the poet in raptures and 
fancies that wild rose flower In the wood i s like a bold girl playing 
pranks with the mountebank surrounded by a vast crowd below* Herein 
he humanises nature* 
Sennet XX The Shepherd,looking eastward, (Misc.Sonnets Part i n ) 
XXIH With how sad steps,© Moon.. (Hisc.Sonnets Part II ) 
XXII Hail, Twilight.... (Vise. Sonnets Fart II ) 
1; See 'To the Moon*composed by the seaside—on the coast of 
Cumberland1, 
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The relation between man and nature so important for Wordsworth's 
poetry receives an explanation in the sonnet •ITCJNS fret not ..,..• while 
Wordsworth concludes that the sonnet form can he a wholesome restriction 
for one who has experienced the danger fc[ great freedom»he presents to 
the eye a series of pictures that are taken from the world of man and 
from nature. On close examination these pictures show a carefully 
measured inner harmony, ttb first, pictures from the domain of human 
beingsiJ.Nuns and hermits* i.e. men and women of the vita contemplativa 
2. Maids and weavers* i«e. men and women of the vita activa* 3* Students 
who connect both the first groups with each other* are contented within 
the confines of their lives* With this Wordsworth achieved a unity of 
the basic human types* But before he now comes to the application of 
these examples to his case and draws the conclusion ('2n truth the 
prison.unto which we doom ourselves no prison is')* he brings.one more 
picture* that of the bees which at one moment fly fb the higest peaks 
and at another moment buss in narrow foxglove flower. This picture of 
the hees stands with other pictures from human life* Within the frame-
work of the thought of this poem the bees are attributed equality with 
nuns* hermits* students,maids and weavers. 3h this context no difference 
is mads between the law which governs the human and the one which 
governs the sub-human nature. Man and nature are closely connected with 
each other. 2 This relationship becomes most obvious in the case of 
1* Merchant 'Wordsworth and the doctrine of Nature* Die Keneren 
Sprachen 1953 P* 190* 
2. Sompare the first line of the poem 'The Daffodils* in which the 
poet speaks about himself* 'I wandered lonely as a aloud' not 
'like a cloud'. 
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moms* beings who en {sound* of age, natmer ef living ox profession 
etend In cloee contact with nature. With regard to age,children 
deserve th* apodal love and adoration of the poet. As to manner 
of living or vocation, i t ia the people In the countrywide * tha 
farmers, the almple folk whoee rhythm of l i fe ia In haraony with 
nature. Wordaworth liked heat to keap company with theer. 
lot nature eignifiea aomething nora for Wordaworth. She ia 
for Mm the revelation of the divine* Sot only man and nature hat 
also God and nature oonatitnte a unity end the nearer man ia to 
nature ae child and aoaple person, the nearer he stands to the 
divine also* i«et ua hear what Wordaworth Bay a in thia aosnett 
It ia a beauteous evening, calm and free* 
The holy time ia quiet a* a Kim 
Breathless* with adoration j the broad aun 
la sinking down in i t s tranquillity} 
the gentleneas of heaven brooda o'er the Seat 
Listen J the mighty Being ia awake, 
and doth with his eternal motion make 
A aound like thunder — everlastingly. 
Dear Child t dear Girt! that wslkeet with me here, 
If thou appear untouched by aolemn thought, 
Thy nature ia not therefore leaa divine t 
Thau lieat in Abraham** bosom all the yearf 
And worahipp'at at the tfemple'a inner ehrine, 
God being with thee when we know i t not* 
(XXX) 
1. Compare the programmable forward to the Lyrical Ballade 
of the year 1800 with ite condemnation of the 'Poetic 
diction* and ita demand for a simple, plain and proealc 
language in poetry also. 
Sonnet XXX Xt ia a beauteoua evening ©aim and free 
(Miscellaneous Sonnets Part I) 
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Shis sonnet composed on the beach near Calais In the antrum of 1802 
and the sonnet "The world is too m c h with us* ooaposed in 1806 are 
notable in this context* The first sonnet shows several characteri-
stics typical of Wordsworth's sonnets on nature. The first five 
lines give a description of a beautiful summer evening In which the 
peaceful calm is especially emphasised by several words and phrases* 
Sentences such as "She broad sun is sinking down...," reveal a 
pronounced plastic imagery* The very word "broad4* calls forth a 
clear visual image* She sun close to the horison appears to the 
human eye bigger than when high in the sky* Moreover, the rays of 
the evening sun seam to spread wider than when at noon* The following 
sentence "the gentleness of heaven broods o'er the sea" also has a 
strong pictorial element* 3n the word "broad" is alee visible the 
change-over from a picture of external senses to en iapressionistie 
picture which is also evident in other expressions* as for exawple, 
the sun sets "in its tranquillity*' or in the solean line "The holy 
time is qnlet ae a Ion. breathless with adoration"* This aellew 
silence of evening and the holy hour produces In Tordsworth a aood in 
which he experiences In nature the powerfully operative presence of 
the divine being* Per in the silence of nature a quite new and living 
current suddenly breaks through with the ward "listen!", after the 
first five lines* and the words "nighf*, awake, eternal «otion, sound 
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like thunder" make a breathtaking and effective contrast to the soft 
calm of the first verse. Just the solemn "trantnjility" of the evening 
ooaes to the poet as a revelation of the eternal thunder like movement 
of the divine in nature, fhe strange sounding words "She mighty-
Being is awake" obviously denote a divine Being operating in nature*s 
lap and more or less coinciding psntheletieally with nature, a Being 
whose existence is made known to the poet by the evening silence. The 
divine power i s operative not only in nature but also in human beings 
as part of nature* That is why W.W. says to the child In line 11 
"Thy nature i s not therefore less divine" and here he gives expression 
to what is always found in his poetry namely, that the child stands 
in a deeper and firmer relationship with tills unity of Sod, man and 
nature than does the grown-up .nan. When the child remains uninfluenced 
by thoughts such as the poet expresses here ~ indeed for this vt>7V 
reason, he stays closer to the primordial and natural. *Thou l iest in 
Abraham's bosom all the year" means that the child rests just there 
in nature where he i s thoroughly interwoven with the divine. With 
utter disregard for the meddling intellect the child stands "at the 
temple's shrine". Only thus can we understand the intense adoration 
Wordsworth displays for the child. What i s important to note in the 
sonnet i s that nature is not equivalent to "order" as in classicism, 
but i s a secret, a creative healing primitive force, a revelation of the 
divine, fhe dedication of nature is raised to its olimtwc by Wordsworth; 
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a\s be himself says that he found Ms creed not In the Bible but In 
nature* 
In the second sonnet Wordsworth complains against those who 
have no appreciation for nature* 
"The world Is too much with us; late and soon, 
Getting and spending ,we lay waste our powers t 
little we see in JTatuwe that is ours? 
We have given our hearts away* a sordid boon 
Oils Sea that bares her bosom to the stoonf 
She winds that will be howling at all hours. 
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowersj 
For this, for everything, we ware out of tune* 
It moves us not-* Great God I I'd rather be 
A Pagan suckled In a creed outworn} 
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea, 
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn f 
Save sight of Proteus rising from the sea} 
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn* 
(xxxm) 
She principal theme of the sonnet is indeed the lamentation about the 
fact that we have given ourselves up to the noisy world with its 
Influences and distractions, diversions and waste our energies there 
and have no more feeling for nature, above all for the divine forces 
in nature, In connection with which Wordsworth^ lets Proteus and 
Triton stand here as personified forces of the one divine natural 
Being for the latter itself (the divine natural Being)* It is for 
him a very Important desire, for In the ninth line he gets excited 
"It moves us not — Great God I" a»d he finally would rather be brought 
up In an Impotent and obsolete pagan creed (for) then he would possess 
Sonnet XXXIII She world is too much with us (Misc.Sonnets Fart X) 
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* greater inner readiness to absorb the wonderful and the divine in 
nature as he now seems lost in the profane and lifeless nature. Words-
worth perhaps means that alongwith the diversion through the world,an 
intellectual outlook is guilty of this lack of appreciation for nature 
and that there is greater proximity of a pagan belief to the primordial 
and the natural-hence the man who professes this creed has a sensitive 
sense for the divine in nature. As nature bears the divine character, 
mi man who is next to nature stands against — as above — next to the 
divine* Only it is not here the child or the man leading a simple life, 
but the pagan, who living in a primitive stage of civilization and 
professing a natural religion, is nearer to nature in her divine re-
lationship. For the rest the poet's yearning for Pagan religion must 
not be literally understood -• otherwise he would have not attributed 
(the Adj.) MoutwornM to the "creed" of the pagan, but out of the momen-
tary seal and desire to emphasize unequivocally the value of the sight 
of nature. In line 5-7 two beautiful pictures produce the consciousness 
of living nature. One is that of the sea baring her bosom to the moon 
end the other is that of the calm of the moon light. 
The sonnet "Upon Westminster Bridge" shows to what heights 
Wordsworth raised the sonnet descriptive of nature. 
Earth has not anything to show more fairs 
Bull would he be of soul who could pass by 
A sight so touching in its majesty* 
This City now doth, like a garment wear 
The beauty of the morning)silent,bare, 
Ships,towers,domes,theatres,and temples lie 
Open unto the fields,and to the skyj 
All bright and glittering in the smokeless air 
Never did sun more beautifully steep 
In his first splendour,valley,rock,or hill| 
Ne'er saw I,never felt,a calm so deep I 
The river glideth at his own sweet willt 
Dear God! the very houses seem asleep} 
And all that mighty heart is lying still t (mm) r -
Bonnet XXXVI Composed uponHWeatminster Bridge" (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
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la this unrivalled sonnet written on his wear to France in 1802 
Wordsworth's feelings of ecstasy over the morning freshness and purity 
of meadows contrast with the foggy atmosphere and ceaseless bustle 
during the day tine. The poet im struck by the silence of the dawn 
and feels sorry for those who do not feel exalted at this beauty. The 
sonnet records a moment of vision in which Wordsworth for once is 
able to achieve a satisfactory ordering of the complexities of the 
city, This is made possible by the silence of the morning and by the 
poet's freedom from involvement in the labyrinths of the town* From 
the river the city is seen not only as confusion of houses* but as a 
complex scene which can be ordered by the human mind. It is seen as 
something silent, grand* and everlasting and lulled in sleep* The 
first lines record the rousing of the imagination and the whole scene 
is unrolled with the help of personifications which is different from 
that of Gray and Collins* The pictures of things like ships* towers* 
domes* theatres and temples given most economically are seen not as 
individual things ell shining in the smokeless air but alsoAa part of 
a garment worn by the city as an organic living being with "mighty 
heart" from which t»» life 1 B spread through the whole nation* The 
nature pictures of the valley* rocks and hills bathed In the glorious 
light of the rising sun and of the river Thames flowing at its sweet 
will are very beautiful that move the poet and expresses the poet's 
mood at peace and calm which the poet so dearly and deeply loved. 
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Thus, there is no mere cataloguing or listing as we find in many early 
poems of Wordsworth . His nature stands toy the side of man as was the 
Case with many 19th centuryc romantio poets as that of Seats * His 
attitude is exactly in conformity with the 19th century swing of 
interest towards wild,sublime,natural forms of mountains and oceans 
whose obscurity, greatness and infinity could he described as beyond 
human conception hut amidst which the human figure is eminent* In the 
sonnets published in the volume of 180? nature appears not as something 
sinister»grand and powerful as in (Che Prelude tut as a source of pleasure, 
comfort and delight* 
The feeling of elation is expressed in sonnet XI of part IX 
when the poet is bewitched by the 'tempting with groves in the sea* 
hut with a subdued feeling of melancholy. He writes! 
We should forget them; they are of the sky, 
And from our earthly memory fade away. 
And he imagines the Indian citadel and temple of Greece which will 
fade away with* the fall of shades of the evening. 
1. the cock is crowing, 
the stream is flowing 
She small birds twitter, 
The lake doth glitter, 
The green field sleeps^in the sun) 
She oldest and the yougest 
Are at work with the strongest | 
She cattle are grazing, 
Their heads are raising) 
They are forty feeding like one* 
2. Keats statement "Scenery is fine but human nature is finef. 
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PABT * III General Sonnets In Miscellaneous Series 
Among the general sonnets In the Miscellaneous Series are Included 
the sonnets addressed to Sleep,Ship,Kanoy* Antiquities,Cloisters, and 
Portraits hut Important among them are those which contain a criticism 
of public life which was growing materialistic and Impious, Many of 
them tell us about the poet's growth end two of them are written in 
defence of the sonnet form* These sonnets cover a period over fifty 
years* Sonnet XI shows us the poet remembering an Indian oitadel,Greek 
temple and a tower expressing silent rapture at the time of sun-set with 
which the heavenly scenes also fade away* Sonnets X H , XIII, XI? are 
addressed to Sleep in whioh the poet likens sleep to a fly that flies 
over the fretful river* Be knows that it is addressed by many as 
"Dear bosom child" and "Balm that tames all anguish" and NSaint that 
evil thought and alms takest away", but the poet does not get it when 
he wants it. Be knows the importance of sleep before which the "Wealth 
of moroing,, Is nothing and so he concludes t 
Come blessed barrier between day and day, 
Bear mother of fresh thoughts and joyous health. 
(XIV) 
The sonnet XXXI speaks of the lnqulsitlveness of the poet to know whither 
the ship is bound without caring for the tropic suns and the polar snow* 
Sonnet XXXII was singled out by Wordsworth himself for he took the ship's 
coming in his view as representing the sudden unimpeded onrush of poetio 
inspiration. It tells us about the process of his poetic IgQp&etti&sn 
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XX Composed a f t e r a journey a c r o s s t h e Hambleton H i l l s , T o r s h i r e 
1602 (IH.BC.Sonnets Part I ) 
XII To Sleep 180f (Misc.Sonnets Part i ) 
XHI To Sleep 180/ CMiso.Sonnets Part ij 
XHT So S leep 180? (Miso .Sonnets Part l ) 
XIX There i s pleasure in poetic pains 1827 (Misc.Sonnets Part H) 
XXXI To t h e sh ip 18C7 (Misc .Sonnets Part i ) 
XXXII To t h e s h i p 1807 (Misc .Sonnets Part I ) 
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creation* When the poet oast his eyes on the sea sprinkled with ships, 
his mind started floating up and down among them in a kind of dreamy 
indifference. It is in this state that he sees the object - a ship 
which may be said to come on a mission of the poetic spirit, His mind 
'wantons with grateful joy1 in the exercise of its own powers and lore 
of its own creation. 
"Ehls ship to all the rest I did prefer" 
because 
"Where she acmes*the wind must stir" 
and then concludes 
wCh went she and due north her journey took" 
and then the poet's mind rests . 
Irom Wordsworth1 s letter to Lady Beaumont for a piece of critical analysis. 
1* "I am represented in the sonnet as casting my eyes over the sea 
sprinkled with a multitude of ships,like the heavens with stars, 
my mind may be supposed to float up and down among them in a kind 
of dreamy indifference All at once,while I am in this state, 
comes forth an object, an individual and my mind, sleepy and 
unfixed, as awakened and fastened in a moment , the ship 
in the sonnet may be said to come on a mission of the poetic 
spirit.•».,.% mind wantons with grateful joy in the exercise of 
its own powers, and, loving its own creation. 
This ship to all the rest I did prefer,making her a sovereign 
or a regent, and thus giving body and life to all the rest, 
mingling up this idea with fondness and praise 
Where she oomes the winds must stirf and concluding the whole with 
On went She and due north her journey took. Thus taking up 
again the Beadex with whom I began*..............and inviting him 
to rest his mind as mine is resting." 
Quoted in Mary Moorman's A Biography.The late years 1805*1850 Page 26 
Ecom Middle years 1 JQ1 Page 129 CF Baalitt's description of 
Wordsworth*s mannerr of talking about his poetry in 'The Spirit Of 
The Age.* 
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W» is reminded in sonnet XXII of the good old day* when "Matrons and 
Sires" without oaring for the Christmas snow or Easter winds went to 
the Scupltured stall out of devotional fervour,and regrets the% decay 
of such piety in his own times* 
WEAK is the will of Man, his judgment blind} 
Bemembrance persecutes,and Hope betraysj 
Heavy ie woei and joy, for human - kind, 
A Mournful thing,so transient is the blazeI 
In sonnet 71 the poet moralises in the vein of the 16th century poets. 
fie draws a lesson from the slowly sinking star that, while man struggles 
with fate for health, power and glory, life loses its brightness which 
it cannot regain as the other does. 
••••••••••*•••••»..»•••«•••«*•«•••and our state, 
In this,how different,lost Star,from thine, 
That no to-morrow shall our beams restore1 
(VI) 
So the poet advises in sonnet V to utilise the "Fair Prime of Life" in 
pursuing the path of steep ascent and lofty aim. fie asks the man to 
shun that joy which slights this idea. Many sonnets record his 
feelings amidst different situations. Sonnet XI contains the tumult 
of the poet's soul due to the fierce oold wind shivering 8s* to the 
core and the poet taking 'an asure disk — shield of tranquility • for 
providential goodness. 
XXII Decay of Poetry 1827 (Misc.sonnets Part I) 
XXX? Weak is the will of Man 1815 (Mifc. Sonnets Part I) 
VI I watch and long have wartejkd 1819 (Misc.Sonnets Part II) 
V Pair Prime of Idfel 1827 (MIBO. Sonnets Part II) 
X? Composed during a storm 1819 (Misc.Sonnets Part n ) 
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Sonnet X V H I notes the poet's reaction to adverse public 
criticism of the style and matter of Peter Bell* In sonnet 711 he 
recapitulates hie boating when all memories and hopes crowded his 
fancy while his own true love was seated by his side. He regrets 
that natural object like cloud,grove,and sky do not find place in 
human heart* She most important among the miscellaneous sonnets are 
the sonnets on sonnet itself* They are sonnets No. II and I taken 
up for discussion in previous chapters. In sonnet XXVII he talks 
of poetic inspiration suddenly seizing him till he has expressed 
himself fully* Wordsworth does not favour the idea of a poet's 
growth according to certain rules and regulations. Be firmly 
believes that the poet's growth cannot be through a formal mould 
but from "its own divine vitality"!. He writes* 
How does the Meadow-flower its bloom unfold? 
Because the lovely little flower is free 
Down to its root,and,in that freedom,bold; 
•tod so the grandeur of the Forest-tree 
Comes not by casting in a formal, mould, 
But from its own divine vitality^ 
' <xx?n) 
A poet can grow in untroubled peace and concord and not necessarily 
in wars,conflicts, struggles and afflictions. This is the theme of 
sonnet Till* 2fc sonnet XL7I he bemoans the encroachment of Eailways 
1* Keats also said that poetry must come like leaves to 
a tree and Coleridge also held the idea of the organic 
growth of unilgr. 
XXTH A Poet! He both put his heart (Misc.Sonnets Part H i ) 
1842 
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on the seclusion and beauty of the vild mountains. Sonnets XLVII and 
XliVin axe memorable as the last vord of a fighter in an unending 
struggle, The poet deplores the vreok and ruin brought about and 
i 
praises the constructive role of nature , 
That Nature takes ,her counter-work pursuing* 
See how her ivy clasps the sacred Bain, 
Fall to prevent or beautify decay; 
Andion the mouldered walls,how bright,how gay/ 
The flowers in pearly dews their bloom renewing! 
Thanks to the plaoe#blessing upon the houxi 
Even as X speak the rising Sun's first smile 
Gleams on the grass - crowned top of yon tall Tower, 
Whose cawing occupants with joy proclaim 
Prescriptive title to the shattered pile, 
Where,Cavendish,thine seems nothing but a name! 
(xmi) 
Sonnet XLVII At furnese Abbey 1845 (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
XLTIII At furness Abbey 164$ (Misc.Sonnets Part III) 
IX Eetirement 182? (Misc.Sonnets Part II ) 
1. See "Tables Turned" 
IMittEBT AND TECMIflDE Hf TBE SCKHET8 Of WOEDSITOflTH 
A study of Wordsworth's sonnets shows that aymbols,metaphors 
and similes eroae and re-crosa. A greater number of imagee are 
from nature and a leaser number from nan mad* atruoturea. latural 
images for Ma include forest, trees, the meadows, the flower, the 
whale, the birds, the inaeota, the stars, the mountains and water* 
Wordsworth's hunger for freedom finds In the elements of nature ita 
"objective co-relative"* $o him the oak tree, the happy redbreast, 
the undaunted thrush* the soaring lark, the rowing bee, the majestic 
eagle are the symbols of freedom. ' She free l i f e of wild duck 
present* a contrast to human l ife* She redbreast, the cuckoo and 
the thrush represent free l i f e and unmixed joy* The shrill erf of 
the cuokoo i s associated with the advent of the spring, with the 
sunshine and the flowers. Its thrilling voice call* up for the 
poet the golden time of Ms youth when he was full of hope. He 
wishes to carol like the thrush because the bird f i l l s the sky with 
his ecatasy. Ita song provides the poet a symbol of Ms own* "Hark'. 
' t i s the Thrush, undaunted, undepreat*. She bird in Wordsworth's 
aonneta symbolises both freedom and confinement. 2h sonnet H I 
part % the poet compares himself to a "bird/whose vernal ooverts 
winter hath laid bare". Wature cherishes man's freedom, as the 
poet assures imprisoned Touseaint L'ouverturet 
"Shorn hast left behind 
Powers that will work for thee} air,earth and ekiest 
fhere i s not a breathing of the common wind 
That « iU forget theef" 
(Part I • mi) 
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Vina, air, breese-all three elements of nature bring freedom and 
as the «|ad It free, to are the water* of the earth and also the 
sunshine. In 'Michael' the ton Sake •hall pottos the lend "a» fret 
at tho wind/that passes over it*1. 
Water alto haa the symbolic Value for Wordsworth. It i t a 
symbol in 'Duddon Series'; In 'Eeoletiastieal Seriea' i t i t * *»ta» 
phor. She Sadden tannetB though directly written about the river 
are indireetly about the poet himself* Be tumt to the Duddon11 
atory in relief* The river dearly, provides the image for the flow 
Of poetry i tself . She Sadden't function "to heal and to rettore/Sb 
soothe and cleanse, not madden and pollute J sounds remarlcebly like 
Wordsworth's own ideal for himself as a poet* She river's "Bright 
liquid mansion* which endure when "solidities of aortal pride* have 
orumbled remind one of the mansions of verse that i s also a trans* 
parent veil* Besides, behind the image of the river's birth and 
growth i s the parallel birth and growth of human l i f e in general* 
the river i s "a chila of the clouds" whose foster mother i s the 
earth* It i t a "cradled nursling" with dear voloe which grows into 
"a brook of load and stately march". The stepping stones across i t 
"might seem a aone/ohoaen for ornaaent", the unison of the river 
and i t s tributary stream i s deeorlbed in. terns suitably, for human 
marriage| the river's advance suggests the mingling of the soul 
with eternity. 80 etrogg i t the suggestion of human l i f e that the 
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river la the sonnet sequent* is oalled 'Leader' and 'Wanderer'. But 
while man is born, grows» and perishes* the river, unlike him, ig 
like the ever developing race of man* It is alio an iwntability 
symbol. Soman life seen against the permanence of nature is trans-
it ory* 
Still glides the Steeaa, end will abide j 
Ihe Form remains,the Junction never dies? 
While we, the brave,the mighty,end the wise* 
We Men, who in our morn of youth defied 
She elements* must Yanishf - he it sot 
(XXXVf) 
Water images also occur outside the Buddon series* Bat they are 
less central end occur usually not as a symbol hut as a metaphor. 
Water appears as a vehicle for the current of emotion, for the 
stream of l i f e end time, end for the streams of liberty end religion. 
Water i s a natural image for emotion and since feeling i s basic 
to l i f e , so *3jss23y as his natural image for l i f e itself* She eoans; 
"Brook, whose society the poet seeks* makes water a pure l i f e 
symbol altogether divorced from human nature* 
It seems the Sternal Soul i s clothed la thee 
With purer robes then those of flesh and blood, 
Aa^hath bestowed on thee a safer good} 
ftxwearied Joy, and l i f e without i t s esres* 
<iaso»JPart 3X - XXXX) 
The running stream Is also a symbol of liberty to Wordsworth, la 
Sigland In en Atmosphere of freedom, the brooks oould trickle 
gently* 3h olimates of tyranny and confinement nature needed to 
•hake her liberty-loving f i s t more dramatically ae l e clear from 
the sonnet "To the Torrent at the Devil's Bridge,Worth Wales,1824*« 
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In the famous sonnet "Thought of a Briton on the subjugation of 
Switzerland" however the poet does not as usual equate liberty with 
water as free elements of nature. The mighty voices of mountain 
torrent thundering down the Swiss Alps and the oeeam bellowing from 
the rooky shore of Britain are not themselves the vocaliEation of 
liberty) rather they are the tenor whom the high souled Maid so 
rejoiced to hear that she had taken up joint residence in the two 
temples of song. In sonnet XXIX part X Miscellaneous the friend 
speaks to his friend; 
*•• , . , • we must run glittering like the brook 
In the open sunshine,or we are unblest", 
The freedom of Britain in sonnet XVI of Fart X i s compared to the 
flood, which has flowed from antiquity} 
w
 with pomp of waters,unwithstood, 
Boused though It be full often to a mood 
Which spurns the check of salutary bards, 
That this most famous stream in bags and sands 
Should perlshf" 
In "Ecclesiastical Sonnets" the water imagery i s used for the 
development of the ohuroh with such frequency that water sounds 
as an undercurrent even where i t Is not mentioned. Here the 
Image seems completely arbitrary! 
X, WHD accompanied with faithful pace 
Cerulean Duddon from i t s cloud-fed spring, 
And love with spirit ruled by his to sing 
Of mountain-ouiet and boon nature's grace» 
X, who essayed the nobler Stream to trace 
Of Liberty, and smote the plauslve string 
f i l l the checked torrent,proudly triumphing 
Won for herself a lasting resting-place f 
Now seek upon the heights of Time the source 
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Of 3DLT RIVER, on whose banks ate found 
Sweet pastoral flowers, and laurels that have orowned 
fall of the unworthy brow of lawless forcej 
And, for delight of him who tracks its coarse* 
Immortal amaranth and palms abound* 
(Eoeleaiaatical X) 
|n tracing the ecclesiastical history, the poet is tracing the 
history of liberty. In the end of the series the "Hiring waters" 
lead to *the eternal city *• built/Fear the perfeoted spirits of tha 
just*. The water is one of the frequently employed vehicles of 
thought r the use of sixties and metaphors make the symbolic meaning 
of the river more explicit. It is a constant image dominating in 
fhe Prelude* sounding more faintly in The Excursion, fooal in tha 
Duddon aeries providing a frame of reference for the Eoolesiastioal 
Sonnets*' 
She image of cloud also recurrently occurs in his poetry. 
Wordsworth had studied clouds — all ita moods and forms — loose, 
packed, luminous, or gloomy and recreated his vision to reveal natures 
own free life* Xhey are solitary, majestic, imperial and as sever* 
ign as the individual soul* 2he poet "Wandered lonely as a cloud", 
*&d *" %hs Prelude "Stupendous clouds" join the free elements of 
nature engaging in give and take with "breeses and aoft airs". 2n 
sonnet five of part XI the image of the cloud and the star (the 
latter also being a symbol of liberty to Wordsworth) occurs against 
the back ground of slavery and tyranny! 
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CLOUDS, lingering yet, extend in solid bars 
Through the grey west} and lot these waters,steeled 
By breeaseless air to smoothest polish,yleld 
A vivid repetition of the stars} 
Jove, Venus, and the ruddy erest of Mars 
Amid his fellows beauteously revealed 
At happy distance from earth's groaning field, 
Where ruthless mortals wage incessant wars. 
Is it a mirror? - or the nether Sphere 
Opening to view the abyss in which she feeds 
Her own oalm fires? - Bat list*, a voloe is near} 
Great Pan himself low-whispering through the reads 
'Be thankful, thou} for, if unholy deeds 
Ravage the world, tranquillity is hereI * 
(Fart II - V) 
In sonnet "MiltonJ 1!hou shouldest be living at this hour" Milton's 
soul is like a star) his voice is like that of sea} his soul is as 
pure, majestic and free as the naked heavens* The poet wishes 
liberty to come in sonnet of part II through the ohains of Alps, 
elemental snows, woods, oaves, hanging clouds, green vales, and 
herdman's bower — all natural symbols of liberty, and not through 
or over the cities or metropolis — the symbols of slavery, confi-
nement and bondage. In sonnet "To the High Land Girl at Look Lomond1 
free in her rural life and with the freedom of a mountaineer,the 
poet singst 
Thou art to me but as wave 
Of the old sea" 
Thus the hills, rivers and stars play a symbolic role in his sonnets. 
Like water, man made structures are also a constantly emplo-
yed vehicle though the character of the structure alters as the 
character of water cannot. Among the structures ruined castle, 
palace, church and chapels are important to mention. The ruined 
oastle first appears in "The Fragment of a Gothic tale" wherein the 
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eaatl* is the scene of meditated murder. The ruin of Stonehenge last 
"Ouilt cad Sorrow* cad the rained chapel end deserted ohepel in "Eh* 
Borderers" ere further developments. Both record man's capacity for 
barbarism* later on the ruined structures lose their nanstrcusness 
but reaain linked with aortal disasters as in "She White Dove". In 
later poetry it tends to aerge with the religious structure cud to 
he softened by the healing growth of nature* The silence of nature 
has settled over the ruins of Fort Fuentes. fhe lisard end the green* 
guilded snake cud the Mrd now dwell* Time often a destroyer is 
called kind in sonnet "Composed among Bains of a castle in Forth 
Wales"• She ruined structures in later poetry are. however* for the 
most part siaply occasions for description or meditation as in the 
sonnets "Zona on to lona" and "Among the Ruins of a convent in the 
Apennines" and "At Fumess Abbey"* 
The church, a religious structure, heoomes a freouent vehicle 
in the poetry after The Eg cure! on. It is a reminder of spiritual 
life and a symbol of permanence against the transitoriness of human 
life* Wordsworth is seeking a house that can not pass away* It 
reminds the poet of divine thoughts -Against the imperaanenoe of 
human existence in which "all things swerve/from their known course, 
or vanish like a dream" against the "transient thing/The human soul* 
*$he ohuroh reminds man that this is not a perishable home" (Eccl-
esiastical sonnets fart 2 •» XII, XVI, fart III * XI?) fht sonnet 
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"Composed in Eoslin chapel during a storm* links the religious struc-
ture with the life of nature. The poet listens to the wind and marks 
the herbs growing In the chapel among the sculptures, 
• That, green - grown. 
Copy their beauty more and more and preach, 
Though mute, of all things blending into one. 
The sonnet "A place of Burial in the south of Scotland" where the 
ohurch Itself has vanished makes the whole earth a church for the 
neighbouring thickets ring with jubilate from the choirs of spring. 
The church generally is the image of imperishability in' Ecoleslasti-
cal Sonnets though it is sometimes tainted with mortality. HThe 
tower sublime/of yesterday" that drops before "the unimaginable touch 
of time" is the image of mutability (Part III.XXXIV). Even mansions 
and temples ere like structures that appear as symbols In his sonnets. 
Historically considered Wordsworth as a technician follows the 
Petrarchan model though he frequently deviates from it. His sonnets 
coincide with the MLltonlc sonnet* He re-installed the Italian sonnet, 
in English poetry after a long period of disuse after Milton. An 
Italian sonnet shows a defined bifurcation through the arrangement of 
rhyme and content. In the first eight lines the thought develops 
gradually to a climax and then after a sharp Caesura after the so 
called Volte reaches its illuminating and harmonious conclusion in 
the last six lines of the sestet. A measured inner harmony between 
the Octave and the sestet is essential. The above rhyme pattern is 
very rigid. It permits only two rhymes in the Octave &A three rhy-
mes at the most in the sestet. The standard artistic form of the 
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Italian sonnet has, however* bracketed pairs of rhyme in the octave 
and often In the sestet also* Hence the rhyme pattern is* abba, abba 
ode, cdo or ode cde in the sestet* Though Wordsworth follows genera-
lly the Petrarchan rhyme scheme, he does not bind himself to it. He 
makes frequent deviations* He writes in the Italian traditional 
measure or in varieties of his own invention* Many a time he breaks 
the two tercets into three couplets though his octave discourages 
the thought division into two fuatrains whioh he infrequently does. 
Be even produces such oddities as in the sonnets *A Place of Burial 
in the South of Scotland" 
Part fenced by man,part by a rugged steep a 
That curbs a foaming brook,a Grave-yard lies} b 
fhe hare's best couohing-place for fearless sleepf a 
Which moonlit elves,far seen by credulous eyes, b 
Ihter in dance* Of church,or sabbath ties, b 
Ho vestige now remains jyet thither creep a 
Bereft Ones,and in lowly anguish weep a 
Their prayers out to the wind and naked skies* b 
Proud tomb is none? but rudely-sculptured knights, o 
s^r humble choice of plain old times,are seen d 
Level with earth among the hillocks greeni d 
Union not sad,when sunny daybreak smites o 
The spangled turf, and neighbouring thickets ring • 
With Jubilate from the choirs of spring J e 
and in the sonnet "Scorn not the Sonnet. '.. H the rhyme 
scheme isi abba, acoa, ded, dff and many such instances may 
be multiplied. 
In general he feels free to extend the practice of 
Ell ton who, in one essential, departs from the Florentine master* 
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Milton while keeping the orthodox rhyme divisions allows volte 
— the break in grammar and thought which form the pivot of the 
poem — to fall beyond the close of the eighth line. Wordsworth 
justifies this violation on the part of Milton in his letter to 
Dyce in 1855 thust 
*Xt would seem that the sonnet, like every other 
legitimate composition, ought to have a beginning, 
a middle, and an end| in other words, to consist 
of three parts, like the three propositions of a 
syllogism, if such an Illustration may be used. 
Alt the frame of the metre adopted by the Italians 
does not accord with this view} and, as adhered to 
by them, it seems to be, if not arbitrary, best 
fitted to a division of the sense into two parts, 
of eight and six lines each* Milton, however, has 
not submitted to this} in the better half of his 
sonnets the sense does not close with the rhyme 
at eighth line, but overflows into the second 
portion of the metre. Now, it has struck me that 
this is not done merely to gratify the ear by 
variety and freedom of sonnd,but also to aid in 
giving that pervading sense of intense unity in 
which the excellence of the sonnet has always 
seemed to me mainly to consist. Instead of looking 
at this composition as a piece of architecture, 
making a whole out of three parts, Z have been much 
in the habit of preferring the image of an . 
orbicular body, *— a sphere, or a dew drop* 
From this it can easily be deduced that Wordsworth prefers the 
spherical sonnet whose content develops continuously to the rigid 
bifurcation of the Italian sonnet. He thinks of unity not in 
terms of a solid structure but of a liquid form — a dew drop, 
whose surface tension delicately contains the expanding life within 
it. What attraots Wordsworth in Milton's sonnets is their fluidity, 
1. James A.W.Haffermsn^ Wordsworth,* s theory of Poetry pjL. 174-75 • 
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their expanding life* their rounded wholeness. Instead of 
constructing two distinct sections, Milton Makes octave overflow 
into sestet. He thereby fuses the two and creates within the 
sonnet a pervading sense of intense unity, Wordsworth less 
ponderous than Milton creates spheres and ellipses heavier 
than dew drops* however pointed. (Che sonnet beginning with 
"Milton I thou shouldst be living at this hour" divides at eighth 
line* with the turn of thought also after the sixth line* after 
the eleventh and within the thirteenth. Heavy internal pauses 
thrust the weight from line to line. Ihe several series of three, 
four and five elements roll into each otheri 
"•••• .alt$r* sword and pen, 
Hreside, the heroic wealth of hall and bower", 
In this and several similar sonnets the 'obicular body' Is a 
moving constellation of slowly revolving stars * In the sonnets 
of this class* the dew-drop contains — often literally — the 
roar of the sea. In Wordsworth's best sonnets before 1815* des-
pite his customary delicacy of metaphor, the unity he ascribes 
to Eyce comes to us as if in a ball of knitted cordftge. It is a 
unity of continuous feeling. On a minute analysis of the rhyme 
scheme of many sonnets* it is evident that he deviates very often 
and is very careless in execution. In sonnets beginning with 
"Cnce did she hold the gorgeous East in fee" and MBapt above 
earth by power of one fair face" the first line is separated 
by a rather marked pause and sets forth the subject and tone of the 
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whole poem, fie often varies the position of the break. He 
displaces the Volte* In the octave his favourite forms-are the 
permitted onesi abba abba but in the later series the Irregular 
form abba aoca and Its variants become very abundant and in the 
sestet the scheme &dc, dcd ode cdej and cde dee are well repre-
sented. The octave of the sonnet "Scorn not the sonnet! critic 
you have frowned*1 is based cm three rhymes. There is no octave 
pause or sestet turn and the sestet gives the sense of the 
Shakespearean scheme. The sonnet "Nuns fret not at their 
convent*a narrow room" follows the Petrarchan rhyme scheme, abba, 
abba, cdd cod.The octave has two rhymes which are related through 
interlocking* The sestet also has two rhymes* though in an 
unusual arrangement of course. It does not obviously end with a 
couplet. The Bonnet also has a Volte* 1ft the first part he gives 
example, In the second part he draws a moral and applies it to 
his case. But this Volte is not there where it ought to be 
according to the rigid Italian pattern i.e., after the eighth 
line. It falls after the seventh line. The bifurcation of the 
rhymes does not thereby coincide with that of the content* He 
often displaces Volte, some-times in the middle and sometimes it 
is absent altogether. Ibr instance, in the sonnet "The world is 
too BBich with us" the Volte is missing between the octave and the 
sestet, though the rhyme pattern of the sonnet corresponds to tie 
standard form of the Italian sonneti abba abba, cdo dcd. The poet 
eaploys two rhymes each. The content bifurcation is in the nlneth 
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line but it is difficult to call it Volte because the real change 
of theme or continuation to a new direction is not there* It is 
more a higher degree of intensity with which the theme of the 
first line is continued and brought to the conclusion. For the 
absence of Volte the poet's description of nature is not responsible 
because nature covers only a few lines of the sonnet and in the 
sestet he does not describe but reflects* The other sonnet 
"It is beauteous evening calm and free" seems at first to follow 
the Italian rhyme scheme * It has a Volte and this bifurcation 
of content coincides with the bifurcation of rhyme in contrast to 
the sonnet "Runs fret not at their convent's narrow room? It lies 
between the octave and the sestet but here too, Wordsworth takes 
liberty in the rhyme pattern* The octave has three rhymes abba 
acca in contrast to the Italian sonnet, which has two rhymes. 
Thus he allows variation without adhering rigidly* There are 
sonnets in which many 3n^artietic varieties are clearly seen* 
Wordsworth's skill in breaking up the individual lines is great 
and studied. 2h many of the great achievements In this kind, the 
line is left unbroken and is felt to be continuous and unitary. 
But at times there is a rapid, choppy and certainly agitated 
emotion, affected by shifting of pauses, as heret 
England hath need of theet / she is a fen. 
Of stagnat waters I / alter, sword and pen, 
Fireside,/ 
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or in the poem to his dead daughter Catherine* where there is 
a wonderful correspondency of the rhymhm with the far once half 
unnerved word, and where his normal divisions of the poem are 
shaken and shifted by the cross-current of sharp feelings t 
"Surprise by joy/impatient as the wind 
I turned to share the transport/ohl with whoa 
But thee,/deep buried in the silent tomb M 
It seems that he was determined to set up for later sonneteers 
the highest possible standard of imperfection* In one of his 
sonnets on sonnet imperfection seems to be accepted' as a creeds 
SCOKn not the sonnet} Critio,you have frowned, a 
landless of its just honours | with this key b 
Shakespeare unlocked his heart; the melody b 
Of this small lute gave ease to Petrarch's wound} a 
A thousand times this pipe did Tasso sound} a 
With it Camoens soothed an exile's grief} c 
The sonnet glittered a gay myrtle leaf c 
Amid the cypress with which Dante crowned a 
His visionary browi a glow-worm lamp, d 
It cheered mild Spenser, called from faery-land e 
To struggle through dark ways} and when a damp d 
Fell round the path of Milton,in hit hand d 
The Thing became a trumpet} whence he blew f 
Soul-animating strains-alas, too few! f 
This sonnet is definitely a work of a wanton, defiant or perfuntory 
teachnician — a sonnet with a bastard $atrarchan oetave or three 
rhymes, without octave pause or sestet turn. In short. It is 
a fourteen-line poem which is structurally not a sonnet and has 
a very lame ending* The views in the second sonnet I 
HXWS fret at their convent's narrow room} A 
And hermits are contented with their cells} b 
And students with their pensive citadels, b 
Maids at the wheel, the weaver at his loom, a 
Sit blithe and happy} bees that scar for bloom, a 
High as the highest Peak of Fumess-fells, b 
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Will murmur by the hour in foxglove bellst b 
In truth the prison, unto which we doom a 
Ourselves, no prison 1st and hence for me o 
In eunday moods, 'twas pastime to be bound d 
Within the Sonnet's scanty plot of ground; • d 
Pleased if some Souls (for such there needs must be)o 
Who have felt the weight of too much liberty* o 
Should find brief solace there, as I have found. d 
can be considered edifying* If he had wished, he would have 
composed sonnets on the Petrarchan model as he has in the 
following sonnet t 
"With ships the sea was sprinkled far and nigh 
Like stars in heaven,and joyously it showedj 
Some lying fast at anchor in the road, 
Some veering up and down, one knew not why* 
A goodly Tessel did I then espy 
Come like a giant from a haven broad; 
And lustily elaag the bay she strode, 
Her tackling rich, and of apparel high. 
This ship was nought to me,nor I to her* 
let I pursued her with a Lover*s look? 
This Ship to all the rest did I prefer. 
When will she turn, and whither? she will brook 
No tarrying j where she comes the winds must stiri 
On went She, and due north her journey took. 
In this sonnet he indicates the break dearly and attains a 
harmonious balance but his practice shows that he did not care for 
the rules of the form. Be has sonnets to his credit of every 
conceivable shape and make* There are sonnets with $etrarchan 
and pseudo-ftetrarchan octaves and Shakesperean and pseudo 
v Shakesperean sestets. We have semi**pattexnal rhymes in cy,ly,ty. 
Many sonnets show perpetual overflow or underflow of octave 
content or sonnets with one, two or three sound lines in them or 
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no more or sonnets lull of Italics or full of capital letters. 
Thus as a technician he is the chief est of sinners. His sonnets 
seldom seem to be perfect excepting by accident as in "With ships 
the sea was sprinkled far and nigh" * A bom sonneteer Wordsworth 
is most careless in sonnet structure* His sins against the sonnet 
literature steep him to the lips. 
But all this is to judge Wordsworth by laws and rules 
which he never cared for. In his pronouncement! 
A POET I - He hath put his heart to school, 
Nor dares to move unpropped upon the staff 
Which Art hath lodged within his hand — must laugh 
By precept only, and shed tears by rule. 
Thy Art be Nature} the live current quaft, 
And let the groveller sip his stagnant pool, 
In fear that else, when Critics grave and cool 
Hage killed him, Scom should write his epitaph* 
How does the Meadow-flower it is bloom unfold? 
Because the lovely little flower is free 
Down to its root, and, in that freedom bold} 
And so the grandeur of the Forest-tree 
Comes, not by casting in a formal mould, 
But form its own divine vitality* 
he condemns formalism and hits upon the whole truth with regard 
to the sonnet, namely, that it comes not by casting in a formal 
mould but from its own •vitality* • It was this 'divine vitality* 
which made a sonnet writer of Wordsworth* He wrote naturally and 
inevitably in the sonnet form because he had a measure of genius 
second to that of no poet in the hierarchy, but fce wanted to be 
free**, in other words, not to take trouble over the accomplishment 
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of form, to throw "Art" and legislation to winds whenever the 
smallest difficulty presented itself* We venture to assert that 
due to this "divine vitality", this sonnet proves, he knew that 
sonnet must be written if great poetry is to be written* Ha knew 
that as often as not, when he had anything noble to say, he was 
impelled, and for that matter compelled, to say it in sonnet form* 
He knew that when his poetical breath was taken by some unusual 
realisation of grace or beauty and his spirit was illumined with 
the light that never was on sea or land, or strrred with emotions 
which lie too deep for tears, a sonnet took birth* When he thought 
of his high task, he turned to the sonnet as naturally and inevi-
tably as he turned to language and metre* Be wrote "Poems of fancy.1 
"Poems of the imagination" , "Poems founded on the affection" , and 
"Poems of the naming of places" , and so forth $ but for the big 
Wordsworth, the brooding, meditative, serious, adoring, and clim-
bing soul of him, he wrote sonnets* Withal, however, he must 
have liberty. No putting of the heart to school for him} no 
laughing by precept or shedding tears by rule} no terror of rule* 
of -thumb critics} no fear of their critical scorn. He defied all 
strict sonnet rules* We do not believe that Wordsworth ever 
strove for a sonnet* We cannot find a single effort of his in 
which conscientious art, whether for art's make or anybody's else, 
shows his deliberate and careful attention. Even in his finest 
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achievements the thing is done without conscious effort* It is 
the poet discharging hie poetry "in tranquillity". It runs into 
the mould of itself, and if it cosies out perfect, so ranch the 
better; but if it comes out imperfect, as nine times out of ten 
it does* there is no clipping or Shiselling, no finishing or 
polishing* Furthermore, if the mould sage or leaks or is out 
of shape, it oust sag and leak and be out of shape. The 
straightening or patching up of moulds is no job for the free 
man with metal, some of it pure gold, and all of it golden in 
streaks* Only those people who have no gold to run of need be 
particular about their moulds and careful to go over the cooled 
casting* 
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Wordsworth's poetio career spans over f i f t y years* Iron 
1787 to I846 he composed 523 sonnets, 66 form the l iberty group 
and akin to i t i s the group of 14 sonnets dedicated to Independence 
and Order, 34 form the Sudden Series, 132 are Ecclesiastical Sonnets, 
113 are written as memorials of tours, 14 on the punishment of death, 
122 are categorised as Miscellaneous Sonnets and the rest are scatt -
ered over under different t i t l e s * i l l of them taken together are 
ruminative, mystic, p o l i t i c a l , ecclesiastical, patriotic* descriptive, 
occasional, topical and miscellaneous* The l iberty group shows the 
poet's love for the native so i l and provides the moral basis of free-
dom* In them Wordsworth t e l l s the English people that national inde-
pendence cannot be conferred* Everyman should work for i t . I t cannot 
be given by "all the blended powers of Earth and heaven"• The sonnet 
*fwo voices* ca l l s upon everbody to act in such a sp ir i t that l iberty 
can survive* All the sonnets written on the progress of war in 
Spain, and Portugal and addressed to Germans, I tal ians and others 
are embued with nationalism* i l l sonnets evince Hilton's influence 
and the poet's overflowing and unrestrained love of l iberty but the 
ardour Is subdued in the 14 sonnet-group addressed to 'Independence 
and Order' because by that time he had attained sobriety and maturity 
of vision but a l l of them express his magnanimous patriotism, h is 
dauntless passion for l iberty and his deep sympathy with the oppressed* 
2D4 
The Duddon Series is a sustained nature poem local in character 
and metaphorical in nature. It symbolises the river of his life 
and actions in the course of his poetic career. It stands for 
eternity also whose source like the river is enwmapped in mystery 
and is lost in the unknown sea of eternity. The poet traces the 
course of the river passing through many vicissitudes and ultima-
tely mingling with the sea* The poet's own experiments in poetic 
form through modest achievements culminate in the sonnet "After 
thought11. The Ecdesiatical series in three divisions traces the 
introduction of Christianity into Ikigland upto his own time. The 
poet adopts the pedestrian method and appears as a dull versifying 
chronicler except on occasions and detached moments when he thinks 
of infinity which invoices sublime flashes of poetry as tm 'liabi-
lity' wherein he seems to recover his own vision. The sonnets 
written during the tours undertaken from 1820—1837 contain his 
memory of various spots which attracted his attention during his 
ramblings in the country and on the continent. He calls them 
"memorial rhymes that animate my way". In the series of 14 sonnets 
'Upon the Punishment of Death* he muses an the punishment of death. 
The series shows a sense of fear in aging Wordsworth and so he 
pleads for the retention of the power of Capital punishment by the 
state to save the country from anarchy and disorder and guard the 
general interest. The sonnets included in Miscellaneous series and 
* 
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other scattered sonnets put under different titles are on various 
themes and topics* They bear the stamp of his rich personality. 
They were written at all hours and in every condition, weather or 
circumstance* As he travelled by day or night, on boat or by 
coach, &very object by the wayside, every group of wayfarers, 
every cottage, ruin or mansion or vista of landscape provided 
matter for these sonnets* 
It is a commcHMplace of oritisism that after the 'Great 
decade1 or say after The Excursion Wordsworth lost his poetic 
power* fiat a study of his sonnets shows that the poetic power 
never completely deserted him, though it had declined. While this 
poetic energy is at its peak in many sonnets written during the 
•great decade1, as for instance in MThe world is two much with us* 
"Composed upon Westminister Bridge", "Milton! Thou shouldest he 
living at this hour", "On the Extinction of the Venetian Republic*. 
In them the language is equal to the occasion! there is perfect 
fusion of thought and form* There is coherence of metaphor and 
aptness of language. Many of them are poignant in situation, 
skilful in rhetottic, harmonious in tone and vigorous in idea. 
These poetic flashes appear in many sonnets of later dates too. 
The "After Thought" concluding the Duddon Series of 1819 is notable 
for profundity of thought and flsw of language* There are poetic 
'."^  f\ r*> 
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Jewels like 'King's chapel* and 'Mutability' in Ecolesiatical 
Series of 1622 too though it is dull reading on the whole. In 
the latter sonnet the idea of growth and decay is suggested 
through the mere word "dissolution* as both are parts of the 
same single process. The idea of change and time acting myste-
riously is enforced not only by the imagery but also by the skilful 
use of rhyme and sound. In the last line a series of light stress* 
short vowels and the delicate pattern of the consonants support the 
idea of the subtle working of the imperceptible forces* Even in 
the sonnets written as memorials of tours, a few show Wordsworth 
at lesser summits of his poetry. His sonnet written on the 
departure of his dear friend Scott is another sonnet where the 
mountain glory is charged with sorrow. The sonnets written during 
the continental tour of 1837 also show his subdued poetio power. 
Thus, there are flashes of that poetic power which is perceptible 
during the 'great decade', though there is evident decline of the 
imaginative energy. It is only on certain moments that the old 
Wordsworth recovers his old self and old vision and such moments 
are only a few during which he could produce excellent sonnets — 
a dozen in number, of which William Sharp in his introduction to 
Sonnets of the nineteenth century writes i 
He poet of our own or any language 
could show ten sonnets equal in breadth 
of thought
 fverity of poetry and beauty 
of expression to the ten greatest of Wordsworth. 
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In faot, in these sonnets the language like the thought is that 
of a great master* They are written under genuine inspiration. 
He produced them when some passing 'scene took on a sugden unive-
rsal value or unfamiliar splendour or when some profound thought 
was passionately conceived or some high ideal kindled iKto a pure 
flame in the poet's mind. In them the language flows pure and 
effortless; the rhyme comes unsought. 
Wordsworth records in his sonnets his responeees to places* 
times* actions* current and historical events* small episodes* 
paintings* hooks* dogmas* transitions in emotions* challenges to 
faith and concepts* permanence and change. Be always regarded 
the sonnet as particularly suited to the expression of personal 
emotion. He confirms in prose what he declares in verse that 
"With this Shakespeare unlocked his heart"* yet a study of his 
sonnets shows that he had in mind depth and directness of emotion 
rather than autobiographical disclosure. What degree of detachment 
he assigned to his use of the pronoun "I11 is revealed in his patient 
explanation for Lady Beaumont in May 1807 of the sonnet "With Ships 
the sea was sprinkled" (quoted in full in Miscellaneous Sonnets 
Series part III). In it the reader is invited to "rest his mind as 
mine is resting1*. In short* the poet is less interested on this 
occasion in the single ship or the whole scene than he is in the 
mood and powers of the human mind* Ho i s more interested in the 
genesis of the "lover's 'look* than in either the lover or what 
ht looked at* He has found an "objective correlative1* for 
changes of mood* His use of the sonnet form i s subjective but 
hardly personal. The sonnet had been natably a form of love 
lyr ic in i t s origin and in Elizabethan England, but Wordsworth 
produced no love sonnet whether in 1802 or thereafter* Instead, 
he devised intr icate and indireot expressions l ike that beginning 
"Shame on the faithless heart" set in Oxford on Hay 30, 1820 with 
Mary by his side* On the surface this sonnet indicates the poet 's 
infideli ty to Cambridge in his momentary transport over Oxford 
although th is infideli ty reveals insensitivity to Mary* Thus, i t 
does not meet Wordsworth's own cr i ter ia of simplicity and direct-
ness of emotion* 
As an acknowledged major sonnet writer of his age* Wordsworth 
exercised considerable influence over the early Victorians. His 
influence i s evident in both subject-matter and technique* Though 
the I tal ian and Elizabethan Influences continued to affect the 
Victorian love sonnets, they did not rival the Miltonic Words-
wort hi an force* Wordsworth wrote mainly religious* descriptive 
and pojtical sonnets, and religion and nature da*«ae$p£&«Ks are the 
principal subjects for sonneteers from 1828 to 1850* Wordsworth 
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earned the title of a pioneer in the field of religious sonnets 
by writing Ecclesiastical Sketches (1822) and his influence 
predominated in 1830 in the religious sonnets of B.C. Trench, 
Sir Aubrey de Vere, Isaac Williams and also minor authors as 
T.Roscoe, Idward Irving, W*S*8osce£.and H.H.MLlman. Trench used 
most frequently the abba aeca octave and praised Wordsworth in 
his well formed poemB. Sir Aubrey de Vere probably derived the 
idea of his group sonnets from Ecclesiastical Sketches* Isaac 
Williams in 'The Altar' (1847) An more than 374 sonnets deals 
with religious subjects* After 1839 the religious sonnet displa-
ced the descriptive as the most popular type* With the increase 
in number, its quality decreased. During the decade 1840-1850 the 
religious sonnet too bears out Wordsworth's influence. The Younger 
Aubrey de Vere wrote more than over fifty theological sonnets} 
his sonnet resembles Wordsworth's in structure as well as matter* 
One fourth of his sonnets omit the pause after the octave and two 
sestet schemes cdo, dee and odd, cee so frequently in Wordsworth, 
are also used by him* 
Wordsworth's and Milton's political sonnets and the former's 
attitude towards the sonnet as a didactic-descriptive genre did 
not however get favour with the Victorians. They considered this 
form of poetlo composition well suited for pure thoughts and deli-
cate fancies but too calm and too restrained in its structure and 
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progress to afford a possible vehicle for the bursts, starts* 
throes, and outpourings of madness which was characterstic of 
the last reigning school of the age of Elizabeth* Moreover, 
Bousman held an Idyllic conception of this form* But the appe-
arance of numerous tour sequences and sonnets descriptive of 
foreign places are probably modelled tm Wordsworth*s notion of 
composing tour cycles* John Browning's "Sonnets written During 
a Late Tour in Italy", Sir Aubrey de Vere's "Atlantic Coast 
Scenery" Catherine Godwin's "Pour sonnets Irltten During a Summer 
Tour On the Continent" and Francis Skurrays sonnets descriptive of 
Alpine sceney show Wordsworth's influence* These sequences also 
show looseness comparable to Wordsworth's • Thus, Wordsworth may 
be credited with inspiring a revival of the sonnet sequence or at 
least loose sonnet group} for there were few groups before 1620 
and all groups written between 1826-1650 are either descriptive or 
religious* All important sonnet writers of these decades Sir 
Aubrey de Vere, Hartley Coleridge, Tennyson Turner, Henry Ellison, 
Richard Howitt, Thomas Burbidge and Frederick — are influenced 
by Wordsworth. Sir Aubrey de Vere's "Intimations of Past Existence 
repeats the thought of Wordsworth's famous "ode" and "The way of 
the world" seems modelled on Wordsworth's "The World is too much 
with us" Richard Hewitt's sonnets on violates, the evening, child* 
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ren and the influence of nature on the imagination approach 
Wordsworthlan themes. Fabre's sonnets more than a hundred are 
on nature. Ms sonnets "On the Heights Near Devoke Water" 
and "Admiration of iature** sound Wordswortbian. Burbidge used 
frequently the abba, aoca ootave. Ellison resembles Wordsworth 
in his usual omission of the regular pauses and the occasional 
employment of the abba* acca ootave as well as in the sentiment 
of his few descriptive sonnets* Hartley Coleridge resembles the 
lake poet in his careful observation of even the humblest aspects 
of nature and also in the ruse of run-on-lines. Tennyson Turner's 
classical polished style recalls Wordsworth. He adopted Words-
worth's phrase "the sonnet's humble plot of ground" as the motto 
of his earliest volume. Thus upto the year 1850 the influence of 
Wordsworth was predominant and as late as 1876 when D.G.BossetWs 
work had achieved considerable fame* Wordsworthlan type in the 
f irst half of the nineteenth century was an established standard 
type and even later the l&ltonic Wordsworthlan tradition continued 
with additions and modifications, a step nearer our timeB, to 
which i t s t i l l flourished though his Influence decreased in the 
second half of the nineteenth century with those sonnet writers 
predominating who considered sonnet a f i t vehicle for the expres-
sion of the languor of a melancholy and despondent love and hence 
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brought forward the forgotten sonnet writers of the Elizabethan 
age* 
Although most of Wordsworth's poetry* as he himself 
claimed, was born of tranquil recollection, his sonnets are the 
product of a more relaxed mood. They are topical in nature, and 
often express a passing impulse or a fleeting impression. Wordsworth 
grouped together sonnets sharing a kindred mood* His best work 
in the sonnets is of a piece with his major poetry* In both his 
voice rings true when he deals with his favourite themes of nature 
and liberty. But a large number of his sonnets are devoted to 
themes of an ephemeral nature. (These belong to the later phase of 
his poetical career when his creative power was on the wane and 
also when like Tennyson, he was more conscious of his social 
responsibilities as a poet laureate* Then he chooses to express 
a generalised opinion or a public sentiment, as for instance in 
the series "Sonnets upon the Punishment of Death" dealing with the 
punishment of death. There we miss the poignancy of a personal 
emotion. While going through the large bulk of Wordsworth's 
sonnets one therefore finds much uneven quality, and one feels the 
necessity of competent editing, as Arnold advised in the case of 
his major poetry* 
Considered in the perspective of history, it can be said 
that Wordsworth took up the sonnet where Milton left off, and 
made it more roomy and flexible for purposes of self-expression. 
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He farther enlarged its scope by treating of a greater variety 
of subjects, of both permanent and ephemeral value* It is 
remarkable that he did net deal with conjugal love like the 
traditional sonneteer of the earlier times* and yet wrote with 
passion and fervour on themes of nature and liberty. In respect 
of technique, he took greater freedom, almost behaving like a 
libertine, violating the conventional rhyme pattern rather wilfully 
to suit his requirements. We might even say that at his worst 
there is no correspondence between thought and structure* and 
this we may regard as an abuse of the sonnet form and a serious 
artistic blemish. Nevertheless, even if we take away these sonnets 
of an inferior quality, we will have a sizable residue, where we 
find the poet capable of rising to great heights and imparting 
the touch of the master to his work. Sonnets like 'It is a. 
beauteous Evening, calm and free* , 'MiltonJ thou shouldst be 
living at this hour*, "The world is too much with us| late and soon', 
'Thought of a Briton on the subjugation of Switzerland*, are some 
•f these very best. In the history of the English sonnet Wordsworth's 
place Is therefore very secure. 
i i 
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